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Preface

This volume of Modern Aspects covers a wide spread of 

topics presented in an authoritative, informative and instructive 

manner by some internationally renowned specialists. Professors 

Politzer and Dr. Murray provide a comprehensive description of 

the various theoretical treatments of solute-solvent interactions, 

including ion-solvent interactions. Both continuum and discrete 

molecular models for the solvent molecules are discussed, 

including Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations. The 

advantages and drawbacks of the resulting models and 

computational approaches are discussed and the impressive 

progress made in predicting the properties of molecular and ionic 

solutions is surveyed.

 The fundamental and applied electrochemistry of the 

silicon/electrolyte interface is presented in an authoritative review 

by Dr. Gregory Zhang, with emphasis in the preparation of porous 

silicon, a material of significant technological interest, via anodic 

dissolution of monocrystalline Si. The chapter shows eloquently 

how fundamental electrokinetic principles can be utilized to 

obtain the desired product morphology.

 Markov chains theory provides a powerful tool for 

modeling several important processes in electrochemistry and 

electrochemical engineering, including electrode kinetics, anodic 

deposit formation and deposit dissolution processes, electrolyzer 

and electrochemical reactors performance and even reliability of 

warning devices and repair of failed cells. The way this can be 

done using the elegant Markov chains theory is described in lucid 

manner by Professor Thomas Fahidy in a concise chapter which 

gives to the reader only the absolutely necessary mathematics and 

is rich in practical examples.

 Electrochemical processes usually take place on rough 

surfaces and interfaces and the use of fractal theory to describe 

and characterize the geometric characteristics of surfaces and 

interfaces can be of significant importance in electrochemical 

process description and optimization. Drs. Joo-Young Go and 



electrochemical methods used for the determination of surface 

fractal dimensions and of the implications of fractal geometry in 

the description of several important electrochemical systems, 

including corroding surfaces as well as porous and composite 

electrodes.

 Electrochemistry plays an increasingly important role in 

biology and medicine and the electrochemical treatment of tumors 

(ECT) is receiving considerable attention as a viable alternative to 

the more classical tumor treating approaches of surgery and 

chemotherapy. Dr. A. Vijh, a specialist in this area, describes both 

the phenomenology and the proposed physicochemical 

mechanisms of ECT in a comprehensive chapter.

 C.G. Vayenas 

R.E. White

SSu-Il Pyun provide a comprehensive review of the physical and 
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MEMORIES OF BRIAN EVANS CONWAY 

EDITOR 1955-2005 

By John O’M. Bockris (Editor 1953-2003)

I remember meeting Brian Conway on the road, Queens Gate, 

which leads from Imperial College, London University, to the Tube 

Station in South Kensington, London. It was a Saturday afternoon in 

1946. I was one year into a lectureship (assistant professorship in 

U.S. terms) at Imperial College, the technologically oriented part of 

London University. Brian stopped me to say that he wanted to do his 

graduate research with me. He was 20 and I, 23. 

Brian Conway entered my research group at Imperial College 

in its second year. There are some who have called the years 

between 1946 and 1950 as the Golden Years of Electrochemistry 

because the development of the subject as a part of physical 

chemistry was pioneered in those years, primarily by the remarkable 

set of people who were in the group at that time and who spread out 

with their own students and ideas after they left me. 

First among those in respect to the honors achieved was 

Roger Parsons. He became an FRS and President of the Faraday 

Division of the Chemical Society. Conway is No. 2 in this formal 

ranking although he published more extensively and with more 

original ideas than did Parsons. Then there was John Tomlinson who 

became a professor at the University of Wellington in New Zealand 

(and Vice Chancelor of the University). E.C. Potter too was in the 

group at that time and became in the 1980's the President of the 

Royal Society of New South Wales, apart from having an active 

career in the Council of Science and Industry of the Australian 

government. Harold Eagan was there too and he later achieved a 

grand title: “The Government Chemist,” the man in the U.K. 

government who is in charge of testing the purity of various 

elements of the country’s supply. 
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The only woman in the group, Hanna Rosenburg, should be 

mentioned here because she had an extended influence on Brian 

Conway, based partly on her remarkable ability to discuss widely.

Martin Fleischmann, too, is relevant. He got his Ph.D. in a 

small group near to my group in which Conway worked. However, 

he joined us in various activities, particularly the discussions. He 

became well known internationally not only because of his 

contributions to physical electrochemistry, but also because in 1989 

he resuscitated an idea, - which had been introduced by the French 

and Japanese in the 1960's, - that nuclear reactions could be carried 

out in solutions in the cold.

Conway’s thesis (1949) was very original in content and 

contained, e.g., 3 D representations of potential energy surfaces. 

After Brian Conway got his Ph.D. with me, he went to work 

with J.A.V. Butler at the Chester-Beatty Cancer Research Institute, a 

short walk from Imperial College. Butler’s habit of pouring over 

manuscripts, murmuring, and his sensitivity to noise whilst thinking, 

was reflected by some of Conway’s habits. Butler was known to be 

absent minded in a way which colored the great respect with which 

he was regarded. Thus, according to Conway, in Butler’s year at 

Uppsala he was observed by a British colleague to pass two lumps 

of sugar to the cashier whilst thoughtfully adding the ore to his 

coffee.

Contact with Conway continued from 1949 to 1953 in 

London. We used to meet on Saturday afternoons in a Kensington 

coffee shop and it was there that some of our electrochemical 

problems were worked out. 

After 1951, I decided to look towards the United States for 

doc to take with us and wanted to get him married before the 

transition. Unfortunately, Brian evaluated girls principally by their 

intellectual abilities and the Viennese Ms. Rosenburg had given him 

the model. He found it difficult to meet her equal and we had 

eventually to point out to him that he couldn’t get a Visa to come to 

America with a woman unless he were married to her. Shortly, after 

this, he did invite me to Daguize, our Saturday café, to meet a 

former Latvian pharmacist, Nina, and later I served to take Nina up 

Memories of Brian Evans Conway

continuation of my career. We thought of Brian as a possible post 

the aisle at the wedding of Nina and Brian (1954).
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It had seemed to me that, if we were going to bring 

Electrochemistry from its moribund state of the 1940's to modernity 

in physical chemistry, a yearly monograph would help and I 

therefore approached Butterworth’s in London with a proposition 

and the first volume was published in 1954.
1
 I brought Brian into the 

Aspects in Volume I as an assistant and also my co-author in a 

chapter on solvation. It soon seemed unfair to continue to receive 

Brian’s help in editing unless he was made an editor too and 

therefore, from the second volume on, we were both named editors 

of the series and kept it that way until, in 1987, we invited Ralph 

White to join us as the Electrochemical Engineer, thus increasing the 

breadth of the topics received.
2

I moved to the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia in 

1953 whilst Brian remained at Chester-Beatty, but I went back to 

London for the summer of 1954 and persuaded Brian to come over 

to Philadelphia at first as a post doctoral fellow.

Brian Conway’s move to the U.S.A. facilitated our joint 

editorship in running the series. We had had many discussions in 

London and this encouraged us to make the composition of each 

volume an occasion for a Meeting, lasting two to three days in a 

resort. This meant one to two day’s hard discussion deciding the 

topics we wanted and then the authors who might write the articles, 

together with a reserve author in case the first one refused. The third 

day we spent as free time for our own discussions. Colorado Springs 

was a place in which we had an interesting time and then there was 

the Grand Hotel in White Sulfur Springs and several resorts in 

Canada. But there is no doubt that Bermuda was more often the 

locale of the Modern Aspects invitation meetings than any other. 

After Ralph White threw his expertise onto choice of authors, we 

continued to meet yearly, e.g., in Quebec City and in San Francisco, 

though in recent years the meetings drifted back to their original 

form.

                                                          
1
 Butterworth’s was purchased by Plenum Press in 1955 after the second volume for 

Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry had been published.
2
 Our policy throughout, - as I believe it is with the present editors, - was to make in 

Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry a truly broad presentation of the field although 

we always avoided analytical topics for which there was already so much 

presentation.

Memories of Brian Evans Conway
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Coming now to Brian’s two years at the University of 

Pennsylvania (1954-1955), we got out of this time three papers 

which I think of as being foundation papers of what we now know as 

physical electrochemistry. The first concerned the mechanism of the 

high mobility of the proton in water. The second arose out of the 

interpretation of plots of log io against the strength of the metal-

hydrogen bond and found two groups of metals, one involving 

proton discharge onto planar sites and the other proton discharge 

(rate determining) onto adsorbed H. The last of the three concerned 

the early stages of metal deposition, a subject which raises many 

fundamental questions in electrochemical theory (e.g., partial charge 

transfer). The first two of these works were published in the Journal 

of Chemical Physics and the last one in the Proceedings of the Royal 

Society. To have papers accepted in these prestigious journals is 

unusual and particularly for electrochemical topics so often mired in 

lowly technological issues. 

Conway transferred to the University of Ottawa in 1955 and 

remained there for the rest of his career. He published near to 400 

papers whilst in Ottawa and it’s interesting to mention a few of 

them.

In Ottawa I would pick out the work with Currie in 1978 on 

pressure dependence of electrode reactions. It gave a new 

mechanism criterion. 

Agar had suggested in 1947 that there might be a temperature 

dependence of , the electrode kinetic parameter, and Conway took 

this up in 1982 and showed experimentally that in certain reactions 

this was the case.

The most well known work that Conway and his colleagues 

completed in Ottawa was on the analysis of potential sweep curves. I 

had been critical of the application of potential sweep theory to 

reactions which involved intermediates on the electrode surface and, 

working particularly early with Gilaedi and then with Halina 

Kozlowska, and to some extent with Paul Stonehart, Conway 

developed an analysis of the effect of intermediate radicals on the 

shape and properties of potential sweep showing how interesting 

electrode kinetic parameters could be thereby obtained. 

This is the point to stress the part played by Halina 

Angerstein-Kozlowska in Brian’s work. She played an important 

role in administration of the co-workers, apart from the supervision 

Memories of Brian Evans Conway
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of the work, particularly in Brian’s absences at meetings, many in 

Europe. Her position was similar to that of the late Srinivasan in 

respect to John Appleby electrochemical research group at Texas 

A&M. It is more creative and directional than her formal position as 

a senior researcher indicates. 

I continued an active discussion relationship with Brian 

Conway for more than fifty years. This was made possible not only 

by the yearly meetings for Modern Aspects but by letters, most 

which were in discussions of topics apart from electrochemistry. I 

remember those on the inheritance of acquired characteristics with 

Hanna Rosenburg in London in the fifties and the discussions of the 

position and number of the galaxies and then later, consideration of 

methods by aggressive groups could be restrained from war. In more 

recent years we have been concerned with the speed of electrons in 

telephone lines. Many people think that electrons there must travel 

very quickly but in fact their movement during the passage of 

messages is measured in a few cms per second. 

Although the correspondence with me concerned topics 

discussed in terms of the science of the day, Conway’s interests 

were broad and he had interests in the Arts, stimulated by his wife in 

this direction (his house was decorated with her paintings). In this 

respect, Conway exemplifies the Scientist as a Great Man, a man of 

Knowledge in all and any direction. One is reminded of Frumkin in 

Moscow who kept abreast of modern literature from Anglo-

America, France and Germany and Hinshelwood at Oxford, a 

physical chemist whose alternative interests were in Japanese 

Poetry.

The long lasting scientific correspondence with Conway 

started to ebb in the mid nineties and I assumed that this was due to 

normal processes of aging but it turned out that it was the beginning 

of the end, - he was frequently in the hospital. 

One day in this Summer of 2005, Nina called to tell me that 

the doctors declared the prostate cancer which he had suffered had 

metastasized and that they could no longer control it. I placed myself 

at Brian’s disposal in respect to anything that he wanted, - I worked 

here through the well-known Barry Macdougall, an ex Conway 

student. Through him I passed to Brian photographs from the 

London days, and these contained, among others, the one he most 

Memories of Brian Evans Conway
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wanted, - that of the student he had known 55 years earlier, Hanna 

Rosenburg.

Brian leaves behind him Nina (later a professional artist and 

musician) who had contributed so much to his career by her help and 

fortitude and a son, Adrian, who is a competent theorist in telephone 

networks.

Brian chose to have his body cremated.

JOMB/ts

Memories of Brian Evans Conway
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Quantitative Approaches to Solute-Solvent

Interactions

Peter Politzer and Jane S. Murray

Department of Chemistry, University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA 70148

I. INTRODUCTION

The interactions between solutes and solvents are noncovalent in
nature (barring the occurrence of chemical reactions), and
therefore fall into the same category as those that govern
molecular recognition processes, the formation and properties of
liquids and solids, physical adsorption, etc. Hydrogen bonding, in
its many manifestations, is a particularly prominent and important
example.

It follows from the Hellmann-Feynman theorem1,2 that these
interactions are essentially Coulombic, and hence can be
described accurately in terms of classical electrostatics, given the
correct charge distributions. This has been discussed by
Hirschfelder et al.3,4 The problem, with regard to solute-solvent
interactions, is one of scale, i.e., the large number of molecules of
the solvent that must be taken into account in order to realistically
represent its effects. Thus, whereas interaction energies of
relatively small noncovalently-bound complexes are

Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry, Number 39, edited by C. Vayenas et al.,
Springer, New York, 2005
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increasingly being computed reliably, either directly, by Eq. (1),5,6

E = Ecomplex – Ereactant (1)

or by sophisticated perturbation methods7,8 such as symmetry-
adapted perturbation theory (SAPT), the situation is different for
solute-solvent systems. The direct approach, Eq. (1), is
impractical; perturbation theory can be applied, but at a lower
level, in establishing the intermolecular potentials for molecular
dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations of solutions.8-11

Quantitative models of solute-solvent systems are often
divided into two broad classes, depending upon whether the
solvent is treated as being composed of discrete molecules or as a
continuum. Molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations are
examples of the former;8-11 the interaction of a solute molecule
with each of hundreds or sometimes even thousands of solvent
molecules is explicitly taken into account, over a lengthy series of
steps. This clearly puts a considerable demand upon computer
resources. The different continuum models,11-16 which have
evolved from the work of Born,17 Bell,18 Kirkwood,19 and
Onsager20 in the pre-computer era, view the solvent as a
continuous, polarizable isotropic medium in which the solute
molecule is contained within a cavity. The division into discrete
and continuum models is of course not a rigorous one; there are
many variants that combine elements of both. For example, the
solute molecule might be surrounded by a first solvation shell with
the constituents of which it interacts explicitly, while beyond this
is the continuum solvent.16

An overview of these methods will be presented later in this
Chapter. They will be introduced largely in the context of
molecular solutes, although they can also be applied to ionic ones,
as shall be discussed in a separate Section III.5. First, however,
shall be summarized in some detail an approach that is less
comprehensive than those that have been mentioned, but is readily
applied and can be quite effective.
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II. GENERAL INTERACTION PROPERTIES FUNCTION

(GIPF)

1. Background

Since noncovalent interactions are Coulombic, it seems reasonable
to assume that a dominant role is played by the electrostatic
potentials on the molecules’ surfaces. This is what they see and
feel as they approach each other. Qualitatively, it would be
anticipated that interaction would be promoted by a
complementary orientation of these potentials, i.e., positive
regions on A being in the proximity of negative ones on B.
(Already in 1925, Langmuir drew attention to the importance of
molecular surface fields of force in solution interactions.)21

Furthermore, it seems possible that if one partner in a given type
of process (e.g., solvation) is held constant, then the strength of
the interaction might correlate with the features of the electrostatic
potentials on the molecular surfaces of its various partners. For
example, perhaps the solubilities of a series of solutes in a given
solvent could be related to their molecular surface electrostatic
potentials.

In quantifying these ideas, certain questions must be
addressed. First, how should a molecular surface be determined?
It has no rigorous basis, but being a useful concept, a number of
approaches have been suggested,22-26 such as defining it in terms
of a set of intersecting spheres centered at the nuclei and having
some appropriate radii, e.g., van der Waals. We choose instead to
identify the surface with an outer contour of the molecular
electronic density (r).25,26 This has the advantage that the surface
reflects the specific features of the particular molecule, for
instance lone pairs and strained bonds. Following Bader et al.,26

we use (r) = 0.001 au (electrons/bohr3), which they showed (for
a group of hydrocarbons) to encompass more than 97% of the
total electronic charge.

Before proceeding, it is necessary to present some general
background concerning the molecular electrostatic potential. Its
value V(r) at any point r in the space around a molecule is the
resultant of the positive contribution of the nuclei and the negative
one of the electrons:
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In Eq. (2), ZA is the charge on nucleus A, located at RA, and
(r) is the molecule’s electronic density. Thus whether V(r) is

positive or negative in any given region depends upon whether the
effect of the nuclei or the electrons is dominant there. In our
experience, negative V(r) are usually associated with (a) the lone
pairs of electronegative atoms, e.g., N, O, F, Cl, etc., (b) the 
electrons of unsaturated hydrocarbons, such as arenes and olefins,
and (c) strained C C bonds, as in cyclopropane. It should be
noted that V(r) is a real physical property, an observable; it can be
determined experimentally, by diffraction techniques,27,28 as well
as computationally.29 Our present interest is in the electrostatic
potential on the molecular surface, which will be designated VS(r).
It is customary to report V(r) and VS(r) in units of energy rather
than potential, e.g., kcal/mole or kJ/mole. The values correspond,
therefore, to the interaction energy between the electrostatic
potential of the molecule at the point r and a positive unit point
charge situated at that point. An example of a molecular surface
electrostatic potential is shown in Figure 1, for the
dimethylnitrosamine molecule, (CH3)2N NO.

A likely application of VS(r) that comes immediately to mind
is in regard to hydrogen bonding. It seems reasonable that the
most negative (or minimum) value of VS(r), labeled VS,min, should
indicate the preferred site for accepting a hydrogen bond, while
the most positive, VS,max, when associated with a hydrogen should
reflect propensity for hydrogen-bond donation. This has been
found to be the case, as shall be discussed in Section II.2.ii. (It is
certainly possible for a molecule to have two or more local surface
minima and/or maxima, and thus potential hydrogen bonding sites;
examples are the DNA bases.)30

The extrema of VS(r) are, however, only the beginning of the
useful information that can be gleaned from it. The question is
how to characterize the key features and overall pattern of VS(r)
sufficiently to permit quantitative correlations with physical
properties.  Over  a  period  of  several  years, we have identified a
group  of  statistically-defined  quantities  that are effective for this
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Figure 1. Electrostatic potential on the molecular
surface of dimethylnitrosamine, computed at the
Hartree-Fock STO-5G*//STO-3G* level.  Two
views are presented; the top shows the lone pair
(purple color) on the amino nitrogen.   Color
ranges, in kcal/mole, are:  purple, more negative
than -20; blue, between -20 and -10; green,
between -10 and 0; yellow, between 0 and +13;
red, more positive than +13.
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purpose. (For reviews, see Murray and Politzer.)31-34 Obvious ones
after VS,max and VS,min are the positive, negative and overall
averages of VS(r):

VS
1

VS
i 1

(r i ) (3)

VS
1

VS
j 1

(r j )  (4)

VS
1

n
VS

i 1

(r i ) VS
j 1

(r j) (5)

In Eqs. (3) and (4), the summations are over the points on the
positive and negative portions of the surface, respectively; n is the
total number of points, including those where VS(r) = 0. On most
molecular surfaces, the positive regions are larger in area but the

negative ones are stronger;33,35,36 thus SV  > SV . Nevertheless,

SV  (the overall average) is usually weakly positive, reflecting the

greater extent of )(VS r . This pattern can change, however, when

the molecule has several strongly-electron-withdrawing
components, meaning that each receives less of the polarizable

electronic charge;33,36 this causes SV  to diminish and may lead

to SV  < SV . Thus, whereas CH3F has SV  = 8.2 and SV  =

14.7 kcal/mole, CF4 has SV  = 11.5 and SV  = 4.6
kcal/mole,36 (Hartree-Fock STO-5G*//STO-3G* calculations).

In addition to these basic quantities, there are three that
provide more detailed information:
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1. The average deviation, ,

1

n
VS(rk ) VS

k 1

n

(6)

is a measure of the internal charge separation that exists
even in molecules with zero dipole moment, e.g., para-
dinitrobenzene.  varies in magnitude from 2-5 kcal/mole
for hydrocarbons to mid-20’s for polynitro/polyaza
systems;33,35,36 it is 16.5 kcal/mole for para-dinitrobenzene.

 correlates with various empirical indices of polarity.35,37

2. The positive, negative and total variances, 2 , 2  and
2
tot :

2

1j

SjS

2

1i

SiS

222
tot

VrV
1

VrV
1 (7)

The variances indicate the variabilities, or ranges, of
the positive, the negative and the overall electrostatic
potentials on the molecular surfaces. They are particularly
sensitive to the extrema, VS,max and VS,min, due to the terms
being squared. This also means that they may be much
larger than , by as much as an order of magnitude, and

show quite different trends.33,36,37 Basically, 
2

and 
2

help to show how strong are the positive and negative
potentials.

3. We have introduced a quantity, , that is intended to reflect

the degree of balance between 2 and 2 , and thus to

indicate to what extent a molecule is able to interact with
others (whether strongly or weakly) through both its
positive and negative regions.
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22
tot

22

(8)

From Eq. (8), it can be seen that the upper limit of  is 0.250,

which it reaches when 2 = 2 .

The quantities that have been presented do effectively
characterize the electrostatic potential on a molecular surface. We
have shown that a number of macroscopic, condensed-phase
properties that depend upon noncovalent interactions can be
expressed in terms of some subset of these quantities (frequently

augmented by the positive, negative or total surface areas, SA ,

SA  or AS). It is necessary to first establish a reliable experimental

database for the property of interest, and then to fit it, by means of
a statistical analysis code, to (usually) three or four of the
quantities, appropriately selected, as computed for the molecules
in the database. If the interaction involves multicomponent
systems, as does solvation, then only one component may vary.
For example, a relationship could be developed for a series of
solutes in a particular solvent, or a given solute in different
solvents. In doing so, we have always sought to use as few of the
computed quantities as is consistent with a good correlation, since
they can provide insight into the physical factors that are involved
in the interaction; this becomes obscured if many terms are
involved.

Once a relationship has been established for a property of
interest, for instance the heat of vaporization, then the latter can be
predicted for any compound, even one not yet synthesized, by
computing the relevant surface quantities for a single molecule of
it. The effect of the surroundings is implicitly taken into account
through the correlation that has been developed.

This is accordingly a unified approach to representing and
predicting condensed phase properties that are determined by
noncovalent interactions. We summarize it conceptually as a
general interaction properties function (GIPF), Eq. (9):
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min,Smax,S
2
tot

22

SSSSSS

V,V,,,,,

,V,V,V,A,A,AfopertyPr
(9)

VS,max and VS,min are site-specific, in that they refer to a particular
point on the surface. (In rare instances, we have also used Vmin, the
overall most negative value of the electrostatic potential in the
three-dimensional space of the molecule; Vmin is also site-
specific.) The remaining quantities in Eq. (9) are termed global,
since they reflect either all or an important portion of the
molecular surface. It should be emphasized that on no occasion
have we used more than six computed quantities in representing a
property; three or four is typical. It should also be noted that the
specific value of (r) chosen to define the molecular surface is not
critical, as long as it corresponds to an outer contour; we have
shown that (r) = 0.0015 or 0.002 au would be equally
effective.35,38 (The numerical coefficients of the computed
quantities would of course be somewhat different, but the
correlation would not be significantly affected.)

The GIPF technique has been used to establish quantitative
representations of more than 20 liquid, solid and solution
properties,31-34 including boiling points and critical constants,
heats of phase transitions, surface tensions, enzyme inhibition,
liquid and solid densities, etc. Our focus here shall be only upon
those that involve solute-solvent interactions.

2. Applications

(i)  General Comments

Some of the properties for which GIPF expressions have been
developed reflect only interactions between molecules of the same
compound; examples are boiling points, critical constants, heats of

phase transitions, etc. In such instances, 2
tot  and  are often

important quantities because the interactions can be strongly
attractive only if both the positive and the negative surface
potentials achieve relatively large magnitudes; this implies a high
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value of 2
tot , and  being near 0.250. In fact some of these

properties can be represented solely in terms of the product 2
tot

and the area.31-34

In solute-solvent systems, the situation can be quite different;
for example, a strongly positive region on one component and a
strongly negative one on the other can suffice to produce a high
solubility. Such cases will be discussed in some detail. Before
proceeding to this, however, two practical points should be
addressed. First, how dependent are the computed surface
potential quantities upon molecular conformation (since this may
change in solution)?39 This has been investigated,40 and found to
usually not be an important issue for most of the quantities,
provided that some intramolecular interaction, such as hydrogen

bonding, is not significantly affected; 2  is most likely to change.

An example in which conformation perhaps does play a key role
will be mentioned in Section II.2.iv. Second, how sensitive is
VS(r), and hence the GIPF procedure, to the computational level

at which it is obtained? This has also been studied.41,42 and the
results indicate that satisfactory GIPF correlations can generally
be obtained at different levels, although the functional forms may
differ somewhat. Since the molecules are sometimes relatively
large, we have normally used Hartree-Fock STO-5G* VS(r),

although in some instances we have gone to larger basis sets.

(ii)  Hydrogen Bonding

There is a long history of relating hydrogen bonding to
molecular electrostatic potentials; the early work has been
summarized by Politzer and Daiker.43 We have shown that
hydrogen-bond-donating and -accepting tendencies, as measured
by experimentally-based solvatochromic parameters, can be
expressed linearly in terms of just VS,max and VS,min,
respectively;44,45 no other surface quantities are needed. The
former relationships are excellent, with correlation coefficients R

 0.97; the latter are less so, R = 0.90, perhaps because different
acceptor heteroatoms are involved, whereas it is always a
hydrogen that is donated.
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(iii)  Free Energies of Solvation

The free energy of solvation is a key property of solute-
solvent systems, since it quantifies the tendency of the solute to
enter into solution. We have addressed this for aqueous solvation
via the GIPF approach on several occasions.46-48 Our best
correlation is Eq. (10), obtained using density functional B3P86/6-
31+G** VS(r):46

1
SSSS

3
min,Smax,S

minsolvation

)VA(VA)VV(

VG
(10)

in which the constants , , ,  and  are all positive. Since Vmin,

VS,min and SV  are negative, this means that each term except  is
promoting solvation. Equation (10) is one of the few GIPF
relationships that include Vmin, the overall most negative value of
the electrostatic potential. The correlation coefficient for Eq. (10)
is R = 0.988; the average absolute deviation from experiment is
0.27 kcal/mole for Gsolvation values varying over 9.59 kcal/mole.

The involvement in Eq. (10) of the site-specific VS,max, VS,min

and Vmin indicates the importance of attractive interactions with,
respectively, the oxygen and particularly the hydrogens of water,

especially for the more polar solutes. The global SS VA  terms are

needed for the less polar ones; indeed, for a group of seven
aromatic hydrocarbons, the free energy of solvation in water

correlates well with the product SS VA  alone. The role of its

reciprocal in Eq. (10) appears to be to provide a minor correction.
It is interesting that aqueous solvation depends so much upon the
negative portions of the solute surfaces, showing that the attractive
interactions with the hydrogens of water are much more significant
than with the oxygen.

For three nonpolar solvents (cyclohexane, hexadecane and
benzene), solvation is promoted by the solute having a large total
surface area and large :47
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Gsolvation AS
0.5 AS ASVS  (11)

 (B3P86/6-31+G**; , , ,  > 0)

R varies between 0.933 and 0.945, with average absolute
deviations from experiment of 0.23 - 0.26 kcal/mole for Gsolvation

covering ranges of 3.1 kcal/mole. Thus electrostatic interaction is
important, but not in a site-specific manner. Strongly positive

regions on the solute, reflected in the product SS VA , have a

hindering effect, presumably due to repulsion by the hydrogen
peripheries of the solvent molecules. Finally, for solvents of
intermediate polarity, solvation involves a combination of both
site-specific and global features of the solute molecular surfaces,47

depending on the types of interactions that dominate in each case.
However large solute surface area consistently enhances solvation.

(iv)  Partition Coefficients

Octanol/water partition coefficients, Pow, which measure the

relative solubilities of solutes in octanol and in water, are widely
used as descriptors in quantitative structure-activity relationships
(QSAR), for example in pharmacological and toxicological
applications.49 Since experimental values of these are not always
available, a number of procedures for predicting them have been
proposed (see references in Brinck et al.).50

We have shown, for 67 organic solutes of various chemical
types, that log Pow can be expressed by Eq. (12):50

log Pow = AS
2

AS  (12)

(HF/STO-5G*//HF/STO-3G*; , , ,  > 0)

For Eq. (12), R = 0.961 and the average absolute deviation is 0.33
for log Pow between 1.38 and 5.18. As was found in the case of
solvation free energies (Section II.2.iii), large total area is a key to
solubility in solvents of low polarity (in this case octanol). A high
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2  is the primary factor promoting the aqueous phase. This draws

attention to the significant role of hydrogen bonding, with the
water being the donor. These conclusions were reached earlier by
Kamlet et al.51 and by Famini et al.52 A large  (internal charge
separation) also helps water solubility, but to a lesser extent than

2 .

Two of the worst outliers were N,N-dimethylformamide and
N,N-dimethyl-acetamide. For both of these, solubility in water
was greatly underestimated. This may illustrate a situation in
which conformation does assume importance. In the gas phase
structures used to compute the surface properties, the nitrogens are
planar. There is reason to believe, however, that interaction with
water molecules will cause the nitrogens to become pyramidal,48

since that produces more localized lone pairs that better attract
water hydrogens. Thus, analysis involving planar nitrogens would
not indicate the true strength of the interaction.

The relationship described for log Pow was obtained for a
diverse set of organic solutes. It can be expected to change in form
when all are of a given chemical type; this was found for a group
of nine nitroaromatics (plus the parent benzene and toluene).53

Due to the presence of the electron-withdrawing nitro group,
nitroaromatics are characterized by positive electrostatic
potentials above and below the rings.36 Thus, while surface area

continues to favor octanol, as is shown in Eq. (13), it is now 2

and again  that help water solubility.

log Pow = AS AS
2

  (13)

(HF/STO-5G*//HF/STO-3G*; , , ,  > 0)

R = 0.993 and the standard deviation is 0.065; log Pow varies over
1.55 units. The similarity between Eqs. (12) and (13) should be

noted. They differ only in that the 2  term in the former, which

reflects the importance of negative regions on the solutes

interacting with water hydrogens, is replaced by 2 , because it is
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now the positive regions above and below the nitroaromatic rings
that play a key role, interacting with the water oxygen.

(v)  Fullerene Solubility

Given the interest in extended carbon systems in recent years,
it seemed useful to study the solubility of C60 (fullerene) in various
organic liquids.54,55 It was now for the solvents that the molecular
surface properties were computed. The resulting Eq. (14) shows
that, for this large nonpolar solute, solubility is enhanced by
solvent molecule surface area and by the latter having somewhat

weak but relatively balanced (the product 2
tot ) positive and

negative potentials, as does fullerene itself.

log(solubility) = AS
4 ( tot

2 )0.5 tot
2

AS
1.5  (14)

(HF/STO-5G*//HF/STO-3G*; , , ,  > 0)

R = 0.954, with an average absolute deviation of 0.338 over a
range of 4.987.

(vi)  Diffusion Coefficients

Diffusion coefficients provide a contrast to the preceding
discussion, because now the focus is upon avoiding, rather than
promoting, attractive solute-solvent interactions, which would
hinder diffusion. For a series of photographic developing agents,
all derivatives of benzene, the rate of diffusion through gelatin

was found to decrease with surface area and 2  and to increase

with 2 .56

Diffusion coefficient = A S
1 2 2

 (15)

(HF/STO-5G*//HF/STO-3G*; , , ,  > 0)
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R = 0.990, and the average absolute deviation is 0.065 in dry
gelatin (range = 1.53) and 0.6 in wet (range = 13.8). The inverse
dependence upon area, which promotes intermolecular attractions,

is to be expected. The roles of 2  and 2  can be attributed to the

medium, gelatin, which is a mixture of water-soluble proteins and
thus contains a large number of >N C(=O)  peptide linkages. The
strongly-negative lone pair electrostatic potentials of the peptide
nitrogen and oxygen will impede diffusion by attracting any
positive sites on the moving molecules, but will repel negative

sites. Diffusion is therefore favored by a high solute 2  but

hindered by a high 2 .

 (vii)  Solubility in Supercritical Solvents

Supercritical solutions are characterized by very low solvent
densities. As a result, they possess the interesting feature that
solubility is determined more by solute-solute than solute-solvent
interactions. Thus we were able to express the solubilities of
naphthalene and a series of indole derivatives in four different
supercritical solvents (C2H4, C2H6, CO2 and the highly polar
CHF3) in the same functional format, only the numerical
coefficients varying from one to another.57 Solute-solvent
interactions do occur,58 but solubility can be represented quite

well by relating it inversely to solute surface area and 2
tot ,59 large

values of which can be expected to favor solute-solute attractive
interactions. The correlation coefficients were 0.940 and 0.921 for
two different pressures. An interesting application of these
findings was in identifying realistic simulants of highly toxic
compounds, to be used in investigating the proposed disposal of
the latter through supercritical oxidation.60

(viii) Solvent Effects Upon Chemical Reactions

Gholami and Talebi have recently demonstrated that the GIPF
technique can be utilized in analyzing the effects of solvents upon
chemical reactions.61 They focused upon the Diels-Alder reaction
between cyclopentadiene and menthyl acrylate in 15 different
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solvents. The VS(r) quantities were computed for the solvent
molecules, and expressions were developed for the rate constants
and both the endo/exo and diastereofacial selectivities in the
various solutions. The first two properties depend upon VS,max, the

product 2
tot  and (inversely) molecular volume (which Gholami

and Talebi used instead of area); the last upon VS,max and . The
effects of the solvents were interpreted in terms of their hydrogen-
bond-donating ability and solvophobicity.

3. Summary

The GIPF approach is effective in correlating and predicting, with
satisfactory accuracy, various solution properties. It can also yield
insight into the physical factors that are involved. It should be
mentioned that in developing the relationships that have been
presented, our primary purpose was to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the procedure, and not necessarily to obtain the
best possible correlation. Thus it may be that those discussed
could be improved somewhat. This could also be achieved by
treating different classes of compounds separately (e.g.,
hydrocarbons, alcohols, amines, etc.). We have usually tried to be
as general as possible.

The GIPF technique does not address directly the interaction
between a solute and a solvent, since one or the other is always
included only implicitly. Thus the treatment is static rather than
dynamic; for instance, no account is taken of how the solute and
solvent may affect (e.g., polarize) each other. The next Section
will survey procedures that do, in one way or another,
quantitatively involve both partners in the interaction.
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III.   PROCEDURES THAT DIRECTLY ADDRESS THE

SOLUTE-SOLVENT INTERACTION

1. Discrete Molecular Models of Solvent

(i)  Classical

In principle, the ideal description of a solution would be a
quantum mechanical treatment of the supermolecule consisting of
representative numbers of molecules of solute and solvent. In
practice this is not presently feasible, even if only a single solute
molecule is included. In recent years, however, with the advances
in processor technology that have occurred, it has become possible
to carry out increasingly detailed molecular dynamics or Monte
Carlo simulations of solutions, involving hundreds or perhaps
even thousands of solvent molecules. In these, all solute-solvent
and solvent-solvent interactions are taken into account, at some
level of sophistication.

Molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo methodologies differ in
that the former uses the equations of motion of classical physics to
determine the movements of the atoms and arrive at the final state
of the sytem after a lengthy series of time-steps, while the latter
reaches it by random sampling of a large number of possible
configurations, which are accepted or rejected on the basis of
energetic criteria.62-64 According to Orozco et al.,11 molecular
dynamics is preferable for large solutes, time-dependent processes
and ease of setting up the simulation, while Monte Carlo is better
for control of temperature and pressure, and reduction of
configurational space.

A key to both methods is the force field that is used,65 or more
precisely, the inter- and possibly intramolecular potentials, from
which can be obtained the forces acting upon the particles and the
total energy of the system. An elementary level is to take only
solute-solvent intermolecular interactions into account. These are
typically viewed as being electrostatic and dispersion/exchange-
repulsion (sometimes denoted van der Waals); they are
represented by Coulombic and (frequently) Lennard-Jones
expressions:
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(16)

Sometimes the Buckingham potential is used, rather than the
Lennard-Jones:
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(17)

In Eqs. (16) and (17),  and  refer to atoms of the solute and
solvent, respectively; 0  is the permittivity of free space, Q  and

Q  are atomic charges, and R  is the distance between atoms 
and . The parameters , , A , B  and C  can either be
assigned by fitting to experimental data or can be the arithmetic or
geometric means of literature values for the individual atom
types.10,65,66 The atomic charges are commonly determined by
requiring that they reproduce the calculated molecular
electrostatic potentials.10 In order to provide better descriptions of
the solvent’s structure, Eqs. (16) and (17) are generally extended
to include solvent-solvent intermolecular interactions.

If it is desired to know how certain molecular properties of
the solute (e.g., conformations) are affected by the presence of the
solvent, then it is necessary to augment Eqs. (16) and (17) by
appropriate solute intramolecular potentials. These would account
for stretching, bending and torsional motions, plus any others
deemed significant; for typical formulations, see Kollman,10

Maple,61 and Politzer and Boyd.67 Equations (16) and (17) would
also be expanded to encompass solute intramolecular interactions.
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 (ii) Quantum-Mechanical/Classical

The inter/intramolecular potentials that have been described
may be viewed as classical in nature. An alternative is a hybrid
quantum-mechanical/classical approach, in which the solute
molecule is treated quantum-mechanically, but interactions
involving the solvent are handled classically. Such methods are
often labeled QM/MM, the MM reflecting the fact that classical
force fields are utilized in molecular mechanics. An effective
Hamiltonian Heff is written for the entire solute/solvent system:

solventsolute
MM
solvent

QM
solute

eff HHHH (18)

In Eq. (18), QM
soluteH is a quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian for the

gas phase solute molecule. MM
solventH represents solvent inter- and

intramolecular interactions, and is likely to consist of terms
analogous to those in Eqs. (16) and (17). Finally, Hsolute–solvent

consists of (a) Coulombic expressions for the electrostatic
interactions between the electrons and nuclei of the solute
molecule and the atomic charges Q  within the solvent molecules,
and (b) Lennard-Jones or Buckingham functions for the
dispersion/exchange-repulsion interactions between solute and
solvent atoms. (For more explicit depictions of Heff, see Gao9 and
Orozco et al.11) Obtaining the total energy of the solute/solvent
system requires solving,

MM
solvent

solution,solutesolventsolute
QM
solutesolution,solutesystem

H

HHE

(19)

at each step of the simulation (i.e., each different configuration of
the system), presumably by a self-consistent-field iteration. In
view of the costliness of this in terms of computer resources, it is
often preferred to use a semiempirical Hamiltonian for the solute
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molecule, e.g., AM168 or PM3.69 Among other possibilities is
Warshel’s valence bond formulation.70

(iii)  Free Energy Perturbation Procedure (FEP)

Once the energy of the solute/solvent system has been
determined, using some variant of a classical or a QM/MM force
field, it can be used to find the free energy of solvation, which is
the property of real interest. This is given, at constant temperature
and pressure or at constant temperature and volume, respectively,
by Eqs. (20) and (21):

solvationsolvationsolvation STHG (20)

solvationsolvationsolvation STEA (21)

Esolvation could be computed by,

)EE(EE solventgas,solutesystemsolvation (22)

where,

gassolute,
QM
solutegassolute,gassolute, HE (23)

and Esolvent is obtained by a simulation of the pure solvent.
Hsolvation would then follow by converting Esolute,gas into Hsolute,gas

at the given temperature71 and noting that for condensed phases, H
 E. Evaluating Ssolvation poses a problem, however, in applying

Eqs. (20) and (21).72

A widely-used alternative is the free energy perturbation
technique (FEP),9-11,72-74 which will be discussed for the Gibbs
free energy G. It involves a thermodynamic cycle such as the
following, in which X and Y are two different molecules that are
undergoing solvation in a particular solvent:
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The horizontal portions of this cycle consist of X mutating

reversibly into Y, in the gas phase and in solution. Since Gcycle =
0, then,

Gsolvation,Y Gsolvation,X = Gmutation,solution Gmutation,gas (24)

Thus if one can determine the free energy changes for the two
mutations, then Eq. (24) will yield the free energy of solvation of
Y relative to that of X, Gsolvation,Y X. This is accomplished
through a sequence of simulations for which the force fields or
Hamiltonians of Xgas and Xsolution are transformed by N small
increments into those of Ygas and Ysolution. Gmutation,gas and

Gmutation,solution then result from applying a relationship from
statistical mechanics, which in these instances takes the forms:

1N

0i

gas,igas,1i
gas,mutation RT

HH
explnRTG (25)

and

1N

0i

solution,isolution,1i
solution,mutation RT

HH
explnRTG

(26)

Xgas Ygas

Gmutation,gas

Xsolution Ysolution

Gsolvation,X Gsolvation,Y

Gmutation,solution
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In Eqs. (25) and (26), the summations are over the incremental
steps in going from X to Y in the gas phase or in solution. The Hi

are the intermediate Hamiltonians (or force fields in a classical
treatment). Thus, Hi=0,gas = HX,gas, Hi=N,gas = HY,gas, etc. It is of
course desirable that the molecules X and Y be structurally
similar, so that the perturbation of X that produces Y be small.
Another option is to let Y be composed of noninteracting (dummy)
atoms,75 so that its free energy of solvation is zero. Then Eq. (24)
gives the absolute free energy of solvation of X:

Gsolvation,X = Gmutation,gas – Gmutation,solution (27)

(iv) Discussion of Discrete Molecular Models

Table 1 lists some relative Gsolvation calculated with classical force
fields. The average absolute deviation from experiment is 0.92
kcal/mole, the largest discrepancies involving some amines and
acetamides;75 some improvement was obtained for the amines
when the force field included a term representing the polarization
of the solute.79 With a QM/MM technique, using the AM1 solute
Hamiltonian,68 the average absolute deviation for the systems in
Table 2 is 1.5 kcal/mole. Gao has mentioned some problems that
may be encountered with the AM1 solute Hamiltonian, but his
overall assessment is positive.9 In Table 3 can be seen the
consequences of two different ways of estimating atomic charges.
Those derived from the molecular electrostatic potentials are
clearly more effective than the Mulliken81 in this instance.

Once free energies of solvation are available, other solution
properties can be determined, such as solute conformations, pKa

values, electrode potentials, reaction energetics, etc.9,10,82 For
example, Reynolds applied ab initio (HF and MP2) QM/MM
approaches to computing the electrode potentials in water of a
group of quinines;83 the average absolute deviations for the most
stable conformations were 0.024 (HF) and 0.033 (MP2) volts, for
a range of 0.322 volts.

An important feature of QM/MM methods is that the
polarization of the solute molecule’s charge distribution by the
solvent can be evaluated,  since  the wave function of the former is
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Table 1

Relative Free Energies of Solvation in Water, in kcal/mole,

Obtained by Classical Discrete Molecular Solvent Methods

Gsolvation,Y Gsolvation,X
X Y

Calculated Exp.
Ref.

C2H6  C3H8    0.2  0.1      0.2 76
CH3OH  C2H6    6.9  0.1      6.9 76
CH3OH  (CH3)2O    3.3      3.6 10
CH3OH  CH3NH2    1.3  0.1      0.5 77
CH3OH  CH3SH    3.5  0.1      3.7 76
NH3  CH3NH2    0.62  0.05    0.26 75
NH3   (CH3)3N    4.36  0.05      1.07 75
CH3NH2  (CH3)2NH    1.62  0.01      0.27 75
(CH3)2NH  (CH3)3N    2.34  0.02      1.06 75
CH3C(O)NH2 CH3C(O)NHCH3    2.09  0.11    0.40 75
CH3C(O)NHCH3 CH3C(O)N(CH3)2    1.05  0.02      1.53 75
CH3C(O)NHCH3  CH4  11.6  0.2    12.1 76
CH3SH  C2H6    3.9  0.1      3.1 77
CH3SH  CH3CN 1.3  0.2    2.6 77
(CH3)2S  (CH3)2O    0.9  0.1      0.4 76

– 4.7  0.4   – 4.1 78

Table 2

Relative Free Energies Of Solvation in Water, in kcal/mole,
a

Obtained by a QM/MM Discrete Molecular Solvent Method,

Using The AM1 Solute Hamiltonian. The Estimated Error

Bars for The Calculated Values Are  0.5 Kcal/Mole

Gsolvation,Y Gsolvation,X
X Y

Calculated Experimental

C2H6  CH4               1.2            0.2
C2H6  C6H6               0.3 2.6
C2H6  H2O 8.3 8.1
C2H6  CH3OH 6.2 6.9
C2H6  (CH3)2O 3.6 3.7
C2H6  (CH3)2CO 5.0 5.6
C2H6  CH3NH2 4.0 6.4
C2H6  CH3CN 3.1 5.7
C2H6  CH3C(O)NHCH3 8.5        12.0
C2H6  CH3CO2 80        79
a Reference 84.

N
H

O
N OH
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obtained in both the gas and solution phases. The energy
associated with this polarization is,9

gas,solutesolventsolutegas,solute

gas,solute
QM
solutegas,solute

solution,solutesolventsolute
QM
solutesolution,solute

.polariz
solute

H

H

HHE

(28)

The last integral in Eq. (28) represents the interaction energy of
the unperturbed gas phase solute with the solvent. The wave
functions solute,gas and solute,solution also permit finding the dipole
moments of the solute molecule in the gas and solution phases.

Table 3

Free Energies of Solvation in Water, in kcal/mole,
a
Obtained

by Classical Monte Carlo Simulations Using Two Different

Atomic Charge Definitions

Gsolvation

Solute
Mulliken charges

Electrostatic
potential charges

Gsolvation

(exp.)

CH3OH 9.2  0.5 4.6  0.4 5.1
CH3NH2 4.2  0.5 4.3  0.5 4.6
CH3CN 6.8  0.5 4.7  0.5 3.9
(CH3)2O 11.3  0.5 1.4  0.5 1.9
CH3SH   1.3  0.5    0.0  0.5 1.2
CH3Cl   0.5  0.5    0.1  0.5 0.5
C2H6   3.0  0.5    3.3  0.5   1.8
CH3C(O)NH2 13.5  0.4      13.4  0.4 9.7
CH3C(O)OH 10.3  0.4 8.5  0.4 6.7
(CH3)2CO 5.7  0.5 3.6  0.5 3.8
CH3C(O)OCH3 10.7  0.5 5.3  0.5 3.3
C6H6 8.2  0.4 0.4  0.4 0.8
pyridine 10.7  0.4 4.9  0.4 4.7
Ave. abs.

deviation

from exp.

         4.0           1.1

a Reference 80.
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These results are given for the DNA bases in Table 4. The
calculated effects are quite substantial, with the predicted
increases in dipole moments essentially parallelling the
magnitudes of the polarization energies. Given solute,solution ,

molecular electrostatic potentials can also be obtained in solution,
and used to derive atomic charges.85,86

The discrete molecular solvent methods that have been
described can be quite effective for a variety of applications, and
can provide insight into the polarization of the solute as well as
the changes in solvent structure that occur in its vicinity. They do
pose the problem of being computationally expensive, although
this is increasingly mitigated by advances in software and in
processor technology; Jorgensen pointed out already several years
ago that computing the difference in the free energies of hydration
of CH3OH and C2H6, which required “two weeks on a high-end
$100 000 minicomputer (Harris 80) in 1984, can be run today in a
few hours on a $3000 Pentium II based PC.”74 Nevertheless, the
continuum solvent methods to be discussed in the next Section
still have the advantage of being less demanding in terms of
computer resources.

Table 4

Dipole Moments (Debyes) in Gas Phase and in

Aqueous Solution,
a
 and Aqueous Polarization

Energies (kcal/mole),
b
 Computed by a QM/MM

Discrete Molecular Solvent Method, Using The

AM1 Solute Hamiltonian.

Molecule gas,calc. gas,exp. aqueous Epolarization

adenine 2.17 3.16 3.82 3.8
cytosine 6.33 7.10 9.85 8.5
guanine 6.18 6.76 8.47 7.8
thymine 4.24 3.58 5.87 4.0
uracil 4.28 3.86 5.85 3.9

a Reference 84.
b Reference 9.
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2. Continuum Models of Solvent

(i)  Classical Electrostatic Solvation Free Energy

Continuum models are rooted in classical electrostatics, and
its applications in the analysis of the dielectric constants of polar
liquids. A key relationship is Poisson’s equation,

)(D
4

)(V2
rr (29)

which links the electrostatic potential V(r) to the total charge
density D(r) in a region with dielectric constant . D(r) includes
both electrons and nuclei. If D(r) = 0 in the region, then Laplace’s
equation results,

0)(V2 r (30)

An early continuum treatment of solvation, associated with
Born,17 comes out of the analysis of the electrostatic work
involved in building up a charge Q on a conducting sphere of
radius R in a medium with dielectric constant . From Poisson’s
equation, it follows that the potential outside of the sphere is
Q/ R. Thus the work of charging is the result of each additional
element dq interacting with the charge q already present:87

R

Q

2

1
dq

R

q
W

2Q

0

ticelectrosta (31)

The electrostatic component of the free energy of solvation of the
sphere is then the difference between doing this charging in a
vacuum (  = 1) and in the medium:

1
1

R2

Q
G

2

ticelectrosta (32)
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Equation (32) has been quite useful for treating the solvation of
monatomic ions (Section III.5).88

Since the effect of the charge Q outside of the sphere is as
though it were located at the center, Eq. (32) can also be viewed
as pertaining to a point charge (monopole) at the center of a
spherical cavity. A few years later, it was extended to the case of a
point dipole of magnitude ,18-20 which can of course be a model
for neutral polar molecules:

3

2

ticelectrosta
R12

1
G (33)

The continuum model of solvation has evolved from these
beginnings. The solvent is treated as a continuous polarizable
medium, usually assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, with a
uniform dielectric constant .11-16 The solute molecule creates and
occupies a cavity within this medium. The free energy of solvation
is usually considered to be composed of three primary
components:

Gsolvation = Gelectrostatic + Gcavitation + GvdW (34)

Gelectrostatic is the free energy of the electrostatic interaction between
the solute molecule and the medium. This can be viewed in the
following manner:13 The charge distribution of the solute molecule
induces polarization of the medium and the resulting induced field
(the reaction field) in turn polarizes the molecule. This leads to a
new reaction field, etc. The process continues until the work
required to distort the solute and solvent charge distributions
balances the free energy gained in the interaction. It can be
anticipated that self-consistency will need to be established in the
mathematical treatment. Gcavitation is the free energy required to
form the cavity, while GvdW refers to the solute-medium van der
Waals interaction; as discussed in Section III.1.i, GvdW represents
dispersion and exchange-repulsion effects. Equation (34) is often
written with just Gdispersion instead of GvdW; it is also sometimes
expanded to include a term that accounts for changes in solvent
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structure in the neighborhood of the cavity.13,16 However this is
frequently taken to be part of Gcavitation.

The evaluation of Gelectrostatic has received a great deal of
attention. It is clear that Eqs. (32) and (33), which are for
nonpolarizable point charges and point dipoles, cannot reproduce
the effect of the medium upon the solute molecule. A major
contribution was made by Onsager, who took this molecule to be a
polarizable point dipole located at the center of a spherical
cavity;20 the resulting expression is,

1

33

2

ticelectrosta
R

2

12

1
1

R12

1
G (35)

R is the radius of the cavity,  and  are the dipole moment and
polarizability of the solute, and  the dielectric constant of the
solvent. Equation (35) does address the polarization of the solute
molecule by the reaction field, although not carrying this to self-
consistency. (It is interesting that Onsager’s paper, the sixth-most-
cited in the history of the Journal of the American Chemical

Society, was rejected by the Physikalische Zeitshrift, to which it
had initially been submitted.)89

While Onsager’s formula has been widely used, there have
also been numerous efforts to improve and generalize it. An
obvious matter for concern is the cavity. The results are very
sensitive to its size, since Eqs. (33) and (35) contain the radius
raised to the third power. Within the spherical approximation, the
radius can be obtained from the molar volume, as determined by
some empirical means, for example from the density, the molar
refraction, polarizability, gas viscosity, etc.90 However the
volumes obtained by such methods can differ considerably. The
shape of the cavity is also an important issue. Ideally, it should be
that of the molecule, and the latter should completely fill the
cavity. Even if the second condition is not satisfied, as by a point
dipole, at least the shape of the cavity should be more realistic;
most molecules are not well represented by spheres. There was
accordingly, already some time ago, considerable interest in
progressing to more suitable cavities, such as spheroids91,92 and
ellipsoids,93 using appropriate coordinate systems. Such shapes
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still permit analytical solutions of Laplace’s equation, which was
invoked for point dipoles. With increasing computing power, and
following Huron and Claverie’s treatment of the mathematical
problem,94 more accurate irregular (molecular) cavities came into
use, formed by overlapping spheres centered, for example, on the
nuclei or chemical groups of the solute molecule, perhaps with
van der Waals or some other appropriate radii. A seemingly
reasonable approach would be to use an outer contour of the
solute molecule’s electronic density, as is done in the GIPF
method (Section II.1). It has been found, however, that this is not
effective in the present context.16,95 A summary and a partial
listing of some of the different cavity treatments have been given
by Tomasi and Persico.12

Improvements have also been made in expressing the
polarizing potential of the solute molecule. For a neutral molecule,
the dipole term reflected in Eqs. (33) and (35) is just the first in
the multipole expansion of the potential. The inclusion of more
terms (which allows nonpolar molecules to be treated) was carried
out already by Kirkwood,19 and by others since that time, e.g.,
Rivail and Rinaldi and their colleagues,96,97 whether through one-
center or multi-center expansions.12-14,98 A variant of this, the
generalized Born model, invokes distributed monopoles,99-101

centered on the nuclei of the solute molecule, and applies the Born
formula, Eq. (32). The atomic charges can be computed quantum-
mechanically, for example from the molecular electrostatic
potential,10 or they can be viewed as parameters and assigned by
fitting to experimental data or from some standard source, such as
Jorgensen and Tirado-Rives.102

The procedures that have been mentioned have focused upon
Eqs. (32), (33) and (35), and have sought to depict more
realistically the cavity and the polarizing effect of the solute
molecule. The reverse polarization of the latter by the reaction
field has often not been taken into account.12 A technique that
formulates Gelectrostatic in a different manner is the polarizable
continuum model (PCM).12,103,104 This represents the reaction field
as coming from an apparent surface charge, a charge distribution

(r) spread over the cavity surface, which is determined by
solving Poisson’s equation. (r) gives rise to a potential V (r),
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S

d)(
)(V

rr

rr
r (36)

where the integration is over the cavity surface. Then Gelectrostatic

can be written either as (a) the work associated with building up
this charge in the presence of the electrostatic potential due to the
solute, Vsolute(r), a process mediated by the factor ,87

rrr

rrr

d)()(V
2

1

dd)()(VG

solute

1

0

soluteticelectrosta
(37)

or (b) the work of creating the total charge distribution of the
solute molecule, Dsolute(r), in the presence of V (r):

rrr

rrr

d)(D)(V
2

1

dd)(D)(VG

solute

solute

1

0

ticelectrosta
(38)

Since Vsolute produces (r),12,103,104 and the resulting V (r)
polarizes Dsolute(r), thereby giving rise to a new Vsolute, it is clear
that an iterative process could be implemented.105,106

(ii)  Quantum-Mechanical Electrostatic Solvation Free Energy

The emphasis thus far has been upon classical approaches to
evaluating Gelectrostatic (although quantum-mechanical methods
might be used in some instances to obtain atomic charges or solute
molecule electronic densities.) However continuum models lend
themselves very well to quantum-mechanical treatments of solute-
solvent interactions, and have indeed been incorporated into
several standard codes, such as the Gaussian series.29 Gelectrostatic is
now given by,
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gas,solute
QM
solutegas,solute

cavity,soluteR
QM
solutecavity,soluteticelectrosta

H

VHG
(39)

in which QM
soluteH  is again the Hamiltonian for the gas phase solute

molecule and VR is the perturbation operator corresponding to the
solvent (i.e continuum) reaction field. The fact that VR depends on

solute,cavity imposes the requirement of self-consistency, as was
already mentioned. The methods based on Eq. (39) are therefore
labeled SCRF (self-consistent reaction field). Thus, quantum-
mechanically, the polarization of the solute molecule can be fully
described. Since only the solute molecule is considered explicitly
in Eq. (39), it is assumed to be acceptable to neglect any error
associated with not converting the two energies in Eq. (39) to free
energies.

The form of VR is generally related to one of the classical
procedures that have been discussed.11-14,107 There has been
extensive use of truncated multipole expansions of both the solute
molecule’s charge distribution and the potential associated with
the reaction field, the latter being expressed in terms of the former.
Such procedures were pioneered by Rivail, Rinaldi et al.14,108-110 at
both semi-empirical and ab initio levels, initially for spherical and
ellipsoidal cavities but later extended to irregular molecular
shapes.14,111,112 Both one-center and multi-center expansions have
been utilized. An interesting comparison of these was given by
Rivail and Rinaldi.14 For formamide, at the Hartree-Fock 6-31G*
level, one-, three- and six-center treatments all gave essentially the
same Gelectrostatic ( 9.13, 9.11 and 9.13 kcal/mole, respectively).
For one center, the first-order (dipolar) term is the largest, 7.82
kcal/mole, but even the fifth-order is still significant, 0.48
kcal/mole. For three centers, third-order is sufficient to give 9.17
kcal/mole, while with six centers, second-order already produces

9.14 kcal/mole. The rate of convergence can also depend upon
cavity shape; for n-propylamine, for instance, it was much more
rapid in an ellipsoid than in a sphere.96 For further discussion of
convergence issues, see Tomasi and Persico12 and Cramer and
Truhlar.13,16
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The generalized Born model (GBM) can be regarded as a
special case of the preceding procedures; the reaction field is
expressed in terms of a multi-center monopole representation of
the solute molecule, using the Born formula, Eq. (32).13,16,113-115

The centers are the atomic nuclei. The results are quite sensitive to
the method used to calculate the atomic charges; Cramer and
Truhlar, who have applied the GBM approach extensively13,16,107

use their Class IV charges for this purpose.16,107,116 Various
techniques have been utilized to determine the radii.16,95,101,107

It is relatively straightforward to implement the polarizable
continuum model (PCM) via Eq. (39).11,12,105,117 The potential of
the reaction field, V (r), is due to the ostensible (virtual) charge
distribution (r) on the cavity surface, which in turn is related to
the potential Vsolute(r) that arises from the nuclei and electrons of
the solute molecule, Eq. (2). Since the latter is likely to be further
polarized by V (r), thus affecting Vsolute(r), iteration to self-
consistency is needed,105,106 as already has been pointed out.
(However Montagnani and Tomasi suggest that this often has little
practical consequence.)118

In Table 5 are compared values of Gelectrostatic predicted by
these quantum-mechanical SCRF versions of the multipole
expansion, GBM and PCM procedures.107 The solvent was taken
to have  = 80 (for water,  = 80.20 at 20 C),119 and molecular
cavities were used. The computational level was HF/6-31G*. The
multipole expansion Gsolvation tends to be smaller in magnitude than
the GBM, and the PCM larger. The average absolute differences
are 1.2 and 3.0 kcal/mole, respectively, although the latter would
diminish to 2.2 kcal/mole if cytosine and guanine were not
included. Curutchet et al. examine in detail the effects of using
various atomic radii in establishing the cavities.107 Barone et al.
have also discussed this issue, and given a set of rules for
determining atomic radii which, in a PCM treatment of hydration,
decreased the mean errors in Ghydration for 43 neutral molecules
from 1.60 (Pauling radii)119 and 0.91 (isodensity contour, (r) =
0.004 au) to 0.16 kcal/mole.95 For molecular ions, the
improvement was from 4.70 (Pauling radii) to 1.04 kcal/mole, for
a range of 52 to 107 kcal/mole.
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Table 5

Values of Gelectrostatic Predicted by Three Quantum-

Mechanical SCRF Methods, in kcal/mole.
a
The

Solvent Has  = 80.

Method
 Solute Multipole

expansion
GBM PCM

CH3F 1.9 3.5 3.2
CHCl3 2.1 1.1 1.9
C6H5SH 2.9 2.4 4.3
CH3C(O)OCH3 3.8 5.5 6.8
CH3CH2NO2 5.7 5.6 8.3
(CH3)2CO 4.2 5.7 7.5
CH3CN 5.5 8.1 7.4
C6H5CHO 4.7 5.8 8.0
CH3NH2 3.1 1.7 6.1
CH3OH 3.5 3.8 6.8
C6H5OH 4.7 4.5 7.0
CH3C(O)OH 4.8 6.5 9.5
CH3C(O)NH2 7.1 8.6       12.8
cytosine 14.8       16.6       23.6
guanine 16.7       17.6       27.5

a Reference 107.

(iii)  Cavitation and van der Waals Solvation Free Energies

Gcavitation and GvdW are sometimes labeled as nonpolar, first-
solvation-shell or short-range contributions to Gsolvation. They are,
in general, of the same order of magnitude as Gelectrostatic, but since
they have opposite signs (Gcavitation > 0, GvdW < 0), they partially
cancel, so that for polar solutes, normally

vdWcavitationticelectrosta GGG . This will be seen in data to be

presented in the next Section.
Various approaches to evaluating Gcavitation and GvdW have been

proposed; for overviews, see Tomasi and Persico12and Cramer and
Truhlar.16 It seems reasonable to relate Gcavitation to the area of the
cavity and the surface tension of the solvent, as was suggested by
Uhlig.120 An observation made by Hermann indicated that this
could be extended to include GvdW as well; he showed that the free
energies of hydration of a group of saturated hydrocarbons
correlate linearly with their solvent-accessible surface areas
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(SA).121 If one assumes that Gelectrostatic is negligible for
hydrocarbons, then Hermann’s finding could be interpreted as
implying that, approximately,

)SA(GG vdWcavitation (40)

While Eq. (41) has had some success.101,122 what is now widely
used is a version that is specific to each individual atom:107,123,124

i
i

ivdWcavitation )SA(GG (41)

In Eq. (41), (SA)i  is the solvent accessible surface area of atom

i. The parameters i  and  are assigned by fitting to

experimental Gsolvation; this has the added benefit, as shall be
seen, of helping to compensate for any systematic errors in
Gelectrostatic. Some researchers prefer to treat Gcavitation and GvdW

separately,107,125-127 perhaps utilizing a relation-ship analogous to
Eq. (41) for either Gcavitation or GvdW, in combination with variants
such as the Claverie-Pierotti expression for Gcavitation

128 or the
Floris-Tomasi for GvdW.129,130

(iv)  Discussion of Continuum Models

Table 6 lists computed Gcavitation + GvdW and also Gsolvation for
a group of solutes in a solvent with  = 80, using molecular
cavities. This table complements Table 5, which gave the
corresponding Gelectrostatic. The multipole expansion and GBM
Gcavitation + GvdW were obtained from Eq. (41) (but with different
parameters) while the PCM work used Eq. (41) for GvdW but the
Claverie-Pierotti Gcavitation.

128 The Gsolvation can be compared to
the experimental free energies of hydration of these solutes, since
water has  = 80.20 at 20 C.119

Several notable points are brought out by Table 6:

1. In view of the approximations associated with the
calculations, the results—by all three procedures—are
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quite good, with average absolute deviations from
experiment between 0.3 and 0.6 kcal/mole.

2. The quantities Gcavitation + GvdW, because of being
parametrized by fitting to experimental Gsolvation, do help
to overcome discrepancies in Gelectrostatic. As was
mentioned in Section III.2.ii, the Gelectrostatic given by the
multipole expansion and the GBM techniques differed by
an average 1.2 kcal/mole, the PCM and the GBM by 3.0
kcal/mole. The corresponding values for the Gsolvation in
Table 6 are 0.5 and 0.7 kcal/mole. Particularly striking
are the similarities between the PCM and GBM Gsolvation

for cytosine and guanine (Table 6), in contrast to the
significant disagreements in their Gelectrostatic (Table 5).

3. The data in Tables 5 and 6 bear out the earlier statement
that, for polar solutes, Gelectrostatic is normally larger in
magnitude than Gcavitation + GvdW, sometimes considerably
so. The only exception to this in these two tables is
CH3NH2, at the GBM level.

In a very extensive test of the SM5 method (a type of GBM),
Hawkins et al. found the average absolute deviation in Gsolvation to
be 0.38 kcal/mole for 260 molecular solutes in water and in 90
organic solvents;131 for ions in water, it was 3.8 kcal/mole, for
experimental Gsolvation between 58 and 110 kcal/mole.
Semiempirical quantum-mechanical procedures were used.

Table 7 compares free energies of hydration125 produced by
the two types of solvent models that have been presented: discrete
molecular and continuum. The discrete molecular involved
classical force field molecular dynamics (MD) and a free energy
perturbation (FEP) technique whereby the solute molecule is
annihilated to dummy atoms, so that absolute Ghydration are
obtained; the continuum were SCRF/PCM calculations, with
Claverie-Pierotti Gcavitation and Floris-Tomasi GvdW. The
computational level was the Hartree-Fock 6-31G*. The
SCRF/PCM results are somewhat better than the MD/FEP,
although the average absolute deviation of the latter would
decrease to 0.9 kcal/mole if CH3C(O)OH were excluded. Orozco
et al. analyze in detail the possible sources of error in the two
computational approaches.125
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Table 7

Free Energies of Hydration Predicted by Discrete

Molecular (MD/FEP) and Continuum (SCRF/PCM)

Solvent Models, in kcal/mole.
a

MethodSolute
MD/FEP SCRF/PCM Experimental

NH3 5.6 4.7 4.3
H2O 5.8 6.3 6.3
HCN 2.8 3.9 3.2
CH3OH 3.6 4.1 5.1
CH3NH2 4.4 3.3 4.6
CH3C(O)OH 10.0 5.8 6.7
CH3CHO 4.6 4.5 3.5
(CH3)2CO 4.9 4.6 3.9
Ave. abs. deviation    1.2   0.8
from exp.

a Reference 125.

There have been numerous applications of continuum models
to equilibria and reactions in solution; surveys of these and
extensive listings are provided by Cramer and Truhlar.16 Other
studies have focused upon the effects of solvents upon solute
molecular properties, such as electronic and vibrational spectra,16

dipole moments, nuclear quadrupole and spin-spin coupling
constants and circular dichroism.12

Baik and Friesner used an SCRF procedure in conjunction
with B3LYP density functional calculations to obtain electrode
potentials for groups of aromatic molecules, metallocenes and
transition metal complexes in four different solvents;132 the
average absolute deviation was about 0.15 volts for a range of
values of 3.82 volts. Saracino et al. computed pKa for a series of
carboxylic acids with an average absolute deviation of 0.41 for
pKa between 1.23 and 5.03.133

It is evident that continuum models can be quite effective, for
ionic solutes as well as for neutral ones. They also have the
advantage of not being highly demanding in terms of computer
resources. However a problem associated with these methods is
posed by so-called first-solvation-shell effects.16 One aspect of this
is the difficulty of properly accounting for specific types of solute-
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solvent interactions that may be present, such as hydrogen
bonding. Another relates to the fact that the properties of the
solvent, such as its dielectric constant and structure, are not the
same in the immediate vicinity of the solute molecule as in the
bulk. To some extent, such effects can be addressed through the
empirical parametrization of Gcavitation and GvdW, and through the
techniques used to assign solute atomic charges and radii; these
are important issues.95,107,134,135 An alternative is to use a hybrid or
intermediate procedure, that combines features of both discrete
molecular and continuum solvent models. Some examples will be
discussed in the next Section.

3. Hybrid/Intermediate Models of Solvent

One means of trying to minimize the problems mentioned at the
end of the last Section is to describe the first solvation shell (or
perhaps the first two) as composed of discrete molecules, with
which the interactions are treated explicitly (for instance by
molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations, or by cluster
calculations) and then to use a continuum model for the remainder
of the solvent.16 This makes it possible to deal more adequately
with hydrogen bonding136,137 and other inner-solvation-shell
factors. Good results have been obtained by hybrid techniques, for
ions as well as for neutral solutes.138-142 A very recent example is
the approach proposed by Leontyev et al.,143,144 which was
designed for ions and strongly-polar molecules in polar solvents.
The solute cavity is surrounded by a shell containing explicit point
charge solvent particles; beyond this is the continuum solvent. The
cavity, shell and continuum each have a different dielectric
constant. The interaction of the solute with the shell and the
continuum are treated separately, the first via molecular dynamics
simulation. The results for a set of polyatomic ions will be
discussed in Section III.5.iv. 

A different kind of hybrid procedure was utilized by
Goncalves and Stassen145 to calculate Gsolvation for a series of
solutes in water and three organic solvents. A continuum-based
(PCM) Gelectrostatic was combined with the Claverie-Pierotti
Gcavitation and GvdW produced by molecular dynamics simulation.
The resulting Gsolvation are quite good, as can be seen from the
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sample presented in Table 8, which also lists the contributions of
the three components. In these solvents of low dielectric constant
(at 20 C,  = 4.806 for CHCl3 and 2.284 for benzene),119 GvdW is
usually larger in magnitude than Gelectrostatic.

A solvent model that is intermediate between discrete
molecules and continuum is that based upon Langevin dipoles.146-

148 The solute is surrounded by a cubic grid of polarizable point
dipoles, which represent the solvent. Each feels the electric field
due to the solute charges and the other dipoles, and its orientation
and new dipole moment in response to this field are determined
iteratively using a Langevin-type formula. (The Langevin equation
was developed to treat Brownian movement.)149 A noniterative
technique, using a position-dependent screening function, is also
possible. The solute then interacts with the potential due to these
dipoles. Good results have been obtained for Gsolvation.

148

Another procedure that can be viewed as intermediate in
nature is the finite differences method (FDM).15,150-153 A three-
dimensional grid is introduced into the entire system, including the
solute cavity. The dielectric constant may be uniform (although
different for solute and solvent) or position-dependent. A charge is
assigned to each grid point; since the latter may not coincide with
the positions of the solute nuclei, its atomic charges must be
distributed to the neighboring grid points. A Poisson equation is
solved numerically and iteratively at each grid point, using finite
differences, to give the reaction field potential with which the
solute interacts. The accuracy of the resulting Gsolvation depends in
part upon the number of grid points; the spacing should be 0.25
A–0.50 A. In the finite elements method (FEM),15,154 a grid is
established in the solvent but the focus now is on the volume
elements that it creates; to each of these corresponds a point
charge equal in magnitude to the charge density in the element
times its volume.
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4. General Comments: Discrete Molecular and

Continuum Solvent Models

Sections III.1-III.3 have described some basic discrete molecular
and continuum treatments of solute-solvent interactions. There are
many variants and refinements of these that have not been
discussed, such as the use of effective dielectric constants66 or the
implementation of dielectric screening.155,156 For ionic solutions, it
is sometimes preferred to find the reaction field potential via the
Poisson-Boltzmann rather than the Poisson equation,132,157 since
the effects of the other ions can readily be incorporated into the
former.158

The level of accuracy that can be achieved by these different
methods may be viewed as somewhat remarkable, given the
approximations that are involved. For relatively small organic
molecules, for instance, the calculated Gsolvation is now usually
within less than 1 kcal/mole of the experimental value, often
considerably less. Appropriate parametrization is of key
importance. Applications to biological systems pose greater
problems, due to the size and complexity of the molecules,66,156,159-

161 and require the use of semiempirical rather than ab initio

quantum-mechanical methods. In terms of computational expense,
continuum models have the advantage over discrete molecular
ones, but the latter are better able to describe solvent structure and
handle first-solvation-shell effects.

5. Ionic Solvation

(i) Experimental Data

Before considering different theoretical approaches to
determining the free energies and other thermodynamic properties
of ionic solvation, it is important to be aware of a problem on the
experimental level. There are several methods available for
obtaining these quantities for electrolyte solutions, both aqueous
and nonaqueous; some of these have been described by Conway
and Bockris162 and by Padova.163 For example, enthalpies of
solvation can be found via thermodynamic cycles, free energies
from solubilities or galvanic cell potentials. However the results
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pertain to the electrolyte as a whole, and there is no rigorous basis
for apportioning them between the positive and negative ions. (It
is the same problem that is encountered with respect to individual
ionic activity coefficients.)

Various schemes have been devised for obtaining the
thermodynamic solvation properties of the separate cations and
anions from the measured electrolyte values.162,163 Some have
been based upon the concept that the solvation of small ions is
primarily electrostatic in nature and its strength is inversely
proportional to the ionic radius. Bernal and Fowler suggested that
for a salt having positive and negative ions with similar crystal
radii, the enthalpy of hydration could be divided essentially
equally between them;164 then these could be found for other ions
from linear relationships between ionic Hhydration and the
estimated ion-water interaction energies. Latimer et al.165 and
Verwey166 proposed techniques that involved plotting the
differences in, respectively, the free energies and enthalpies of
hydration for series of alkali halides having a common cation or
anion against the inverse ionic radii. For a critique of these
approaches, see Conway and Bockris.162 Extension to other
solvents was sometimes carried out by assuming that the ratio of
the values for a given ion pair remains constant.167

More recently, ionic enthalpies and free energies of hydration
have been determined relative to H+.88,168-171 This can be done, for
example, by means of appropriate thermodynamic cycles.170,171

Then by assigning the Hhydration and Ghydration of H+ on some
basis, these quantities can be evaluated for the other ion. Rashin
and Honig took Hhydration (H

+) to be 262.18 kcal/mole,88 while
Florian and Warshel assumed that Ghydration (H+) is 259.5
kcal/mole.171

Table 9 compares ionic enthalpies of hydration from the
Bernal and Fowler,164 Latimer et al.165 and Rashin and Honig88

procedures. Given the inherent uncertainty, the latter two sets of
data are remarkably similar, considering that they were obtained
46 years apart. A number of tabulations of the thermodynamic
solvation properties of ions in various solvents have now
appeared.88,163,168-171 It is important to keep in mind, however, that
there is a degree of arbitrariness associated with the experimental

Hsolvation and Gsolvation of individual ions.
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Table 9

Experimental Ionic Enthalpies of Hydration Obtained By

Three Different Methods, in kcal/mole

Hhydration
Ion

Bernal and Fowlera Latimer et al.b Rashin and Honigc

Li+ 136 121.2 125.8
Na+ 114 94.6 98.5
K+ 94 75.8 78.4
Rb+ 87 69.2 73.4
Cs+ 80 62.0 67.6
F 97 122.6 119.3
Cl 65 88.7 85.3
Br 57 81.4 78.8
I 47 72.1 69.0
a Reference 164
b Reference 165
c Reference 88

(ii) Ionic Solvation via Discrete Molecular Solvent Models

Techniques such as those described in Section III.1, involving
molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations, have been used
extensively to study ionic solvation.84,157,172-176 A classical
intermolecular potential, e.g., Eq. (16), is often used for both ion-
solvent and solvent-solvent interactions. The number of solvent
molecules utilized to create the ion’s environment can have a
significant effect upon the computed energetics;172-174 an extreme
case is that of F  in water, for which Hhydration changed from 111
to 146 kcal/mole in going from 125 to 216 water molecules.173

This was attributed to a lesser degree of solvent disruption in the
larger system. In general, 216 solvent molecules seems to be
reasonable for monovalent ions, although more may be needed for
divalent ones.

Solvent reorganization can indeed be an important component
of ionic solvation. For their aqueous solutions, Chandrasekhar et
al. found that this required an energy input that was, in magnitude,
from 25% to 50% of the ion-solvent attraction.173

Since the solute-solvent interactions are now stronger
(especially for polar solvents) than when the solute is molecular,
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the capability of the simulation methodology, and the discrete
molecular solvent model, for revealing solvent structure can be
particularly useful and important. Thus, for a variety of ions in
water (Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, Ca++, Sr++, F , Cl , OH ), there have
been reported the coordination numbers, extents of hydrogen
bonding (both ion-solvent and solvent-solvent), radial
distributions of solvent molecules around the ion, etc.172,173,175,176 It
has further been possible to estimate the separate contributions of
the first and outer solvent shells to the total free energy of
solvation.

In Table 10 are listed some computed ionic enthalpies and
free energies of hydration, as well as the corresponding
experimental ones. The range in some of the latter illustrates the
uncertainty associated with the experimental data, discussed in the
previous Section. This must of course be taken into account in
evaluating the calculated results.

The large discrepancies in Hhydration for Li+ and Na+ have
been blamed in part upon failure to adequately describe the
polarization of the first solvation shell by the strong electric fields
of these small ions.173,175 Another source of error is the finite size
of the simulation cell, which makes it necessary to cut off the
interactions at a certain distance from the ion, e.g., 8.5 A.
Corrections for this problem have been proposed.174,175,179

(iii) Ionic Solvation via Continuum Solvent Models

A straightforward approach to ionic solvation, particularly for
monatomic ions, is by means of the Born equation,17 Eq. (32),
which was introduced in Section III.2.i:

1
1

R2

Q
G

2

ticelectrosta (32)

This gives the electrostatic contribution to the free energy of
solvation of a conducting sphere with charge Q and radius R in a
medium with dielectric constant .

Equation (32) can be viewed as a forerunner of the
cavity/continuum models of solvation that were discussed earlier
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(Section III.2). As was pointed out, the total free energy of
solvation is obtained by combining Gelectrostatic with the free energy
needed to create the cavity plus that reflecting the solute-solvent
van der Waals interaction:

Gsolvation = Gelectrostatic + Gcavitation + GvdW (34)

The shape and dimensions of the cavity are a key issue. In the
case of Eq. (32), it is spherical, but what value should be assigned
to R? For a monatomic ion, an obvious choice is its

Table 10

Calculated (By Simulations) And Experimental Ionic

Enthalpies And Free Energies of Hydration, in kcal/mole

Hhydration Ghydration
Ion

Calculateda Experimental Calculatedb Experimental
Li+ 165  4 123.0c

125.8d

130e

 Na+ 126  4  96.9c

98.5d

102e

106f

76.7 89.6g

100f

 F 111  4     116e

119.3d

 Cl 80  5       81.4f

82e

85.3d

70.7 77h

77.7f

78i

 OH 93.3       106h

110i

a Reference 173
b Reference 176. The simulations were at constant volume; accordingly these are

Helmholtz free energies, Ahydration. For these aqueous solutions at 298 K,
however, it is anticipated that Ahydration Ghydration

c Reference 169
d Reference 88
e Reference 177
f Reference 168
g Reference 178
h Reference 170. The original values have been converted to a 1 molal ideal

solution standard state (see reference 176)
iReference 171
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crystallographically-determined ionic radius; however this was
found to exaggerate the magnitude of Gsolvation.

165 (This may have
been because Gcontinuum + GvdW were neglected; while these
partially cancel, their sum is often opposite in sign to Gelectrostatic, as
can be seen in Tables 6 and 8.)

In a detailed study, Rashin and Honig concluded that crystal
radii are suitable for anions but that cations should be given the
covalent radii of the corresponding neutral atoms.88 However they
still found it necessary to increase both by an empirical 7% in
order to satisfactorily reproduce experimental data. Rashin and
Honig used the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation90 to convert Eq. (32)
into,

T

T1
1

R2

Q
H

2

2

ticelectrosta (42)

and taking (T/ )( / T) = 1.357 for water at 298 K,180 they
calculated Helectrostatic for 28 monatomic ions. Some of their
results are given in Table 11, along with absolute experimental
values obtained by assigning Hhydration for H+ to be 262.18
kcal/mole.88 For all 28 ions, the calculated Helectrostatic differ from
the absolute experimental Hhydration by, on the average, 2.5%.
This overall level of agreement indicates that Eq. (42), with
appropriate R, is generally effective in predicting Hhydration for
monatomic ions. Rashin and Honig do warn that R for a given ion
will vary from one solvent to another, but they believe that the
values for water should be good initial approximations for other
hydrogen-bonding solvents.

It was further pointed out by Rashin and Honig that the form
of Eqs. (32) and (42) precludes significant dependence upon 
once it is greater than roughly 30.88 However these equations also
emphasize the importance of long-range interactions (1/2R  16
kcal/mole for R = 10 A), and the authors correctly anticipate the
problems encountered in simulations due to the limited sizes of the
systems.174,175, 179

The Born equation does not take into account the mutually
polarizing effect that the solute and solvent have upon each other.
This can be done, within the framework of continuum solvent
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models, by means of self-consistent reaction fields, at both
classical and quantum mechanical levels. Such methods, for
example the polarizable continuum and the generalized Born
models (PCM and GBM) were described in Section III.2.
Variations of these techniques have been applied to numerous
monatomic and polyatomic ions.95, 101, 131, 157

Table 11

Ionic Helectrostatic Obtained with

The Born Equation In The

Form of Eq. (42) Compared To

Experimental Hhydration, In

kcal/mole
a

Ion Helectrostatic,
Eq. (42)

Hhydration,
experimental

Li+ 126.7 125.8
Na+ 99.3   98.5
K+ 76.8   78.4
Rb+ 72.2   73.4
Cs+ 66.3   67.6
Mg+2 458.4 462.4
Ca+2 358.3 383.6
Sr+2 324.7 348.3
Ba+2 314.8 314.3
Al+3 1122.7     1118.1
Ga+3 1122.1     1124.1
In+3 935.1 986.4
Sc+3 974.1 939.8
Cu+ 133.2 143.5
Cu+2 532.8 504.5
Zn+2 498.7 491.6
Ag+ 116.3 115.1
Cd+2 442.1 434.6
Hg+2 432.9 439.4
F 117.2 119.3
Cl 86.1   85.3
Br 79.9   78.8
I 71.2   69.0
S 2 338.8 325.0

a Reference 88
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Assigning atomic, and hence cavity, sizes is always a key
problem. Barone et al. developed a set of rules for determining
individual atomic radii, that reflect their hybridization and their
neighbors, with corrections to be applied when the atoms are in
ions.95 When these radii were implemented in a PCM procedure,
the resulting Ghydration for 27 ions differed from the experimental
by an absolute average of only 1 kcal/mole. When Pauling radii119

were used, this increased to 4.6 kcal/mole. Several of these PCM
Ghydration are presented in Table 12.

Table 12

Comparison of Ghydration, In Kcal/Mole, Produced By Specific

Versions of PCM And GBM Methodologies.

Ghydration

Ion PCM,
Barone et al.

radiia

PCM,
Pauling radiia

GBM,
SM5.2 Rb Experimentalc

NH4
+ 79.84 85.09 88.6 79

81d

CH3OH2
+ 87.40 77.04 83.3 85

87d

(CH3)2OH+ 70.47 63.96 70.0 70
CH3SH2

+ 75.56 66.41 73.5 74
(CH3)2SH+ 60.82 58.64 66.9 61
F 107.02 97.35    107.8        107
Cl 76.77 76.05 76.9 77

78d

Br 71.89 69.76 71.8 72
I 64.28 66.14 63.1 63
OH 108.13 97.77    109.3        106

110d

SH 73.00 74.39 82.3 76
CH3O 94.31 82.64 82.3 95

98d

a Reference 95
b Reference 131
c Reference 170 unless otherwise indicated. The original values have been

converted to a 1 molal ideal solution standard state (see reference 176)
d Reference 171
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Hawkins et al.131 addressed the hydration of 43 ions by means
of the SM5.2R version of the GBM approach, with an MNDO
Hamiltonian. On the average, they were within 3.4 kcal/mole of
experiment. Table 12 compares some of the PCM and GBM free
energies of hydration. In most cases, the two are very similar
(when the Barone et al. radii are utilized); for four ions, however,
the PCM are considerably better.

Table 13 gives the three contributions to Ghydration for five
polyatomic ions, as computed by the PCM technique of Barone et
al.,95 using their radii. As mentioned earlier, Gelectrostatic, Gcavitation

and GvdW are generally of the same order of magnitude for
molecular solutes (Table 8); however this is not true for ionic
ones, as can be seen in Table 13. Gelectrostatic is now often an order
of magnitude larger.

(iv) Ionic Solvation via Hybrid Solvent Models

For ionic as for molecular solutes (Section III.3), some
studies have applied the discrete molecular model to the solvent in
the immediate environment of the solute, and treated the
remainder as a continuum. This can in principle help to deal with
the problem of inner-shell structure as well as that of long-range
effects. Thus Straatsma and Berendsen used the Born equation to
correct simulation-obtained free energies of hydration for six
monatomic ions.174 This helped in some instances but not in
others.

Table 13

Components of Ghydration For Several

Polyatomic Ions, In kcal/mole, As

Obtained By A PCM Procedure.
a

Ion Gelectrostatic Gcavitation GvdW

H3O+ 105.05 3.76 4.06
NH4

+ 79.40 4.84 5.28
CH3O 94.18 5.56 5.69
CH3COO 78.78 9.11 8.44
C6H5NH3

+ 64.80    14.41 13.69
a Reference 95.
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A more elaborate hybrid method is that devised by Leontyev
et al.,143,144 which was described in Section III.3. For a group of
polyatomic cations, the computed Gelectrostatic was found to be
within an absolute average of 1.5 kcal/mole of the experimental
values (the latter were extracted from measured Gsolvation);

144 for
three polyatomic anions, the deviation was 5.7 kcal/mole. (The
range was 57.1 to 100.4 kcal/mole.) It was concluded that the
anions require separate parametrization.

An interesting combined use of discrete molecular and
continuum techniques was demonstrated by Floris et al.181,182 They
used the PCM to develop effective pair potentials and then applied
these to molecular dynamics simulations of metal ion hydration.
Another approach to such systems is to do an ab initio cluster
calculation for the first hydration shell, which would typically
involve four to eight water molecules, and then to depict the
remainder of the solvent as a continuum. This was done by
Sanchez Marcos et al. for a group of five cations;183 the continuum
model was that developed by Rivail, Rinaldi et al.14,108-112 (Section
III.2.ii). Their results are compared in Table 14 with those of
Floris et al.,139 who used a similar procedure but PCM-based. In

Table 14

Ghydration For Metal Ions, In Kcal/Mole, Computed By

Two Hybrid Discrete Molecular/Continuum Methods

GhydrationIon na

Sanchez Marcos et al.b Floris et al.c Experimentald

Li+ 4 115.9 115.0
Be+2 4 557.3 545.7 574.6
Mg+2 6 444.8 439.6 439.3
Ca+2 6 342.4 350.6
Ca+2 8 359.0 362.1
Ca+2 9 358.2
Ni+2 6 459.4 477.5
Zn+2 6 427.1 447.1 469.2
Al+3 6 1041.3    1112.4      1082.9

a n is the number of water molecules in the first hydration shell; these are
treated explicitly

b Reference 183
c Reference 139
d Reference 178
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the latter study, Ghydration was computed for different numbers of
water molecules in each ion’s first hydration shell to ascertain the
most stable configuration; for Ca+2, which is the largest ion in this
group,119 this was found to be n = 8, as is shown.

IV. LINEAR SOLVATION ENERGY RELATIONSHIPS

(LSER)

1. Empirical

Some years ago, Kamlet and Taft embarked upon a study of how
solvents influence the properties of solutes, focusing initially upon
the effects of hydrogen bonding upon electronic transitions.184,185

This led eventually to an empirical relationship between a
spectroscopic property X of a given solute, e.g., the position or
intensity of a peak, and certain solvent parameters, ,  and *:186

*sbaXX 0 (43)

X0 is the value of the property in the gas phase. (In practice, X and
X0 are often the logarithm of the property in question.) The
parameters  and  are measures of a solvent’s ability to donate
and accept hydrogen bonds, respectively, and * is an index of its
polarity/polarizability. They were initially assigned on the basis of
ultraviolet spectral shifts of certain dyes in a variety of solvents,
and hence were labeled solvatochromic parameters.186-188

The parameters  and  indicate the capacity of a solvent to
donate or accept a hydrogen bond from a solute, i.e., the solvent’s
hydrogen bond acidity or basicity. * is intended to reflect van der
Waals-type solute-solvent interactions (dipolar, dispersion,
exchange-repulsion, etc.). Equation (43) was subsequently
expanded to include a term representing the need to create a cavity
for the solute (and thus to interrupt solvent-solvent
interactions).188 For this purpose was used the Hildebrand
solubility parameter, , which is defined as the square root of the
solvent’s energy of vaporization per unit volume.189 Thus Eq. (43)
becomes,190
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X = X0 + a  + b  + s * + h 2 (44)

(In earlier papers,  entered to the first power.)188

While the original applications of the solvatochromic
equations, Eqs. (43) and (44), were to correlating ultraviolet,
visible and infrared spectral features of solutes, Kamlet, Taft et al.
found that they were effective for numerous other properties as
well, including reaction rate constants, enthalpies and free
energies of solvation, enthalpies and free energies of complex
formation, equilibrium constants, NMR shifts and coupling
constants, partition coefficients, etc.188,191 In many instances, only
one or two of the parameters in Eqs. (43) and (44) were required.
For example, the rate constant for the reaction of tri-n-
propylamine with methyl iodide in 44 organic solvents can be
correlated with * alone with R = 0.981.192 For the Gsolvation of t-
butylchloride, 2-butanone and nitromethane in various organic
solvents, expressed in terms of  and *, R = 0.959, 0.924 and
0.991.193 For the nonpolar solute n-octane in aliphatic
hydrocarbons,  suffices to give Gsolvation with R = 0.974.188 Since
many of the correlations that have been established reflect free
energies in solution, they are known collectively as linear free
energy or linear solvation energy relationships (LFER or LSER).

The success of Eqs. (43) and (44) in describing how a given
property of a particular solute is affected by different solvents
suggested that an analogous approach might be feasible for
showing how a property changes from one solute to another in a
given solvent. Accordingly, Abraham et al. developed solute
parameters that are counterparts to the solvents’ ,  and *;194-200

they were designated as H
2 , H

2 and *
2  (sometimes written as

H
2 ). These have been incorporated in a number of

relationships,198-201 of the general form,

X =  + a H
2 + b H

2 + s *
2  + rR2 + vVx (45)

In Eq. (45),  is a constant. R2 is related to the solute’s molar
refraction198 and can be viewed as a correction to the
polarity/polarizability term, analogous to one that has sometimes
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been included in Eqs. (43) and (44).186-188 Vx is a solute’s
characteristic molecular volume,202,203 which can readily be
calculated from its molecular structure. An equation that combines
both solute and solvent parameters has also been used on
occasion,199,201,204 for example,

X =  + a 1
H
2  + b 1

H
2 + s *

1
*
2  + vVx (46)

The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to solvent and solute, respectively.
Relationships such as Eqs. (45) and (46) have been utilized

extensively in correlating solubility properties (such as gas/liquid
and liquid/liquid partition coefficients), retention volumes in
gas/solid chromatography, capacity factors in high-pressure liquid
chromatography, etc.199,200 For instance, gas/liquid partition
coefficients for each of 35 different liquid stationary phases were
represented with R  0.985.205 Other applications have been in
biochemical and pharmacological areas,199,200 e.g., enzyme
inhibition and pollutant effects.

The LSER that have been discussed have had considerable
success in correlating a variety of properties, which means that
they have, in general, a good predictive capability. They also
provide insight, through the magnitudes of the coefficients in Eqs.
(43)–(46), into the factors that play important roles in specific
types of solute-solvent interactions. Since the parameters are
experimentally-derived, however, predictions can be made only
for existing compounds. (Hickey and Passino-Reader have
suggested rules for estimating the LSER parameters.)206 There
have accordingly been proposed a number of procedures for
correlating and predicting solution properties from parameters that
can be obtained theoretically or computationally; brief
descriptions of some of these have been given by Famini and
Wilson207 and Murray et al.208 The next Section will focus upon
one of these approaches, which is patterned after the LSER of
Kamlet, Taft, Abraham et al., Eqs. (43)–(46).

2. Theoretical

Famini, Wilson et al. have correlated a wide array of physical,
chemical and biological properties by means of theoretical linear
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solvation energy relationships (TLSER).207,209 These were
designed to be theoretical analogs of the empirical LSER, Eqs.
(43)–(46). Thus, for a given solute in a series of solvents,

X = X0 + a A1 + b B1 + c 1q  + d 1q  + s 1
*

 + h 2
1  (47)

while for a series of solutes in one solvent,

X =  + a A2 + b B2 + c 2q  + d 2q  + s *
2  + v 2mcV  (48)

and finally the combined form,

X =  + a A1 B2 + b B1 A2 + cq1 q2

     + d 1q 2q  + s *
1

*
2  + h 2

1 mc2V  (49)

In Eqs. (47)–(49), the subscripts 1 and 2 are again used to indicate
solvent and solute. Hydrogen-bond-donating ability is now
expressed in terms of a covalent and an electrostatic contribution,

A and q+; A is the magnitude of the difference between the
energies of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of
the molecule and the highest occupied (HOMO) of water, while q+

is the atomic charge of the most positive hydrogen. For hydrogen-
bond-accepting ability, B is the magnitude of the difference
between the molecule’s HOMO and water’s LUMO, with q– the
absolute value of the most negative atomic charge. (Water is used
simply as a reference system.) The polarity/polarizability index,

*, is related to the molecule’s polarizabilty per unit volume, and
Vmc is its van der Waals volume.  is again the Hildebrand
parameter. The quantum-mechanical calculations are carried out
with semiempirical methods.

These TLSER have been used to develop a large number of
correlations,207,209 particularly involving different sorts of
pharmacological activities. For example, acetylcholinesterase

inhibition by 44 alkylammonium ions correlates with 2q , *
2  and

Vmc2 with R = 0.958.209 The toxicities of a group of 28 industrial
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pollutants can be expressed in terms of B2,
*
2  and Vmc2 with R =

0.992.207

V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

This Chapter has outlined several different approaches to the
computational determination of solution properties. Two of these
address solute-solvent interactions directly, either treating the
effects of individual solvent molecules upon the solute explicitly
or by means of a reaction field due to a continuum model of the
solvent. The other procedures establish correlations between
properties of interest and certain features of the solute and/or
solvent molecules. There are empirical elements in all of these
methods, even the seemingly more rigorous ones, such as the
parameters in the molecular dynamics/Monte Carlo intermolecular
potentials, Eqs. (16) and (17), or in the continuum model’s
Gcavitation and GvdW, Eqs. (40) and (41), etc.

The correlation-based techniques can achieve as high levels
of accuracy as the direct-interaction ones; for example, the GIPF

Ghydration have average absolute deviations from experiment, 0.27
kcal/mole (Section II.2.iii), as good or better than the SCRF

Ghydration in Table 6. However the GIPF, LSER and TLSER
cannot describe the effects of the solute and solvent upon each
other, such as polarization of the former and disruption of the
structure of the latter.

The GIPF, LSER and TLSER methodologies have in
common that they rely on correlations established from
experimental databases. They differ fundamentally, however, in
the natures of the parameters used for this purpose. Those in the
LSER and TLSER were intended specifically to reflect certain
aspects of solute-solvent interactions, i.e., hydrogen-bond-
donating and –accepting, polarity/polarizability and cavitation. In
contrast, the GIPF quantities, Eq. (9), were designed simply to
quantitatively characterize, as well as possible, the features of
molecular surface electrostatic potentials. While there are good
correlations between some of the GIPF and LSER/TLSER
parameters,208 this is a significant conceptual distinction between
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them, and between GIPF and quantitative structure-property
relationships (QSPR) in general.

If one’s interest is solely in predicting a particular solution
property, then the GIPF, LSER and TLSER approaches are fast,
inexpensive and can be quite accurate, provided that correlations
developed from appropriate databases are available. Even if these
remain to be established, that can be done in a relatively short time
(~ 1 week) and the resulting relationship, if GIPF or TLSER, can
be used even for compounds that may not yet have been
synthesized. However if a more complete picture of the interaction
is desired, then a discrete molecular or continuum (or
hybrid/intermediate) procedure should be used. The continuum
techniques are faster, less computationally demanding, and, at
least for Gsolvation, appear to be slightly more accurate. For ionic
solutes, they may be better able to treat long-range effects. If first-
solvation-shell effects are expected to be especially important, or
if the disruption of solvent structure is to be characterized, then a
discrete molecular solvent model may be preferred. The appeal of
the hybrid methods is of course that they can, at least in principle,
combine the strengths of both of the others.
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Porous Silicon: Morphology and Formation

Mechanisms

Gregory X. Zhang

Teck Cominco, Product Technology Centre, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

I. INTRODUCTION

Porous silicon (PS) is a material formed by anodic dissolution of
single crystalline silicon in HF containing solutions. Since its
discovery more than four decades ago, a large number of
investigations have been undertaken, the results of which revealed
that PS has extremely rich morphological features and the
formation process of PS is a very complex function of numerous
factors.1 Accordingly, many theories have been proposed on the
various mechanistic aspects on formation and morphology of PS.
Figure 1 is a summary of the progress of research on PS with
respect to the discovery of major PS features and development of
theories.

 Uhlir and Turner2,3 first reported in the late 1950’s that
silicon surface can be covered with a brown film during
anodization in HF solutions and suggested that the film was a
subfluoride (SiF2)x grown on the surface during the anodic
dissolution. Later, Memming and Schwandt proposed that the
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brown film was a dissolution/precipitation product (Si0amorphous)
resulted from a two-step disproportionation reaction.4

The formation of etch pits and tunnels on n-Si during
anodization in HF solutions was reported in the early 1970's. It
was found that the solid surface layer is the remaining substrate
silicon left after anodic dissolution. The large current observed on
n-Si at an anodic potential was postulated to be due to barrier
breakdown.5,6 By early 80's7-11 it was established that the brown
films formed by anodization on silicon substrate of all types are a
porous material with the same single crystalline structure as the
substrate.

Many theories on the formation mechanisms of PS emerged
since then. Beale et al.12 proposed that the material in the PS is
depleted of carriers and the presence of a depletion layer is
responsible for current localization at pore tips where the field is
intensified. Smith et al.13-15 described the morphology of PS based
on the hypothesis that the rate of pore growth is limited by
diffusion of holes to the growing pore tip. Unagami16 postulated
that the formation of PS is promoted by the deposition of a
passive silicic acid on the pore walls resulting in the preferential
dissolution at the pore tips. Alternatively, Parkhutik et al.17

suggested that a passive film composed of silicon fluoride and
silicon oxide is between PS and silicon substrate and that the
formation of PS is similar to that of porous alumina.

The conditions for formation of PS on all types of substrates
in terms of current density and HF concentrations were
established by Zhang et al.18 by the end of 1980's. Whether
formation of PS occurs during anodization was found to be
largely independent of the electronic properties of silicon such as
doping type and concentration, but depend on the nature of
electrochemical reactions.

Lehmann and Foll9-11 in early 1990’s reported the formation
of straight, smooth and well spaced macro pore arrays on n-Si
using backside illumination and surface patterning. They
postulated that for these large straight pores the dissolution rate at
pore tips are limited by mass transfer in the electrolyte and that
the relative rates of carrier transport in the silicon semiconductor
and mass transport in the electrolyte determine PS morphology.
For the micro pores formed on p-Si, Lehmann and Gosele22-23

proposed a quantum confinement model; due to the quantum
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confinement the pore walls are depleted of carriers and thus do
not dissolve during the anodization. At about the same time,
Zhang24 proposed the surface curvature model, which postulated
that not only the rate but also the distribution of reactions on a
curved pore bottom can be greatly affected by surface curvature.

In the late 1990’s, Foll et al.40-43 proposed the current burst
theory. The basic hypothesis is that the electrochemical reactions
involved in the dissolution of the silicon surface operate in
microscopic units. These reaction units have a temporal and a
spatial distribution in number and in the state of activity. The
formation of pores is due to the synchronization of these operation
units at certain time and geometrical scales.

Two-layer PS with a micro PS on surface of a macro PS
formed on n-Si under front illumination had been reported in the
late 70's but was little investigated until the 90's.26-29 The micro
PS may have a fractal-like geometry; the structure can vary in the
same layer from amorphous to single crystalline and diameter
from a few nm to hundreds of nm. It appeared that while the
formation of a macro PS layer under front illumination follows
the same mechanism as the macro PS formed in the dark, the
formation of micro PS is due to the effect of the photo generated
carriers. According to Arita30 the drift current due to the photo
carriers generated in the depletion layer is responsible for the
amorphous-like PS. Alternatively, Clement et al.31 suggested that
the micro PS formed under illumination could result from
shattering of the macro PS into fine filaments due to residual
stress.

Formation of macro PS and two-layer PS on lowly doped p-
Si in anhydrous organic HF solutions was first reported by Propst
and Kohl32,33 in the mid 1990's. It was thought to be related to the
chemistry of the organic solvents. Macro pores on lowly doped p-
Si were later found to also form in aqueous solutions. Walls of the
macro pores are not always covered by a micro PS layer.34-36

Wehrspohn et al.37,38 suggested that a necessary condition for the
formation of macro PS on lowly doped p-Si is a higher resistivity
of the substrate than that of electrolyte. This idea was soon
invalidated as macro PS was also found to occur in electrolyses
that have much higher resistance than the silicon substrate.34,39

Alternatively, Lehmann and Ronnebeck39 postulated that the
formation of macro PS on lowly doped p-Si is due to the

Porous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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dominant effect of thermionic emission which is sensitive to
barrier height rather than barrier width. More recently, Zhang1

proposed that the formation of macro PS on lowly doped p-Si is
due to the non-linear potential distribution in the highly resistive
substrate caused by surface curvature.

Some ideas have been elaborated with extensive
mathematical formulation. For example, a theoretical modeling
based on charge transfer kinetics for PS morphology was
attempted by Jaguiro et al.44 Similar mathematical modeling
considering the transport phenomena of carriers in the
semiconductor, ions in the electrolyte and surface tension was
proposed by Valance.45 An analytical formulation based
principally on thermodynamical arguments was offered by
Monica et al.46

Most theories have dealt only with certain aspects of the very
complex morphology and formation of PS. No single theory is yet
close to a globally coherent description of the extremely rich and
complex nature of the reactions and the resulting morphological
evolution of the silicon electrode surface involved in the
formation of PS.1 Also, these theories on PS did not take into
account for the many details of anodic electrochemical reactions
and processes of the silicon electrolyte interface, which had been
extensively investigated. However, a complete description of the
diverse morphological features of porous silicon requires the
integration of the all the morphological aspects as well as the
fundamental electrochemical reaction processes involved in
silicon/electrolyte interface. Any theory for the mechanisms of
porous silicon formation without such a global integration will be
limited in the scope of its validity and the power to explain
morphological details. In addition, a globally and microscopically
accurate model also requires the full characterization of all the
morphological features of PS.

A detailed and comprehensive review on all aspects of the
fundamental and applied electrochemistry of silicon/electrolyte
interface was provided in a recently published book.1 The
objective of this paper is to provide a conceptual analysis of the
mechanisms for the morphology and formation of porous silicon
using the large body of the information assembled in the book and
to provide an integrated view of the formation mechanisms that
can be coherent with the various morphological features on the
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one hand and with the understanding of the fundamental anodic
reaction processes on the other.

. FORMATION OF POROUS SILICON

1. I-V Curves and Formation Condition

The formation condition for PS can be best characterized by i-V
curves. Figure 2 shows a typical i-V curve of silicon in a HF
solution.56 At small anodic overpotentials the current increases
exponentially with electrode potential. As the potential is
increased, the current exhibits a peak and then remains at a
relatively constant value. At potentials more positive than the
current peak the surface is completely covered with an oxide film
and the anodic reaction proceeds through the formation and
dissolution of oxide, the rate of which depends strongly on HF
concentration. Hydrogen evolution simultaneously occurs in the
exponential region and its rate decreases with potential and almost
ceases above the peak value.

Porous silicon forms in the exponential region but not at
potentials higher than that corresponding to the current peak, J1.
Electrochemical polishing occurs at potentials higher than the
peak potential. At the potentials above the exponential region and
below the potential of the current peak, PS formation also occurs,
but the PS layer does not completely cover the sample surface.18

The surface coverage of PS decreases as the potential approaches
the peak value.  The different regions are similar for other fluoride
containing solutions of various compositions and pH
values.4,52,57,58

The characteristics of the i-V curves are largely identical for
all types materials except for non-heavily doped.5,18 For non-
heavily doped n-Si, it requires a large polarization or illumination
to generate anodic reaction as the surface is under a reverse bias
as shown in Figure 3.18 The i-V curves may not show the clearly
defined regions as on other types of Si with a positive potential
scanning rate.  Different regions can be revealed on the curve
measured at certain negative scanning rate. Also, the current
density   on   n-Si  is  very  sensitive  to  surface  roughness.6,51
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Figure 2. Typical anodic i-V curve measured on a moderately doped p-Si in 1%
HF solution.18

Figure 3.  i-V curves of n-Si in 1% HF solution.18
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Mechanical roughening can greatly increase the current density at
a given potential. Current can arise on a rough surface at a
potential several volts lower than that on a smooth surface.

Anodic dissolution of n-Si can also proceed at a polarization
under illumination. The maximum current is limited by
illumination intensity when the saturation photo current density is
lower than the critical current, J1. The characteristics of i-V curves
of n-Si under a high illumination intensity, when the reaction is no
longer limited by the availability of photo generated carriers, is
identical to that for p-Si. Similar also to p-Si, formation of PS on
n-Si occurs only below the critical current, J1.

24

The dependence of i-V characteristics on doping is an
indication of the carrier conduction mechanisms that can occur in
a silicon substrate. When carrier supply in the silicon substrate is
not rate limiting, i-V curves obtained in different HF
concentrations are identical in characteristics.56  When the supply
of carriers in the substrate is rate limiting as determined by the
doping and illumination condition, i-V curves display distinct
difference between p-Si and n-Si, and for n-Si between
illuminated and non-illuminated materials. For non-heavily doped
p-Si, the process is by thermal emission of holes while it is by
Zener tunnelling for heavily doped materials.10,59 For moderately
doped n-Si the reaction is limited by the minority holes;
significant current occurs when a large amount of holes are
generated by illumination or when relatively high anodic
potentials are applied to allow interface tunneling to occur.11,62

Examination of the sample surfaces that are anodized at
different potentials indicates that the potential corresponding to
the maximum slope of the i-V curve is the upper limit for
formation of a porous silicon layer that covers uniformly the
entire surface. At potentials between the maximum slope and
current peak, porous layer may still form but the surface coverage
is not uniform.  Plotting the current at the maximum slope and the
peak current for different types of silicon as a function of HF
concentration, the condition for occurrence of PS formation and
electropolishing is obtained as shown in Figure 4.18 This figure
also shows that the three regions in relation to current density and
HF concentration are essentially independent of the silicon
substrate  doping  type  and  concentration.   This  means  that  the

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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Figure 4. Formation condition for porous silicon; solid line - peak current
density, dotted line - current density at the maximum slope (see Figure.2).18

differences in semiconducting properties of the silicon samples
have little effect on the occurrence of these regions. The various
parameters involved in PS formation such as potential, doping,
and illumination, affect the occurrence of different regions
through their relation to the current density. Low current density
and high HF concentration favour PS formation while high
current and low HF concentration favours polishing.

Electropolishing region does not occur in anhydrous organic
solutions due to the lack of water which is required for the
formation of oxide film. Figure 5, as an example, shows that in
anhydrous HF-MeCN solution the current can increase with
potential to a value of about 0.5 A/cm2 without showing a peak
current. The relationship between current and potential is linear
due to the rate limiting effect of resistance in solution and silicon
substrate.



5

Figure 5.  i-V behavior of p-Si in 2M HF + 0.25M TBAP in MeCN and in 2M
HF + 1M  NH4F in H2O,  After Propst and Kohl.33

2. Hydrogen Evolution and Effective Dissolution Valence

Evolution of hydrogen gas occurs during the formation of PS in
aqueous solutions. The amount of hydrogen gas is proportional to
the time of anodization.4 Due to hydrogen evolution, which is a
chemical reaction, the effective dissolution valence of silicon, n,
can vary between 2 to 4 depending on the relative contribution of
this reaction.  In general, n increases with increasing anodic
current density as the amount of hydrogen evolution reduces; the
change is sharpest near the peak current density J1. At a given
current density, n increases with HF concentration. Also,
dissolution valence decreases with increasing PS layer thickness.
Dissolution valence as low as 0.5 can be measured for thick PS
films formed at low current densities. The low n values are due to
chemical dissolution of PS during the time of its growth. The
thicker the PS layer the longer the sample is in the electrolyte and
the larger the amount of chemical dissolution. This effect is
particularly significant for the PS formed on p-Si, which has
extremely fine pore structure and thus large surface area.

Porous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mechanisms 7
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The formation of hydrogen does not occur in anhydrous
organic solvents.32,33,63  Due to the lack of hydrogen evolution,
dissolution valence is near 4 at all current densities. Addition of
water in the organic solvents reduces the dissolution valence.

3. Growth Rate of Porous Silicon

The growth rate of a PS layer can vary over a wide range
depending on formation conditions. It can be as low as a few Å/s
and as high as 4000 Å/s.7,17 For p-Si the growth rate of PS at a
given current density appears to increase linearly with respect to
HF concentration and current density.7,64 For n-Si the growth rate
increases also with HF concentration and current density but the
relations are not linear (Figure 6).7,19,65 Also, for p-Si, it increases
linearly with logarithmic dopant concentration but for n-Si the
dependence of growth rate on dopand concentration is more
complicated. Temperature of HF solutions generally has little

Figure 6.  Effect of current density on PS formation rate, after Arita and
Sunahama.7
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influence on growth rate of PS.2,66  PS growth rate is generally
higher on (100) substrates than on (111) substrates.67

Figure 7 shows that PS thickness increases linearly with time
up to certain thickness.16,17 Such constant growth rate at a constant
current density means that the PS formed is uniform in thickness
(Effective surface area remains constant assuming reaction
kinetics is the same). At a large thickness the growth may deviate
from linearity due to the effect of diffusion in the electrolyte
within the pores.19,25 It has been found that for a very thick PS
layer (150 µm) there is about 20% difference in HF concentration
between that at the tips of pores and that in the bulk solution.19

Figure 7.  Kinetic dependance of the PS thickness on anodization time, after
Parkhutik et. al.17

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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4. Chemical Dissolution During PS Formation

During PS formation at an anodic potential, the tip of pores
dissolves preferentially due to easy excess to holes. The pore wall
areas, which are sufficiently distant from the tips, have no holes
available, dissolve chemically at a very low rate. The chemical
dissolution does not depend on potential but on the time of
immersion and the total surface area of the PS. However, although
the dissolution rate is very low, a significant amount of material
may be removed by the chemical dissolution during the formation
period of PS due to the large surface area of PS. Chemical
dissolution is responsible for the dissolution valence lower than 2
and the change of PS density with depth. Figure 8, as an example,
shows that the amount of chemical dissolution increases with
immersion time in the HF solution and with decreasing HF
concentration.68

The data in Figure 8 can be used to estimate the chemical
dissolution rate on the surface of pore walls. For a PS with a
density of 50% and an average pore diameter of 3 nm, the
chemical dissolution rate is estimated to be about 6x10-4 Å/s,

Figure 8    Relationship between amount of dissolved silicon and dipping time
in HF solution for the PS formed in 30% and 50% HF, after Unno et.al.68
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assuming the PS consists of straight cylindrical pores of an equal
diameter. The order of magnitude is in agreement with the planar
etch rate of silicon in concentrated HF solutions.

. MORPHOLOGY OF PS

Morphology, which is determined by the distribution of materials
in space, is the least quantifiable aspect of a material. It is thus
very difficult to characterize morphology of PS, which has
extremely rich details with respect to the range of variations in
pore size, shape, orientation, branch, interconnection, and
distribution. Qualitatively, the diverse morphological features of
PS reported in the literature can be summarized by Figure 9 with
respect to four major different aspects: pore orientation, fill of
macro pores, branching, and depth variation of a PS layer.

1. Pore Diameter

Among the morphological features, the average pore diameter of a
PS, as a quantifiable and easily measurable parameter, is most
commonly determined. Table 1 shows some examples for pore
diameter and interpore spacing reported for the PS formed under
various conditions. The pores are categorized in this following
text as micro pores (less than 10 nm) and macro pores (larger than
50nm). Pores with size between 10 and 50 nm are grouped into
either micro or macro pores depending on the specific situation.

(i) Effect of Doping

The diameter of pores and interpore spacing may vary with
doping type and concentration in a wide range, from about 1 nm
to about 10 µm, about 4 orders of magnitude.14,73,80,81  The PS
formed on different substrates can be roughly grouped into four
main categories according to doping concentration: 1. moderately
doped p-Si (1015-1018); 2. heavily doped materials, p+-Si and n+-Si
(> 1019); 3. non- heavily doped n-Si (< 1018); and 4. lowly doped
p-Si (< 1015). The PS formed on moderately doped p-Si has
extremely small pores ranging typically from 1 to 10 nm. For
heavily  doped  p  and  n  types,  the  pores  have   diameters

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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Table 1

Examples of Pore Diameter, Interpore Spacing and Pore

Density of the PS Formed under Different Conditions (a More

Extensive List is Given in Ref.
1
)

Material
.cm

Solution
% HF

Current
mA/cm2

Diameter
µm

Spacing
µm

Ref.

p
(100)

    0.001 20 100     0.05    0.01 59
    0.006 33   50 0.005 69
    0.006 24 + 47% eth 200 0.002    0.0015 70
    0.01 10   10     0.0052 60
    0.01 69   30 0.006    0.015 71
    0.02 25 + 50% eth   30     0.05    0.02 72
    1 49   30 0.003 71
  13 2 M HF + MeCN     7 1–2 2–3 33
  20   3       2  1.5–3, MPc 1–3 39
  25 48   10 0.0025 12
  50 10     3 2.4–4, MP 1–2 39
100 25   20 3–6, MP    0.5 73
224 2 M HF + MeCNb     7 1–2 0.5–2 32

(111)
  10 50 20 0.004 74
  10 50:etha.(1:3) 20 0.004 74

(110)
    0.01 49   2 0.005 14
    0.4 24 + 47% eth 50 0.035    0.01 70

n-Si
(100)

0.002   1 4 0.05    0.05 65
0.007 15 65 0.004 60

   0.01     5 0.1 V, 15 mA,
illu.

1–4 0–4 27

0.03 4 4 0.05 0.3-0.8 75
0.1 49 80 0.06 76
0.1 5 6 V 0.14 0.44 24
0.1 20 50   0.009 0.03 77
0.1 20:60, HF:eth 50 mA 0.08     0.1 59

   1        2.5 0.5, 10 V,
illu., B

        0.6 6.9 20

3 10:35, HF:eth 1.2 V, 5mA
illu.

   0.33 1–2 78

5 6 3 V, 10 mA
illu.Ba

      2.5      5 19

10 20:60, HF:eth 50 mA 0.8  > 0.5 59
20 2.5 1.5, 10 V,

illu., B
2 5.5 20
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Table 1

Continuation
Material

.cm
Solution

% HF
Current
mA/cm2

Diameter
µm

Spacing
µm

Ref.

(111)
0.01 12–48 20 0.01 79
0.008 25:50, HF:eth 50 0.01 0.03 80
2.5 50 30, 7 mW      1.5   7
2.5 50 90, 54 mW      1.7 30

(110)
0.82 49 80 0.01     0.1 13
3   4 4, 1.5 V 2–4 1–2 39

a B: backside illumination
b MeCN: acetonitrile
c MP: macropores of two-layer PS
d eth: ethanol,

typically ranging from 10 to 100 nm. For non-heavily doped n-Si,
the pores have a wide range of possible diameters from 10 nm to
10 µm. For lowly doped p-Si, the PS can have two distinct
distributions of pore diameters: large pores with a distribution of
diameters in the order of µm and small pores on the order of nm.
The effect of doping on pore diameter strongly depends on
solution composition, potential and illumination conditions.

Figure 10 shows that for n-Si the diameter of the pores
decreases with doping concentration at different current
densities.80 In contrast, the pore diameter of p-Si of moderate or
high doping concentrations decreases with increasing doping
concentration. In the transition region (Figure 4), macro pores can
form on all types of substrates, in which the silicon surface is
partially covered with an oxide film, and the morphology of PS
type strongly depends on solution composition.18,27,73,75,82,83 The
macro pores formed on p-Si in the transition region have been
investigated in a recent study in various solutions.55

(ii) Effect of Potential, Current and HF Concentration

Pore diameter generally increases with increasing potential
and current density.9,24,60,80  Figure 10 shows that the diameter  of
pores  formed  on both  p-Si and  n-Si increases with current

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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Figure 10.  Pore diameter of the PS formed in 5% HF + ethanol
(1:1) as a function of doping concentration and current density.
After Lehmann, et.al.80

density over a wide range of doping concentrations.60,80 Pore
diameter increases, in general, with increasing potential and with
decreasing HF concentration.24 The sensitivity of pore diameter to
HF concentration strongly depends on solvent.8,27,37,39,43 A wider
range of pore diameters can be obtained in organic solvents than
in aqueous solutions.

(iii) Primary and Branched Pores

As illustrated in Figure 9(2), pores can be straight with
smooth walls or can be branched. The branched pores can have
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third level or further levels of branches. Branched and hierarchical
pore structure has been found to form on all types of substrates.
Branched pores are generally smaller than the primary
pores.12,14,76,84

(iv) Surface-Patterned PoreAarrays

Straight large pores with smooth walls can be formed by
backside illumination of n-Si of (100) orientation.19,20,85 Using
micro patterning for pore initiation sites on the surface regularly
spaced pore arrays can be produced. Production of pore arrays of
2 µm in diameter up to 400 µm deep on 6 in wafer have been
reported.86 Well aligned pore arrays have not been obtained on
(111) and (110) wafers due to the misalignment between the
direction of pore growth and that of the hole source.87

Under a given formation condition, the pores beyond the
surface region have certain size determined by the formation
conditions (i.e., HF concentration, current density, potential and
doping concentration). According to Lehmann et al.,87 the
smallest possible pore diameter for a regular pore array formed
with surface patterning and backside illumination is about 0.3µm
below which branching at pore bottom occurs; the largest pores
are found to be about 20 µm, above which formation of straight
and smooth pores becomes a problem due to hydrogen bubble
formation.

(v) Variation From Surface To Bulk

The pores at the surface are smaller than those in the bulk of PS
as, for example, shown in Figure 11.8,16,24  Such an increase in
pore diameter from the surface to bulk is due to the transition
from pore initiation to steady growth. Also, two-layer PS, a micro
PS layer on top of a macro PS can form for on illuminated n-Si or
on lowly doped p-Si.19,26,78 For the micro PS layer formed on front
illuminated n-Si, pore diameter is less than 2 nm and thickness of
PS changes with illumination intensity and the amount of charge
passed. Also, the diameter of macro pores on front illuminated n-
Si changes with the amount of charge Passed.20 Pore size and
depth variation of PS on n-Si are very different for front and back
illuminated n-Si samples.

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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Figure 11.  SEM photograph showing smaller pore diameter and larger pore
density near the surface than in the bulk in 5% HF at 6 V.24

For very deep pores the diameter may increase with a
decreased growth rate due to the effect of diffusion process inside
pores. The depth at which this occurs depends on current density
and HF concentration.87 Low HF concentration, low temperature
and low growth rate favour formation of deep uniform pores.

(vi) Interpore Spacing

The variation of interpore spacing or wall thickness is more
complex than pore diameter. There is not much information on the
relationship between wall thickness and formation conditions.   In
general, the walls are on the same order as or smaller than pore
diameter.24 In particular, interpore spacing depends on potential; it
increases with potential at small currents but at certain current it
starts to decrease with increasing potential. When interpore
spacing is reduced to zero, which occurs in the transition region,
pores no longer form, and instead, shallow pits form.
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(vii) Distribution of Pore Diameter

Pore diameters of the PS layer formed under a given set of
conditions have a distinct distribution. Normal, log-normal,
bimodal, fractal, and non-uniform distributions have been found
for PS formed under different conditions.26,29,60,88,89,90,91

For the PS formed on heavily doped silicon, pore diameter
has a narrower distribution at a lower current at a given HF
concentration and the distribution is narrower at a lower HF
concentration at a given current desnity. Bimodal distribution of
pore diameter are generally associated with two layer PS on lowly
doped p-Si and illuminated n-Si. Pores with multiple distributions
have been observed for the PS that has a surface micro pore layer
and smaller branched pores in addition to the main pores.88,90

Distribution of pore diameters for highly branched PS has been
found to be fractal-like.14,76 Illumination during formation of PS
on p-Si can also to affect the distribution of pore diameter; it
increases the amount of the smaller nanoscrystals, while reduces
the amount of larger crystals.92 For the PS formed under an
illuminated substrate, the relative amount of small crystals tends
to increase with reduction of light wavelength.93

2. Pore Orientation and Shape

The growth of individual pores, or the dissolution at pore tips, is
anisotropic, depending on the orientation of the substrate and the
direction of the carrier source. The relative effect of substrate
orientation and direction of the carrier source on the orientation of
pores is determined by the specific electrochemical reactions at
the pore bottoms.

The orientation of primary pores is in general in the <100>
direction for all the PS formed on all types of (100)
substrates.7,14,84 For the PS with dendritic structure, as shown in
Figure 12, pores propagate along (100) direction even on the
(110) and (111) substrates.20,84,94 The branched pores of non-
dendritic types formed on (100) substrate may not be strictly
perpendicular to the primary pores but deviate to various extents
from the <100> direction toward to the source of holes.12,14,95

Ronnebeck et al.95 found that the macro pores formed on

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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Figure 12.  Dendritic PS morphology formed on n (100),
12  cm in 4% HF at 4 mA/cm2.  After Jäger, et. al.84

Figure 13.  Preferential growth of pore on 35
o
C from

(100) n-Si with back illumination.  After Ronnebeck et.

al.95
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misoriented n(100) substrates  (from  150 to  350) as  well  as on
n(111)  are  oriented along <100> direction when they are formed
in the dark at high anodic potentials. However, when the samples
are illuminated from the back, the pores formed on the (111)
sample and the side pores formed on the 350 misoriented (100)
sample are oriented along <113> as shown in Figure 13.

For pores of extremely small diameters, in the order of a few
nm, the direction of individual pores is totally random. On the
other hand, large pores tend to have less anisotropic effect and
grow more dominantly in the direction of carrier supply, that is,
perpendicular to the surface. The macro pores formed on p-Si
generally have smooth walls and an orientation toward the source
of holes that is perpendicular to the surface, even on (110) and
(111) samples.34,39

Depending on substrate orientation and formation condition,
individual pores may have different shapes.  The shape of the
pores formed on (100) substrate is a square bounded by {011}
planes with corners pointing to the <100> directions.14,77 The
shape of individual pores formed on n-Si tends to change from
circular to square to star-like and to dendrite-like with increasing
potential.20 Low formation voltage tends to favour circular shape
while high voltage favours star-like shape.  Near perfect square
shape of pores can be obtained for the PS formed on n-Si under
certain conditions. 

The bottom of individual pores is always curved, varying
from a shallowly curved semicircle to an elongated conical
depending on the formation conditions. As will be discussed later
the curvature of pore bottom plays a critical role in the reaction
kinetics required for formation of PS and its morphology.

3. Pore Branching

Individual pores, depending on formation conditions, may
propagate straight in the preferred direction with very little
branching or with formation of numerous side or branched pores.
In general, the conditions that favour the formation of small pores
also favours branching.

The degree of branching and interpore connection depends
strongly on doping concentration. The most highly connected PS

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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Figure 14.  Straight pores with smooth wall formed
on n-Si in the dark.1

is found in the PS of lowly doped p-Si and the micro PS on
illuminated n-Si.14 On the other hand, well separated and straight
pores are generally found on moderately or lowly doped n-Si.
Perfectly straight pores with smooth walls can be formed on n-Si
in the dark, as for example, shown in Figure 14.65 Also, on n-Si
smooth and straight pores without branching can be obtained
under back illumination using surface patterned substrate. For
heavily doped materials, pores are generally branched.12,71 For
non-heavily doped p-Si, pores are highly branched resulting in a
random network of pores. The macro pores formed on lowly
doped p-Si generally have no side pores longer than the pore
diameter.32,34,39

Like main pores, branched pores are highly directional,
propagating preferentially in the {100} planes and the long <100>
directions.14,20,77 Such directional branching can produce regularly
spaced three dimensional structures as shown in Figure 15.14,65

The tendency to branch is stronger on (110) and (111) substrates
than on (100) because for substrates of non-(100) orientations,
<100> direction does not coincide with the direction of the hole
source. Due  to  the  large  tendency  to  branch,  it  is  difficult   to
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Figure 15.  Three dimensioned structures generated by
the formation of dendritic pores on an n(110)
substrate.1,14

produce   straight  perpendicular  pores  with   smooth walls on
(110) and (111) samples, even on surface patterned samples.87

4. Interface Between PS and Silicon

The growth of a PS layer (not individual pores) is always
perpendicular to the surface of the substrate with back electrical
contact. The growth front is planar, independent of the orientation
of the silicon samples. The interface between PS layer and silicon

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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substrate is essentially flat with high and low points deferring
within a few microns.

5. Depth Variation

The morphology of PS generally varies in the depth direction
from the surface to the bulk. There are two types of depth
variations: 1) the change of pore diameter is gradual from the
surface to the bulk where pore diameter is constant; and 2) the
change of pore diameter is abrupt from a surface layer to the bulk
layer with a difference in diameter as large as three orders of
magnitude. The surface layer for the first type is a transition layer
formed due to the transition from initiation of pores to the steady
state growth. The second type is two-layer PS with a micro PS on
top of a macro PS. While two-layer PS forms only under certain
conditions, the transition PS layer of varying thickness exists on
the surface of all PS layers.

(i) Transition Layer

Transition layer is found to exist for all types of
silicon.7,16,20,24,25,80 The pores in the transition layer are generally
much smaller than those in the bulk. There is not a clearly
definable boundary that separates the surface layer and the bulk.
The thickness of the transition layer is related to the size of pores;
the smaller the pores the thinner the surface transition layer. For
n-Si, the transition layer can be clearly seen as for example shown
in Figures 11 and 16.24   On the other hand, for p-Si this surface
layer is very thin (near zero) for some PS with extremely small
pores. Such thin layer may not be observed because it may be
removed due to chemical dissolution during its exposure in
solution.

The morphology of the transition layer, unlike the bulk
morphology, depends sensitively on surface conditions,
particularly surface roughness such as scratches.14,94 For n-Si,
which usually requires a large potential to generate current in the
dark, formation of PS can occur at much lower potentials if the
surface is roughened mechanically.

A certain amount of uniform dissolution may occur prior to
and during the initiation of pores. Such an etched layer prior to the
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Figure 16.  Variation of diameter of pores from the surface to
the bulk.  After Zhang.24

initiation of pores is involved in all types of PS since the etching,
which causes roughening of the surface, is required for pore
initiation.84,95 The thickness of etched layer is generally in the
order of pore diameter.

(ii) Two-Layer PS

Two-layer PS, with a micro PS layer on top of a macro PS
layer, forms only under certain conditions. For n-Si, formation of
two-layer PS is associated with front illumination, although it can
also be formed with back illumination.19,27,34,37 For p-Si, two-layer
PS are found to form on lowly doped substrates. For moderately
or highly doped p-Si or for n-Si in the dark, formation of two-
layer PS has not been observed.

Formation of two-layer PS on front illuminated n-Si depends
on the wavelength of light; formation of large and deep pores does
not occur with a white light at wavelength < 800 nm, but occurs at
wavelength > 867 nm.20 This phenomenon is due to the
wavelength dependent absorption depth; carriers which are
generated deep in the bulk promote pore growth at the tips of
macro pores whereas those generated near surface result in the
formation and dissolution of micro PS and lateral growth of the
macro pores.

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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There is a correlation between the occurrence of two-layer PS
and the saturation photo current value.78 Only a single micro PS
layer forms at a photo current density below the photo saturation
value while two-layer PS forms at current densities above the
saturation current as shown in Figure 17. Also, macro PS layer
forms only after a certain amount of charge determined by the
amount of etch required for the initiation of macro pores.77

There is also an etched layer of Si on the surface under
illumination as illustrated in Figure 18. This etched layer is
mainly due to photo-induced corrosion.  As a result of the photo
induced dissolution the top surface of PS layer recedes with time.
The rate of dissolution depends on doping, HF concentration,
current density and illumination intensity.

Figure 17.  Voltammograms of n-Si electrodes in aqueous solution containing
10 wt.% HF and 35 wt.% C2H5OH at 5 mV s-1 under different light intensities.
The illumination intensity was adjusted by changing the distance between the light
source and the n-Si electrode.  After Osaka et.al,78
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Figure 18.  Three layers are resulted after formation of PS on illuminated n-Si
sample: an etch layer, a micro PS layer and a macro PS layer.  The walls of the
macro pores may also be fully or partially covered with micro PS.

The micro PS on top of the macro PS formed on n-Si under
illumination can have a very complex structure. It has been
reported that the PS formed on n-Si has an irregular and square-
shaped framework of pores with interconnected columns of 100-
200 nm for lowly doped materials and 100-400 nm for highly
doped materials.29 Bounded to this rigid square-shaped framework
and contained within is a finer structure with wire-like structures
of sizes varying from 3 to 12 nm. Fractal morphology has been
suggested to associated with this type of micro PS.  The macro
pores formed on front illuminated n-Si, once initiated, can
increase in diameter with time without reaching a constant
value.20,27 The diameter of macro pores also increases with
increasing HF concentration.

The PS formed on p-Si generally consists of micro pores, but
when the resistivity is above a certain value macro pores can form
underneath a layer of micro pores.34,39,73 The resistivity, at which
this occurs, depends on type of solvent, HF concentration and

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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current density. In aqueous HF solutions macro pores are found to
form on substrates of resistivity higher than 5 cm.39 On the other
hand, macro pores has been found to form on substrate with a
resistivity of 1 cm in 2M HF + dimethylformamide electrolyte.34

Presence of water in organic solvents tends to reduce the
thickness of the micro PS layer.

(iii) Fill of Pores

The macro pores of two-layer PS may be completely filled or
only partially filled with micro pores depending on the solution
composition.39,63 When other conditions are the same, macro
pores formed in organic solvents tend to be more filled than those
formed in aqueous solutions. Addition of water to organic
solutions reduces the extent of filling. Among organic solutions,
according to Jager et al.,54 the degree of filling of the macro pores
formed on p-Si depends on the oxidizing nature of the solutions:
macro pores are filled with micro PS in non-oxidizing electrolyte
such as acetonitrile (MeCN), while they are not filled for
oxidizing electrolytes such as dimethylformamide (DMF).

 For the two-layer PS formed on front illuminated n-Si, the
degree of filling of the macro pores depends on light intensity, on
the amount of charge passed, as well as on the magnitude of the
current relative to the saturation photo current.26,27,29,78 The
thickness of micro PS increases with the amount of charge passed
and it decreases with increasing light intensity.27 The macro pores
formed on lowly doped n-Si under back illumination can also be
filled by micro PS and the degree of filling decreases with
increasing potential.19

6. Summary

The morphology of PS has extremely rich details determined by
the numerous factors involved in the anodization. Generally, p-Si
and n-Si have distinct differences in the correlation between PS
morphology and formation conditions. Among all formation
conditions doping concentration appears to show the most clear
functional effect on morphology. A summery of morphology
features of PS is provided in Table 2.
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Table 2

Morphological Characteristics of Porous Silicon
a

Size

1.  A PS layer may have one or two distinct distributions of pores with sizes
varying from 1nm–10µm. Those less than 10 nm are micro pores and those
larger than 50 nm are macro pores.

     In the dark
moderately doped p-Si (1015–1018): one distribution, 1–10 nm.
heavily doped p-Si and n-Si (> 1019): one distribution,10–100 nm.
non-heavily doped n-Si (< 1018): one distribution,10 nm–10µm.
lowly doped p-Si (< 1015): one or two distributions, 1–10 nm and > 1µm.

 Illumination
Little effect on p-Si.
For n-Si, one or two distributions 1–10 nm and 50 nm–10 µm.

2.  For p-Si pore diameter increases with doping concentration; for n-Si, it
decreases with doping concentration.

3.  It increases with potential or current density but decreases with HF
concentration.

4.  Branched pores are smaller than primary ones.
5.  It is constant in the bulk but is smaller near the surface.
6.  Inter-pore spacing can be smaller than pore diameter but is not larger than trice

the diameter. It varies with the factors similarly as pore diameter.

Orientation

1.  Pores grow preferentially along <100> directions and toward the source of
holes.

2.  Well aligned macro pores, > 50 nm are perpendicular to the surface for (100)
substrate but may have a less than 900 angle to the surface on other
substrates.

3.  Pores can be fully aligned with <100> directions or/and with source of holes.
Pores with smooth wall tend to be aligned with source of holes, while
dendritic pores are aligned with <100> directions.

4.  Very small pores, < 10 nm, do not show clear orientations.

Branching

1.  PS has discrete pores with no branches, with short branches, or with dendritic
branches, or have no primary but densely and randomly branched pores.

2.  Tendency to branch increases with decreasing pore diameter.
3.  Direction of branching has the same tendencies as pore orientation.

Fill of pores

1.  In PS of two distributions, macro pores may be partially or fully filled by micro
pores.

2.  It tends to occur in organic solvents; addition of water reduces the extent of
filling.

3.  Extent of filling decreases with increasing light intensity or increasing
potential.

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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Table 2. Continuation

Depth variation

1.  Two types: transitional layer, which has no clear boundary with bulk and two
layer type with clear boundary between micro and macro PS layers.

2.  Transitional layer is associated with the initiation of pores with smaller pores at
the surface.

3.  Two layered PS occurs only on illuminated n-Si and lowly doped p-Si.
4.  Pore diameter and distribution is uniform in the bulk of PS.

Others

1.  The bottom of pores is curved with the smallest curvature at the tips.
2.  The shape of pores can be square, dendritic, circular, and star-like.
3.  Interface of PS/Si is flat and is perpendicular to the source of holes.
4.  PS with macro pores has the same composition and crystalline structure as the

substrate; PS with micro pores can be amorphous and highly hydrogenated
and/or oxidized.

5.  Pore wall is rough at atomic scale for all pores.
a Based on information summarized in Ref. 1.

IV. ANODIC REACTION KINETICS

1. Potential Distribution and Rate Limiting Process

There are five possible physical phases in the current path in
which the current conduction mechanisms are different as
illustrated in Figure 19. They are substrate, space charge layer,
Helmholtz layer, surface oxide film, and electrolyte. The overall
change in the applied potential due to a change of current density
in the current path is the sum of the potential drops in these
phases:

Vapp = VSi + Vs + VH + Vox + Vel (1)

The distribution of the applied potential in these different phases
depends on silicon material as well as potential range. Table 3 is a
summary for the potential distribution of different materials in the
three potential regions (Figure 2). While the distribution of the
potential below the passivation potential Vp (potential at current
peak J1 in Figure 2) depends on doping type and concentration,
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r1 & r2 - majority & minority carrier transport,
r3 - transport of holes to the surface
r4 - charge transfer across the Helmhotz layer,
r5 - electron injection
r6 - chemical dissolution,
r7 - oxide formation,
r8 - ionic transport in oxide,
r9 - injection of oxidants,
r10 - dissolution of oxide,
r11 - mass transport in electrolyte

Figure 19.  Schematic illustration of the processes involving the transport of
charge and species in the different phases in the interface region.

Table 3

Distribution of the Applied Potential in the Electric Layers at

the Silicon/Electrolyte Interface in HF Solutions

Material OCP to V (i ~ 0)a Exponential region V > Vp

Heavily doped p,
n-Si

Helmholtz layer Helmholtz layer Oxide film

Non-heavily doped
n-Si

Space charge layer Space charge layer Oxide film

Non-heavily doped
p-Si

Space charge layer Helmholtz layer &
space charge layer

Oxide film

aOCP, V (I ~ 0), Vp: defined in Figure 2.
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the applied potential is principally dropped in the oxide film at a
potential higher than Vp for all materials.

For n-Si the applied potential is predominantly dropped
across the space charge layer in the semiconductor. For p-Si and
heavily doped n-Si, distribution of potential is partitioned between
the Helmholtz layer and/or the space charge layer.18,48-51 For
heavily doped materials the surface is degenerated and the
material behaves like a metal electrode, meaning that the charge
transfer reaction in the Helmholtz double layer is the rate
determining step and potential drops mostly in the Helmholtz
layer. For non-heavily doped p-Si, the potential is mostly dropped
within the space charge layer before the onset of current. At
potentials higher than that at which current becomes measurable,
the change in potential may be dropped also in the Helmholtz
layer in addition to the space charge layer. Also, for very lightly
doped material, potential drop in the substrate can also be
significant.52

Because of the different potential distributions for different
sets of conditions the apparent value of Tafel slope, about 60 mV,
may have contributions from the various processes. The exact
value may vary due to several factors which have different effects
on the current-potential relationship: 1) relative potential drops in
the space charge layer and the Helmholtz layer; 2) increase in
surface area during the course of anodization due to formation of
PS; 3) change of the dissolution valence with potential; 4)
electron injection into the conduction band; and 5) potential drops
in the bulk semiconductor and electrolyte.

Each of the possible processes in anodic dissolution of Si, as
illustrated in Figure 19, can be the rate limiting process under
certain conditions. For example, the anodic reaction processes on
n-Si in the dark is limited by the minority hole transport in the
bulk of silicon, that is r2. For p-Si and illuminated n-Si in fluoride
solutions at potentials negative of the first current peak, J1, the
reaction rate is determined by the charge transfer process across
the electrode/electrolyte interface, that is, r4 and r5.  At potentials
positive of J1, i.e., the electropolishing region, the rate
determining step is the dissolution of the anodic oxide film, that is
r10. The dissolution of the oxide film formed at low fluoride
concentrations is mainly kinetically controlled, that is r10, while at
high  fluoride   concentrations  the  process   is   mainly   diffusion
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Table 4

Rate Limiting Steps Involved in the Anodic

Reactions
d

ra p n p+,n+

Dark
OCP ~ 0 r3 r3 r3

OCP < V < Vp large r4 r2 or r5
b r4

V  Vp large r10, r11 r10, r11 r10, r11

Illuminated
OCP large r4 r3 r4

OCP < V < Vp large r4 r3 or r4 r4 or r5
c

V  Vp large r10, r11 r10, r11 r10, r11
a oxidation rate, qualitative comparison to the dark limiting
current density
b it is r2 bellow the breakdown potential but it is r4 above the
breakdown potential;
c it is r3 when the current equals the saturation photo current, is
r5 when the current is larger than the saturation photo current
and is r4 when the current is less than the saturation photo
current;
d in aqueous solutions containing no redox couples other than
the ones associated with HF and H2O; presence of redox
couples can affect the rate limiting process.

controlled, r11. There is a critical concentration, depending on pH,
convection and potential, at which the contributions by kinetic
and diffusion processes are equal. Table 4 is a summary for the
rate limiting steps under various experimental conditions.

2. Reaction Paths

The surface of silicon in HF solution is terminated by hydrogen
with or without active dissolution.53,54 Thus, dissolution of a
surface silicon atom involves first the replacement of a surface
hydrogen atom with F- in HF solutions. As shown in Figure 20,
replacement of H by F- requires a hole which results in a
neutralized Si-F bonding. The valence state of the adsorbed
hydrogen before and after the replacement, being zero, is not
changed. On the other hand, hydrogen adsorption onto a silicon
atom is a reduction process since the valence of the hydrogen
atom is changed from +1 to zero. It occurs when the Si-SiF bond

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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Figure 20.  Two different reaction paths for a silicon electrode in HF solution

is broken by reacting with HF (path I). Transfer of one electron
from the Si-SiF bond to the hydrogen from a HF occurs to form a
Si-H bond.

An important feature of step (2) is that no carriers from the
solid are involved although it is an oxidation process for the
silicon atom involved (from valence 2 to 4). and it therefore is a
chemical reaction in nature. This is the key reaction step
responsible for the chemical character of the dissolution process
in that in the process of becoming adsorbed a hydrogen ion is
reduced by receiving an electron from the Si-SiF bond.
Alternatively in the second step, the backbond of Si-SiF can be
broken by reacting with H2O, resulting in Si-O-Si bonds, which
are not stable in HF and the dissolution of which results in an
indirect dissolution path (path II). Thus, while reaction path (I)
results in the direct dissolution of silicon, path (II) results in
indirect dissolution. Note also that reaction path (I) results in a
dissolution valence of 2 while that of reaction path (II) is 4. As the
coverage of the surface by Si-O-Si bonds increases with
increasing potential, the surface becomes increasingly less active
and becomes passivated when these bonds fully cover the surface
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(i.e., formation of a continuous oxide film). Further reaction has
to proceed via the breaking of Si-O-Si bonds, the rate of which
increases rapidly with increasing HF concentration.

Thus, the occurrence of different regions during anodization
of silicon in HF solutions is associated with the two competing
reaction paths: direct dissolution of silicon and indirect
dissolution through formation and dissolution of silicon oxide.
Formation of PS, which is associated with semiconductor property
of the surface as will be detailed in a following Section, is only
possible when the surface is not fully covered by an oxide film
such that direct electrochemical dissolution of silicon is possible.
At low potentials, direct dissolution of silicon dominates and PS is
readily formed. On the other hand, at potentials higher than the
current peak, the entire surface is covered with an oxide film. The
dissolution is determined by the properties of the oxide film and
no longer by the semiconducting properties of silicon. PS does
form under such condition. The formation of an oxide film and its
surface coverage determines the occurrence of these three regions
shown in Figure 4. (Electropolishing region is absent in
anhydrous organic solutions due to the lack of water that is
required for the formation of oxide film).

The electrochemical reactions and processes involving the
anodic dissolution of silicon in HF solutions have been
extensively studied in the past. Table 5 provides a summary for
the characteristics of the anodic processes that are relevant to the
formation of PS (details are documented in Ref.1.)

3. Effect of Geometric Elements

The overall formation mechanism of PS must involve the
fundamental electrochemical reactions in three essential aspects:
1. nature of reactions, reactants, products, intermediates, number
of steps, and their sequences, 2. nature and rate of charge
transport in the different phases at silicon/electrolyte interface, 3.
spatial and temporal distributions of reactions and the cause of
such distributions. The first and second aspects, which governs
the properties of a uniform and flat surface and do not involve
geometric factors, have been characterized in previous Sections
and the major characteristics are summarized in Table 5. This
Section  deals  with the third  aspect,  that is, spatial and  temporal

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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Table 5

Characteristics of Anodic Processes Relevant to the

Formation of PS

1 In aqueous solutions silicon reacts spontaneously with water to form an
oxide film which passivates the surface.

2 Presence of HF results in the dissolution of silicon oxide and activates the
surface. Fluoride species such as HF and F- also react directly with the
bare silicon surface.

3 In aqueous HF solution, the dissolution of silicon atoms has two principal
competing paths, one via the reaction with HF and the other with H2O.

4 Silicon, having 4 valence electrons, dissolves in multiple steps, each of
which may occur at different energy levels and may proceed via the
conduction band as well as the valence band depending on the condition of
Si/electrolyte interface.

5 The surface of silicon during anodic dissolution is dynamically terminated
by hydrogen; the dissolution of silicon atoms proceeds by first forming a
Si-H bond.

6 The replacement of the hydrogen by fluoride polarizes and weakens the Si-
Si backbond and facilitates the subsequent attack on this bond by HF or
H2O.

7 The quantum efficiency of photo electrochemical reactions may vary from
2 to 4; the effective dissolution valence may vary from 2 to 4; and the
efficiency of hydrogen evolution may vary from zero to near 1 depending
on light intensity and potential.

8 Anodic oxide films formed under different kinetic conditions vary in
structure, composition and property (e.g., etch rate) and they change with
time during the anodization.

9 The applied anodic potential may mostly or partially drop in the space
charge layer or in the Helmholtz layer depending on doping type and
concentration as well as on the potential range.

10 The rate of removal of surface silicon atoms by the electrochemical
reactions is orientation dependant, lowest on (111) and higher on other
orientations.

distributions of reactions in relation to the geometrically
dependent elements and events in the system. It is this aspect that
determines the specific morphology of PS formed under a given
condition. Table 6 is a summary of the effect of geometric factors
on the kinetics of spatially distributed reactions responsible for
formation of pores and the diverse morphological features of PS.
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Table 6

Effect of Geometric Factors on Reaction Kinetics

Geometric factors Effect on reaction kinetics

Surface curvature Distribution of carriers and active atoms on
surface and thus type and rate of reactions

Surface lattice structure Density of active surface atoms and reactivity
of the surface determined by the crystalline
orientation of silicon/electrolyte interface

Pore size Geometric stability of surface against random
perturbations

PS thickness Mass transport and chemical dissolution of PS

Separation of pores Distribution of potential in the current paths of
neighbouring pores

Location of carrier source Spatial distribution of carriers at Si/electrolyte
interface

(i) Surface Curvature

A particular important property of silicon electrodes
(semiconductors in general) is the sensitivity of the rate of
electrochemical reactions to the radius of curvature of the surface.
Since an electric field is present in the space charge layer near the
surface of a semiconductor, the vector of the field varies with the
radius of surface curvature. The surface concentration of charge
carriers and the rate of carrier supply, which are determined by
the field vector, are thus affected by surface curvature. The
situation is different on a metal surface. There exists no such a
field inside the metal near the surface and all sites on a metal
surface, whether it is curved not, is identical in this aspect.

Physically, the sensitivity of reactions to surface curvature
can be associated with the space change layer or the resistance of
the substrate. For moderately or highly doped materials, this
sensitivity is only associated with the space change layer because
the ohmic potential drop in the semiconductor substrate is very
small. However, for lowly doped material a significant amount of
potential can drop in the semiconductor to cause the current flow
inside semiconductor to be also sensitive to the curvature of the
surface.

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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 (ii) Effect of Width of Space Charge Layer

The bottom of all pores is curved, which affects the field at
the surface of a semiconductor. For an interface with a spherical
shape as illustrated in Figure 21, the field in the semiconductor
can be calculated by solving the Poisson's equation.8
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Figure 21.  The energy band diagram (only the conduction band is shown)
calculated for the silicon/electrolyte interface with a potential drop of 5 V and
different radii of curvature. Ec is the conduction bandedge in the bulk and Ecs is the
conduction bandedge at the surface.  E , E1, E1/2, and E1/5 are the possible
tunneling energy ranges for different radii of curvature.  The distribution of
occupied states at the interface, Dred, is also schematically indicated.  After
Zhang.24
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strength of a curved surface increases considerably when the
radius of curvature is close to or smaller than the width of the
space charge layer of a flat surface. Figure 21 shows the effect of
in which r = x + r0, NB is the ionized donor density, q the
electronic charge, r0 the radius of curvature of the interface and xd

the space charge layer width. According to Eq. (2) the field
radius of curvature on the energy band diagram with a potential
drop of 5 V across the space charge layer of an n-Si under an
anodic bias. Clearly the potential drops more sharply for a smaller
radius of curvature and the width of space charge layer is
considerably reduced. As a result, the field in the space charge
layer is greatly increased, for example, the field is about 4 times
higher for a curved surface with a radius of curvature of
1/5 xd(r0 = ) than that of the flat surface. For n-Si under anodic
potentials the current conduction is by electron tunnelling from
the surface into the conduction band. Note that the steep band
bending due to decreasing radius of curvature increases the
number of energy levels for electron tunnelling. In the case shown
in Figure 21 the available energy range for tunnelling at a
tunnelling distance of 40 Å is about 180 mV for a flat surface
while it is about 470 mV for a curved surface with a radius of
curvature of 1/5 xd(r0 = ).

Similar analysis can be made for other types of materials.
Thus, as a generalization, the curvature of a surface causes field
intensification, which results in a higher current than that on a flat
surface. Although the detailed current flow mechanism can be
different for different types of materials under different potentials
and illumination conditions, the effect of surface curvature on the
field intensification at local areas is the same. The important point
is that the order of magnitude for the radius of curvature that can
cause a significant effect on field intensification is different for
the substrates of different widths of the space charge layer. This is
a principle factor that determines the dimensions of the pores.

4. Potential Drop in the Substrate

For a moderately or highly doped material the potential drop due
to ohmic resistance in the substrate is very small. For example, for
a substrate with a resistivity of 0.1 cm (~1017/cm3) the potential
drop in the substrate of 0.1 mm thick at a current density of 10

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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mA/cm2 is 0.01 mV, which is insignificant compared to the
potential of millivolt range that is required to significantly affect
the rate of charge transfer process at the interface. However, when
the resistivity is on the order of 10 cm (~1015/cm3) or larger the
potential drop inside the substrate is in the mV level which starts
to affect the distribution of the change of potential in the current
path.

For a solid between two spherical surfaces shown in Figure
22, the resistance can be described by

R = (r-r0)/(4 r0r) (3)

where  is the resistivity of the material, r0 is the diameter of the
inner sphere and r the outer sphere. The potential drop in the
substrate, Vs, for a current I = i4 r0

2, where i is the current
density on the inner surface, flowing though the solid is then
described by

Vs = IR = ir0(r-r0)/r (4)

Figure 22 shows that the potential drop in the material with a
curved surface increases non-linearly with increasing distance
from the inner sphere and most of the potential drop occurs within
a distance of a few times the diameter of the inner sphere. Also,
for the same thickness of the solid the total potential drop
increases with increasing radius of curvature of the inner sphere,
reaching the maximum at an infinitely large radius of curvature,
that is, a flat surface. The value of the potential drop is in the
order of mV for a inner diameter of 10 µm under the conditions
shown in Figure 22. It will be larger if the current density or the
resistivity is higher. Also, the results shown in Figure 22 are for a
spherical surface. In the case of curved pore bottoms, which are
roughly semi-spherical, the potential drop from individual pore
bottom into the solid must be significantly larger than that of an
isolated sphere because the current flow from one pore overlaps
with those from the neighbouring pores.

The results of the above analysis suggest that the formation of
macro PS on lowly doped materials can be associated with a non-
linear potential distribution in the solid of a curved surface due to
the high resistivity of the solid. The formation of two-layer PS on

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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p-Si indicates that there are two different physical layers in which
the potential-current relations are sensitive to the radius of
curvature. The space charge layer of p-Si is thin under an anodic
potential and is associated with the formation of the micro PS.
The non-linear resistive effect of the substrate is responsible for
that of macro PS. Also, to have the same change of potential drop
in the substrate, Vs, at a given current density, the radius of
curvature must be smaller for a material of larger resistivity
according to Eq. (3). This means that the pore diameter decreases
with increasing resistivity, which agrees with experimental
results.39

As a further deduction, the effect of high substrate resistivity
should also occur in the case of lowly doped n-Si. However, the
width of the space charge layer in such a substrate under an
anodic potential is on the same order of magnitude as the
dimension of the resistive layer. Since macro PS forms on n-Si
substrate at an anodic potential in the dark, the effect of these two
causes on the diameter of the pores formed on n-Si in the dark are
not distinguishable under normal conditions. If the conditions can
be controlled in such that the pores formed due to the effect of the
space charge layer and that due to the effect of the resistive layer
have a size difference by at least one order of magnitude it would
be possible to obtain the PS with two distinct distributions of pore
diameters on high resistivity n-Si. Such a condition might exist at
a low potential (small space charge layer thickness) on a back
illuminated n-Si substrate. It might even be possible to obtain the
PS with three distinct distributions of pore diameters on a front
illuminated n-Si sample.

5. Surface Lattice Structure

The surface of a single crystal can have different reactivities
depending on the orientation of the surface. For example, the
dissolution rate of (100) silicon in alkaline solutions can be many
orders of magnitude larger than that of (111) substrate. A major
cause of orientation dependent reactivity is the bonding condition
of surface atoms. Characteristically, the silicon atoms on (111)
surface have three bonds connecting to the substrate lattice while
those on (100) surface have only two and are thus have weaker
attachment to the surface compared to those on (111) surface.99
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Also, a real surface has atomic structures associated with
roughness and defects and thus the atoms at these lattice
structures have different bonding conditions, some are similar to
those on a (100) surface in terms of bonding characteristics; some
are similar to a (111) surface and others are in between. Thus, a
real surface may have varying degrees of reactivity determined by
the concentration of the active atoms, which is a function of
lattice structure determined by orientation, roughness, and type
and density of defects.

The rate of an electrode reaction is a function of three
principle types of species: charge carriers on the surface, active
surface atoms and reactant species in the solution as illustrated in
Figure 23. That is, r  [h]*[Siactive]*[A]. Carrier concentration and
reactant concentration do not, in general, depend on surface
orientation while active surface atoms may be a function of
surface orientation. Anisotropic effect occurs when the rate
determining step depends on the active surface atoms that vary
with crystal orientation of the surface. On the other hand,
reactions are isotropic when the concentration of active surface
atoms is not a function of surface orientation or when the rate
determining step does not involve active surface atoms.

Figure 23.  Schematic illustration of the elemental species involved
in the dissolution reaction of silicon; h: carries inside the
semiconductor, : active silicon atoms an surface and A: etching
species in the solution.
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The surface, which is rough at the atomic scale, has no
distinct crystallographic character and can be viewed as an
amorphous surface as illustrated in Figure 24a. The density of
active surface atoms on such surface is similar for different crystal
orientations. Thus, when the number of atoms at kink sites, steps
and other defects is close to the density of surface atoms, the
surface loses its crystallographic nature. For surfaces of such a
condition, the difference in reaction kinetics is small for different
orientations. On the other hand, when the surface is less rough and
has a clear crystallographic character, as shown in Figure 24b, the
reaction on the surface is anisotropic when the rate determining
step involves the surface atoms.  When the surface is covered by
an amorphous oxide film, the crystallographic nature of the
substrate is masked and the reaction on such a surface is isotropic
as shown in Figure 24c. This is the case for electropolishing of
silicon electrodes in HF solutions at potentials higher than Vp

where the dissolution is through the formation and dissolution of
silicon oxide, which is amorphous in structure.

6. Reactions on the Surfaces of Silicon and Silicon Oxide

There are two basic reactions, that is, direct dissolution of silicon
via reaction (I) and (II) and indirect dissolution through the
formation and dissolution of silicon dioxide via reaction (II). The
rates of both reactions increase with potential and proceed
simultaneously on the surface of silicon. They compete with each
other in rate and coverage of the surface area, and the relative
surface coverage of the two reactions depends on the potential. At
a low potential the surface coverage of oxide is zero when the rate
of reaction (II), which is responsible for the formation of oxide, is
low compared to the dissolution rate of the oxide. On the other
hand, the coverage is one and the entire surface is covered with an
oxide film when the rate of reaction (II) is much higher than the
dissolution rate of oxide. Between the two extremes the surface is
partially covered with oxide films at local places where the rate of
reaction (II) equals the oxide dissolution rate. At low potentials
the oxide formation rate is low compared to the dissolution rate
and the surface is not covered by an oxide film. Thus, depending
on the radius of curvature the bottom of a pore may be covered by
an oxide film with varying thickness as shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25.  Schematic illustration of current variation and
coverage of silicon oxide on the surface of a pore bottom.

Such reactions processes are responsible for the transition
from PS formation to electropolishing with increasing potential as
typically revealed in an i-V curve.18 PS formation can occur when
the surface is not or only partially covered by oxide. Once the
whole surface is covered with an oxide film further reaction can
only proceed through the formation of oxide followed by its
dissolution. Further increasing the potential will only result in an
increase of oxide film thickness. On the other hand, increasing HF
concentration will increase the dissolution rate of oxide. The
presence of oxide on the silicon surface in the PS formation
region and its increase with potential have been experimentally
observed.98
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When the surface is completely covered by an oxide film,
dissolution becomes independent of the geometric factors such as
surface curvature and orientation, which are responsible for the
formation and directional growth of pores. Fundamentally, unlike
silicon, which does not have an atomic structure identical in
different directions, anodic silicon oxides are amorphous in nature
and thus have intrinsically identical structure in all orientations.
Also, on the oxide covered surface the rate determining step is no
longer electrochemical but the chemical dissolution of the oxide.1

7. Distribution of Reactions and their Rates on Pore

Bottoms

For a stably growing PS the reactions and the rates are different
on the pore walls and on the pore bottoms. Furthermore, they are
different at different positions of a pore bottom due to the
difference in the radius of curvature. The current is the largest at
the pore tip because there the radius of curvature is the smallest. It
decreases from the pore tip to the pore wall as radius of curvature
increases. On the other hand, since the reactions depend on the
current density, for a given condition, direct dissolution of silicon
dominates at a relatively low current range while oxide formation
and dissolution dominate at a higher current range. Thus, oxide
formation and dissolution tend to occur at the pore tips at a lower
potential than at the side of the pore bottom. There is a
distribution of the kind of reactions along the pore bottom.

For a pore to propagate under a steady state the current
density on the side of the pore bottom, is, and that at the pore tip,
it, as illustrated in Figure 25 have the relation.

 is = it cos  + ib (5)

in which ib is the extra current mostly due to the anisotropic effect
and is responsible for the formation of side pores. The current
density at different sites on the bottom depends on . It is the
largest at the tip where  = 0, and is the smallest on the boundary
of the bottom where  = 90o. Such a distribution of current density
is provided by the distribution of radius of curvature along the
pore bottom, which determines the field at the silicon surface and
the nature of the reactions. For different HF concentrations and

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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potentials the current density distribution on the pore bottom is
different and so is the shape of the pore bottom. When the pore
bottom is curved to such an extent that the current density
distribution on the pore bottom for a given HF concentration and a
given potential satisfies Eq. (5), pores will propagate stably.

(i) Phases in Current Path

As illustrated in Figure 26, which is a varied presentation for
a single pore from the scheme shown in Figure 19, there are five
possible phases in the current path in which significant potential
drops may occur. The distribution of the applied potential in the
different phases of the current path depends on doping type and
concentration, HF concentration, current density, potential,
illumination intensity and direction. The phases in the current path

Figure 26.  Potential drops along the current path in a pore; VSi =
potential drop in silicon substrate, Vs = potential drop in the space
change layer Vox = potential drop in oxide VH = potential drop in the
Helmholtz layer, Vel = potential drop in electrolyte.
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that take large portions of the change in the applied potential,
have the consequence of changing current distribution along the
pore bottoms, and thus affect the morphology of PS.

The resistance of the electrolyte causes a potential drop that is
linearly distributed in the electrolyte inside the pores and thus
does not have an effect on the current distribution on the pore
bottom. However, the potential drop in the electrolyte has an
important effect in maintaining the flat growth front of the PS
layer as will be discussed later.

For moderately doped substrates, when the surface is free of
oxide the change of potential is mostly dropped in the space
charge layer and in the Helmholtz double layer. The reactions are
very sensitive to geometric factors. The reaction that is kinetically
limited by the processes in the space charge layer is sensitive to
radius of curvature, while that limited by the processes in the
Helmholtz layer is sensitive to the orientation of the surface.
Depending on the relative effect of each layer the curvature effect
versus anisotropic effect can vary.

When the pore bottom is covered by an oxide, the change of
applied potential occurs almost completely in the oxide due to the
very high resistance of the oxide. The rate of reactions is now
limited by the chemical dissolution of the oxide on the oxide
covered area. When the entire pore bottom is covered with an
oxide the rate of reaction is the same on the entire surface of the
pore bottom. As a result, the bottom flattens and the condition for
PS formation disappears. The change of oxide coverage on the
pore bottom can also occur when diffusion of the electrolyte
inside deep pores becomes the rate limiting process. Since the
current at which formation of an oxide occurs increases with HF
concentration, a decreased HF concentration at pore bottom due to
the diffusion effect can result in the formation of an oxide on the
pore bottom of a deep pore at a condition that does not occur in
shallow pores.

When the resistance of the substrate is high and a significant
amount of potential is dropped in the substrate, the potential drop
may not be uniform along a curved pore bottom due to the non-
linear potential distribution on the material surrounding the
bottom. Formation of macro PS on lowly doped materials
becomes possible under such a condition.

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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8. Formation Mechanisms of Morphological Features

Formation of PS is due to preferential dissolution of a silicon
surface; the rate is larger at some areas of the surface relative to
others. Such relative rates with respect to the spatial position of
the areas, on which these processes occur, are determined more by
the relative nature and less by the absolute nature of the physical
and chemical dimensions and events. Specifically, the relative
nature of the following aspects is important in determining the
morphology of PS:

1. Radius of curvature relative to the thickness of space
charge layer

2. Relative depletion of carriers at pore tips to wall region
3. Relative dissolution rate on the (100) surface to that on

the (111) surface
4. Density of surface atoms at steps and kinks relative to

surface atomic density
5. Relative contribution of the preferential dissolution along

direction of carrier source versus that along <100>
direction

6. Relative growth rate of the side pores to that of the main
pores

7. Change of profile of pore bottom due to random
perturbations relative to pore size

8. Formation rate of oxide film relative to its dissolution
rate

9. Rate of direct dissolution of silicon relative to indirect
dissolution via oxide formation and dissolution

10. Relative share of potential change among the phases
along the current path

11. Potential drop in electrolyte within a pore relative to
those within the surrounding pores

12. Distance between surface and source of holes relative to
thickness of space charge layer

(i) Pore Diameter and Interpore Spacing

Pore diameter and interpore spacing are determined by two
large groups of factors: those that affect carrier density on the
surface of a pore bottom and those that affect only the distribution
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of the reactions. The first group of factors include doping type and
concentration, potential, and illumination direction. The second
group of factors include current density, HF concentration, and
illumination frequency and intensity.

Except for the macro PS on lowly doped p-Si, both the pore
diameter and wall thickness are largely determined by the
thickness of the space charge layer. Thus, in general, pore
diameter has the same order of magnitude as the thickness of
space charge layer. Wall thickness is generally less than twice the
space charge layer thickness. Because of the overlapping of the
two space charge layers the wall region is depleted of carriers and
is thus not conductive. If the wall thickness is larger than twice
the space charge layer thickness the walls are not depleted of
carriers and dissolution can still occur to form new pores on the
walls. Under certain conditions such as backside illumination and
surface patterning for n-Si, pore walls can be much thicker than
twice the space charge layer thickness because of the favourable
position of pore tips for the photo holes generated at the backside.

For a PS formed for controlled space charge layer thickness,
the actual wall thickness depends on the relative dissolution rates
between the edge of a pore bottom (see Figure 25) and the tip that
is between ib and it. If ib is comparable to it, significant dissolution
occurs at the edge of the pore bottom before the pore tip
propagates far away. This will result in a thin wall or even no wall
at all. On the other hand, if ib is very small compared to it, the
pore tip will propagate relatively fast so that, before much
dissolution occurs on the edge of the pore bottom, the edge has
already moved into the wall region where dissolution is virtually
stopped due to lack of carriers. This will generate relatively thick
walls.

At a given anodic current density, the potential is different for
different doping types and concentrations due to different current
conducting mechanisms. The combination of doping and potential
thus provide a wide range of thickness of space charge layer and
thus a wide range of pore diameters. For n-Si the space charge
layer and thus the dimension of the pores increases with
decreasing doping concentration and with increasing potential.
For p-Si, on the other hand, increasing potential reduces the
thickness of the space charge layer and results in smaller pores.
However, when doping concentration is lower than a certain level,

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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the effect of substrate resistivity becomes important and formation
of macro pores on p-Si can also occur. When this occurs, one
obtains a PS with two distributions of pores with a micro PS layer
on the surface of macro pores.

It needs to be pointed out that formation of macro pores can
also occur on moderately or highly doped p-Si in the transition
region (see Figure 4). Formation of macro pores on p-Si in the
transition region was first noted on highly doped p-Si in aqueous
HF solution18 and was recently more systematically investigated
in various non-aqueous solutions for moderately doped p-Si.55

The macro pores formed in the transition region (near the limit of
conditions for PS formation) may not be consistent with respect to
size and depth from area to area as the coverage of PS may not be
uniform on the surface. Also, the pores formed in this region
generally have very thin walls relative to the size of pores. The
formation of such macro pores can be viewed as a dimensional
transition from pores of small radius of curvature in the
exponential region to the flat surface that has an infinite radius of
curvature. The formation of such large pores is related to the
increased coverage of oxide on pore bottoms from the exponential
region to electropolishing region. Since formation and dissolution
of oxide strongly depend on the amount of water in the
electrolyte, the condition for occurrence of the transition region
and formation of macro pores on p-Si can greatly vary with type
of solution as reported recently.55

  Under front illumination on n-Si, photo carriers are
generated from the surface to the depth of penetration determined
by the wavelength of the light.  The part of the space charge layer
that has a field effect on the photo carriers varies from almost zero
to the full thickness of the space charge layer.  Correspondingly,
the size of pores and wall thickness for the PS formed under
illumination may vary from zero (i.e., corrosion of PS) to that
comparable to the thickness of the space charge layer, resulting in
a fractal-like PS structure.

When the current is larger than certain value, at which oxide
starts to form at the tip of pores, increasing current density will
increase the coverage of the oxide film on the pore bottom. In
such a case the relative change in the current at the pore tip it/it

with an increase in the current in the pore, i, is less than that at
the side of the pore bottom, is/is, that is, it/it < is/is.  The
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curvature of the pore bottom will increase resulting in larger pores
and thinner walls. On the other hand, when the current is
relatively small so that the current density at the pore tips is still
much less than that required for the formation of oxide, an
increase in applied current density will cause a relatively larger
increase at the tip than on the side of the pore bottom (The slope
of an i-V curve in this current range increases with increasing
current density.), that is, it/it > is/is.  As a result, the pore bottom
becomes sharper with increasing current density. On the other
hand, increasing the concentration of HF increases the dissolution
rate of oxide, which in turn increases the critical current density at
which the surface is covered by oxide. As a result, the pores
become smaller and walls become thicker with increasing HF
concentration.

(ii) Initiation of Pores

A silicon surface, no mater how well it is prepared, is not
perfectly flat at the atomic scale, but has surface defects such as
surface vacancies, steps, kinks sites, and dopant atoms.  The
dissolution of the surface is thus not uniform but modulated at the
atomic scale with higher rates at the defects and depressed sites.
The micro roughness of the surface will increase with the amount
of dissolution due to the sensitivity of the reactions to surface
curvature associated with the micro depressed sites. These sites,
due to the higher dissolution rates, will evolve into pits and
eventually into pores. Depending on the condition, a certain
amount of dissolution is required before the initiation of pores on
all types of materials.

The pores so initiated are very small in size but large in
number due to the nature of surface defects. However, for the bulk
PS formed under a steady state at a given anodization condition,
the morphology has determined characteristics in terms of pore
size, density, branching etc. Thus, the tiny pores initiated on the
surface are not stable but tend to grow into the size required for
such bulk PS. As the pores propagate into the bulk, some grow
gradually in size while some vanish. The thickness of the
initiation phase is comparable to the diameter of the pores grown
at the steady state. Thus, the initiation layer is very thin for a
micro PS and relatively thick for a macro PS.

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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Although surface defect sites are involved in the initiation of
pores they do not determine the density and dimension of the
pores in the bulk PS. The bulk morphology of PS is determined by
the property of semiconductors and anodization conditions.
However, under certain conditions, such as using surface
patterning to generate initiation sites, the bulk PS morphology can
be controlled to some extent.

(iii) Flatness of the Growth Front of PS

The growth front of a PS layer is generally flat and parallel to
the initial surface of the substrate, meaning that the pores, which
may have a range of diameters and shapes, propagate at
essentially the same rate.  This is due to the effect of electrolyte
resistance within individual pores. The potential drop in the
electrolyte within the pores, Vel, plays the critical role of
maintaining the same growth rate for different pores. For a pore of
length, l, the potential drop in the electrolyte with a resistivity, ,
inside the pore at a current density i is Vel = i* *l.  Vel is
independent of pore diameter and shape but depends on one
geometric factor, that is, the length of the pore. Assume one pore
is significantly ahead of the surrounding pores, i will increase due
to the favourable position of the pore bottom. This will then
increase the potential drop inside the pore, Vel, which in turn
will result in a reduction of the potential available for other phases
in the current path. The reduction of the potential in other phases
will then reduce the current density and slow down the growth of
this particular pore. Thus, due to such a process individual pores
can only grow at the same rate and, as a result, the growth front of
a PS layer is flat.

(iv) Orientation and Branching of Pores

Orientation, branching and straightness of pores are related to
similar factors, namely source of holes and anisotropic effect.
Orientation of pores can be explained based on the current
difference between (100) and (111) orientations,

i<100> = i<100> – i<111>, and the difference between current
densities on the pore bottoms of main pores and on side pores,
ihole, main and ihole, side, as shown in Figure 27. ihole, side is smaller than
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Figure 27.  Current components at the tips of main pores and side pores.

ihole, main due to the unfavourable geometric location. At the tip of
main pores, the total current density can be expressed as

it, main = ihole, main + i<100> (6)

while at the tips of side pores the current density is

it, side = ihole, sidecos  + i<100>sin  (7)
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Side pores grow at an angle, tan  = i<100> /ihole, side, from the
growth direction of the main pores. When the side pores become
normal to the main pores when i<100> >> ihole, side, drendritic PS is
formed. Also, when ihole, main >> ihole, side the side pores do not grow
very long before growth stops as the tip of the main pore quickly
advances such that the material near the bottom of the side pores
are quickly depleted of carriers. Little branching occurs under
such a condition.

The stability of the profile of the pore bottom against local
current perturbations determines the straightness of pores.
Assume the amount of material dissolved, m, due to a current
perturbation on a pore bottom, i, is m = A i*t where t is time
and A is a constant. This amount of dissolution may cause only a
small change in the bottom profile of a large pore but can
significantly change that of a small pore and may alter the growth
direction of the small pore. This is why large pores are generally
straighter than small pores because the bottom profile of large
pores are more stable against random perturbations in the system.

(v) Two-Layer PS

Two-layer PS with a micro PS on top of a macro PS layer is
formed on lowly doped p-Si or illuminated n-Si. For lowly doped
p-Si two-layer PS can form when the conditions are such that the
space charge layer and the resistive layer differ in dimension by
several orders of magnitude.

Figure 28 illustrates schematically the two-layer PS formed
on illuminated n-Si. The photo generated holes are located near
the surface and flow to various directions depending on the
direction of the field inside the walls of the micro PS (Note that
the walls in these micro PS, in the order of nanometers, are much
smaller than the thickness of space charge layer). These photo
carriers can result in the dissolution of PS without the assistance
of an applied anodic potential and are responsible for the etching
of the PS layer. On the other hand, the photo carriers generated at
different depths within the space charge layer are collected at the
surface of the macro pore, resulting in the formation and growth
of the micro PS on the surface of macro pore. The holes that are
generated beyond the space charge layer are mostly collected and
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Figure 28.  Schematic illustration of formation of a macro pore partially filled by a
micro PS on n-Si under illumination.

react at the bottom of the macro pore resulting in the growth of
the macro pore. Also, depending on the current density relative to
that required for the formation of oxide, the tip area may or may
not be covered with an oxide film. When the entire pore bottom is
not covered with oxide, the macro pores will be fully filled with
micro PS. On the other hand, when the tip area of pores is
partially covered with an oxide film, macro pores are only
partially filled with micro PS.

The formation of two-layer PS on p-Si involves two different
physical layers in which the potential-current relations are
sensitive to the radius of curvature. The space charge layer of p-Si
under an anodic potential is thin, which is responsible for the
formation of the micro PS. The non-linear resistive effect of the
highly resistive substrate is responsible for that of macro PS. The
effect of high substrate resistivity should also occur for lowly
doped n-Si. However, under normal conditions, the thickness of
the space charge layer under an anodic potential, at which macro
PS is formed, is on the same order of magnitude as the dimension

nismsPorous Silicon: Morphology and Formation Mecha
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of the resistive layer. The effect of these two different causes on
the pore diameter is thus not normally distinguishable. If the
conditions can be controlled such that the pores formed due to the
effect of the space charge layer and those formed due to the effect
of the resistive layer have a size difference by at least one order of
magnitude it could be possible to obtain two-layer PS on n-Si.

For macro pores at a stable growth condition, the distribution
of current density on the surface of an individual pore bottom is
bell-like as shown in Figure 29a. For micro PS, the pores tend to
grow in a zigzag fashion and the distribution of current at the
dissolution front of PS is highly modulated across the surface as
illustrated in Figure 29b. For two-layer PS, in which macro pores
can be filled or partially filled with micro PS, the current profiles
are illustrated in Figure 29c and 29d. The bell-shape distribution
of the current responsible for growth of macro pores is consisted
of fine modulations of the current responsible for growth of micro
PS. When the current densities are such that no oxide occurs on
any area of the pore bottom the macro pore is fully filled by micro
PS. On the other hand, when the current density is such that oxide
forms at the tip, the macro pore is only partially filled by micro
PS.

(vi) Dissolution of PS During its Formation

The dissolution of PS during PS formation may occur in the
dark or under illumination. Both are essentially corrosion
processes, by which the silicon in the PS is oxidized and dissolved
with simultaneous reduction of the oxidizing species in the
solution. The material in the PS, which is distant from the
growing front is little affected by the external bias due to the high
resistivity of PS and is essentially at the open circuit potential
(OCP). Such corrosion process is responsible for the formation of
micro PS of certain thickness (stain film) in HF solutions
containing oxidants under an unbiased condition.

Because the dissolution of silicon in HF solution requires
holes, the corrosion rate of silicon in HF solutions at OCP is very
low due to the unavailability of holes. But due to the large surface
area of PS, the amount of dissolution still has a significant effect
on the density of PS (e.g., PS density decreases with increasing
PS thickness).
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Illumination generates holes within the material of PS and
causes photo corrosion of PS that is much faster than that in the
dark. Depending on illumination intensity and time, the pore walls
in a PS can be thinned to various extents by the photo induced
corrosion.  This corrosion process is responsible for the etched
crater between the initial surface and the surface of PS as
illustrated in Figure 28.  It is also responsible for the fractal
structure of the micro PS formed under illumination.

V. SUMMARY

This chapter provided a conceptual analysis of the various aspects
of morphology and formation mechanisms of porous silicon based
on available information on the fundamental reaction processes on
the silicon/electrolyte interface. According to the global
mechanistic scheme described, the diverse types of PS can be
categorized into three groups: 1) space charge layer controlled.
This includes all PS except for the macro PS formed on p-Si. The
diameter of the pores in these PS types is comparable to the width
of space charge layer; 2) substrate resistance controlled. This
includes the macro PS formed in lowly doped p-Si and possibly
on lowly doped n-Si (a prediction); 3) photo carrier controlled.
This includes all micro PS in single and two-layer PS formed
under illumination.

Some morphological features of porous silicon in relation to
formation condition as defined by the kinetics according to
current and HF concentration are illustrated Figure 30. The lines
defining the regions are determined by the nature of the reactions
and are independent of the doping type and concentration (see
Figure 4). One important factor governing the change of one
region to the other is the formation and coverage of an anodic
oxide film on the surface. The coverage of oxide on the surface
increases from zero in PS region A to only at pore tips in PS
region B to part of the surface in the transition region to full
coverage in the electropolishing region.

Formation of porous silicon is an anodic dissolution process,
which consists of carrier transport in the semiconductor,
electrochemical reactions at the interface, and mass transport of
the reactants and reaction products in the electrolyte. There are a
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number of reactions involved at the interface and these reactions
consist of several steps and sub-reactions. At any given time, the
dissolution kinetics can be controlled by any one or several of
these steps. The distribution of reactions along a pore bottom
under a steady state condition during pore propagation must be
such that pore walls are relatively less active than the pore tip.
Then, the dissolution reactions are concentrated at the pore tip to
result in the preferential dissolution and the formation of pores.
The formation of pores is the consequence of spatially and
temporally distributed reactions.

The fundamental reason for the uneven distribution of
reactions is that the rate of electrochemical reactions on a
semiconductor is sensitive to the radius of curvature of the
surface. This sensitivity can either be associated with the
thickness of the space charge layer or the resistance of the
substrate. Thus, when the rate of the dissolution reactions depends
on the thickness of the space charge layer, formation of pores can
in principle occur on a semiconductor electrode. The specific
porous structures are determined by the spatial and temporal
distributions of reactions and their rates which are affected by the
geometric elements in the system. Because of the intricate
relations among the kinetic factors and geometric elements, the
detail features of PS morphology and the mechanisms for their
formation are complex and greatly vary with experimental
conditions.
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Named after the Russian mathematician Andrei Andreievich 

Markov (1856–1922), Markov chains and processes express the 

probability evolution of events, whose future, loosely speaking, is 

independent of their past. The terminological difference between 

the two designations is that Markov chains are related to discrete 

events, whereas Markov processes are related to continuous 

events. Put simply, Markov chains are discrete Markov processes. 

Both have gained prominence in physics, engineering, 

management sciences, game theory, etc., and, in general, in the 

study of complex processes. A comprehensive survey of historical 

background and development, literature and scope of applications 

by Tamir1 is highly recommended to the seriously interested 

reader (the contents of the book transcend its title!). Fundamental 

theory has been presented in the classic texts e.g., by Pugachev,2

Parzen,3 Stark and Woods,4 Rozanov,5 and Sveshnikov.6 Matrix 

techniques pertinent to Markov chains have been discussed e.g., 

Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry, Number 39, edited by C. Vayenas et al., 

Springer, New York, 2005. 
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by Gantmacher,7 and Greenberg.8 References 9-14 form a small, 

but illustrative sample of the continuing wide interest in the 

subject matter (also manifested by the 392 references listed on the 

Internet in early May 2004 under the title of Markov processes). 

In the domain of electrochemistry and electrochemical 

engineering, the penetration of Markov theory has so far been 

rather scant. In an early exploratory study the usefulness of the 

Erlang formula (Section II.3) was demonstrated for the analysis of 

magnetically enhanced natural convection in electrolysis.15 The 

interpretation of spatio–temporal discharge patterns as a 

probabilistic function of a Markov process indicates that the latter 

is a powerful tool in the analysis of multi–electrode data related to 

neuronal spike activity.16 In an investigation of thin film growth 

processes dependent on the substrate interaction potential, 

Opri an et al.17 used a local Markov chain–based random function 

model, where the transition probability matrix describes Brownian 

motion in a rectangular lattice in order to produce 2D fractal 

patterns. Markov process–based random walks within a lattice 

was also used in the simulation of Brownian motion of ions in a 

force field,18 for studying the effect of ionic migration and 

diffusion on the roughness of electrodeposits: the eventual 

disappearance of the influence of initial roughness is a 

concomitant conclusion. Random walk/Markov process models 

were also applied to diffusion-limited aggregates and electro-

deposition clusters,19-21 diffusion across ion-exchange 

membranes,22 and to tank electrolyzers.23

In addition to providing a survey of previous studies, it is also 

the purpose of this chapter is to explore new avenues of potential 

applications to various electrochemical phenomena. A condensed 

theoretical background is first presented, and followed by a 

Markovian treatment of selected processes and phenomena of 

interest to electrochemists, electrochemical engineers, 

electrochemical technologists, and technical managers involved 

with electrochemical plants. Multidimensional analysis is 

excluded, however, from this essentially whetting the appetite

exercise. Material in Section V relies heavily on author’s personal 

(and hitherto unpublished) research. The presentation, although by 

no means exhaustive, intends to focus on basic concepts, potential 

utility and new horizons, rather than to pursue completeness. 
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II.  A CONCISE THEORY OF MARKOV CHAINS AND 

PROCESSES

1. Fundamental Notions
5,6

of Markov chains 

A physical system, occupying states s0, s1, …changes randomly its 

state from an initial state at zero time, i.e., a random variable X(t)

of the state undergoes consecutive transitions X(0) X(1)

X(2) … The state is at si (t = 0) with initial probability pi
0 =

Pr[X(0) = si ]; i = 1,2,… Then, the transition probability 

,...2,1  ;  ])(/)1(Pr[ isnXsnXp ijij   (1) 

yields the probability of the system being at state sj at time or 

stage (n + 1), if it was at state si at time or stage (n). This 

probability does not depend on time (n). The random process X(t)

is called a Markov chain with stationary random probabilities, or 

simply a Markov chain. It follows that the probability pj(n) that 

the system will be in the state sj at time (n) (or, equivalently, after 

n steps) may be expressed as 

0)0( jj pp (2a)

k

kjkj npnpnp ...2,1  ;  )1()(   (2b) 

If, at t = 0 the system is in the state si , then pi
0 = 1, pk

0 = 0 for k

i, hence 

ijp

ijp

ij

ij

  ;  0)0(

  ;  1)0(

 (3a)

and

...2,1  ;  )1()( npnpnp

k

kjikij   (3b) 
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is the probability that the system will go from state si to state sj in

n steps. The elements p11, p12, p13…form the first row, p21, p22,

p23…form the second row, etc. of the Markov matrix P with the 

important characteristic of 

  P(n) = (P) n ; P(0) = I (4) 

where I is the identity matrix. The one-dimensional random walk 

is a classical Markov chain. 

Working with Markov chains, confusion is bound to arise if 

the indices of the Markov matrix are handled without care. As 

stated lucidly in an excellent elementary textbook devoted to 

finite mathematics,24 transition probability matrices must obey the 

constraints of a stochastic matrix. Namely that they have to be 

square, each element has to be non-negative, and the sum of each 

column must be unity. In this respect, and in order to conform 

with standard rules vector-matrix multiplication, it is preferable to 

interpret the probability pij as the probability of transition from 

state sj to state si (this interpretation stipulates the standard Pp

format instead of the p
T
P format, the latter convenient for the 

alternative si sj interpretation in defining pij) .5,6 

If pj(n) pj
* as n  , then pj

* ; j = 1,2,… describe the final 

probability distribution of the system being at state sj . Since as  

n , pj(n) = Ppj(n – 1), the limiting probabilities are defined 

also by the classical eigenvalue theorem7
pj

* = Ppj
* with an implied 

eigenvalue of unity (Appendix), and the sum of all probabilities 

being equal to unity. A tutorial treatment of chemical kinetics25

provides a simple illustration. 

Similar to the discrete case, pi
0 = Pr[X(0) = si], i = 1,2,…is the 

initial probability of the random process being in state si. The 

transition probability 

...2,1,  ;  ])(/)(Pr[)( jisXstXtp ijij   (5) 

expresses the probability that the system is in state sj after a time t,

if it was in state si at time ; this probability is independent of . If 

pij(0) = 1 for j = i, and zero for any j  i, then 
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k

kjikij jitpptp ,...2,1,  ;  )()()(  (6) 

for any arbitrary  and t, and 

k

jjkjkj ppjtpptp 0)0(  ;  ,...2,1);()()(   (7) 

An important case is where the transitional probabilities can be 

expressed as pii( t) = 1 – i t and pij( t) = ij (t); j  i; i = 1,2,… 

with i being the density parameter of transition out of the state si,

and ij the density parameter of transition out of the state si to the 

state sj . Defining ii = – i , i = 1,2,…, the transition probabilities 

satisfy the forward Kolmogorov (also known as Chapman-

Kolmogorov) equation 

...2,1,  ;  )(/)( jitpdttdp ik

k

kjij   (8) 

and the backward Kolmogorov equation 

k

kjikij jitpdttdp ,...2,1,  ;  )(/)(   (9) 

with initial conditions pij(0) = 1, if j = i; zero, if j i. The limiting 

probabilities are similar to the Markov chain case in the sense that 

tptp jj   ;)(lim * (10)

is the probability of the system occupying the state sj at very large 

times, independent of the initial probability distribution. 

Finally, if a Markov process is in some state s at some 

(reference) time t0, and if  is the random time required for the 

process to leave state s to go to some other state, then the 

probability that is larger than some arbitrary time t is given by 

0  ;  )exp(]Pr[ ttt  (11) 
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where  is a non-negative constant. This important theorem 

describes the conduct of a service system with exponential 

holding times in queuing theory. 

2. The Erlang Formula 

Taking the limit in Eq. (7) as , and considering the (more 

practical) case of a finite number of states m,

i

ijij mjtppp ,...,1  ;  )(** (12)

mjp

i

iji ,...,1  ;  0* (13)

If there exist only two states s0 and s1 , it follows from Eq. (13) 

that p0
*

01 + p1* 11 = 0. It is useful to invoke certain concepts of 

queuing theory at this stage, and consider the states as number of 

servers handling incoming calls, the arrivals of calls having a 

Poisson distribution with parameter . Then, 01 = , and 11 = –µ,

where µ is the density parameter of service. Eq. (13) can further 

be written as p0
* = µp1

* . If there are two servers (or three states 

s0, s1, and s2 where s0 represents the state of no server being 

engaged), Eq. (13) can be written as p0
*

01 + p1
*

11 + p2
*

21 = 0. 

Given that 01 = ; 11 = –(  + µ), and 21 = 2µ, the final form is  

(  + µ)p1
* = p0

* + 2µp2
*. In general, the m-server pattern can be 

written as 

*
1

*
0 pp (14a)

1,2,1  ;  )1()( *
1

*
1

* mjpjppj jjj  (14b) 

**
1 mm pmp (14c)

From this set, the individual limiting probabilities are obtained by 

successive elimination as ;2/)/( ;)/( *
0

2*
2

*
0

*
1 pppp
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!/)/(... *
0

* jpp j
j  and taking into account that all probabilities 

must add up to unity, the Erlang formula 

m

j

jj
j jjp

0

* !/)/(/]!/)/[(   (15) 

is finally obtained. Several applications of this important 

expression to electrochemical systems will be illustrated. 

3. Service System with Exponential Holding Time 

If the incoming call distribution is Poisson, and the time to service 

a call has an exponential distribution (Eq. 11 with density 

parameter µ), then the transitional probabilities related to states s0

(the server is free) and s1 (the server is engaged) are  

p10 = 1 – exp(–µt); p01 = 1 – p00 ; p11 = 1 – p10; p00 and p11 are found 

by solving the Kolmogorov equations (Eq. 8) 

0000 )(/ pdtdp (16)

1111 )(/ pdtdp  (17) 

with initial conditions p00 = p11 = 1. Employing e.g., classical 

techniques, these linear ordinary differential equations are solved 

to

)1/(1])(exp[)]1/([00 rtrrp  (18) 

)1/(])(exp[)]1/(1[11 rrtrrp  (19) 

where the r = /µ ratio portrays the service efficiency. Further, 

)1/(1])(exp[)]1/(1[101 rtrrp   (20) 

)1/(])(exp[)]1/(11[110 rrtrp   (21) 
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Consequently, the limiting probabilities are p00
* = 1/(r + 1);  

p11
* = r/(r + 1); p01

* = r/(r + 1) and p10
* = 1/(1 + r). If service is 

very efficient, i.e., r  0, s0 is the dominating state (i.e., the server 

is mostly free), and in the opposite case when r , s1 is the 

dominating state ( i.e., the server is mostly engaged). 

III.  MARKOVIAN MODELING OF ELECTRODE 

SURFACE PROCESSES 

1. Random Walk of an Ion Between Adjacent Active 

Centres

In this relatively simple random walk model an ion (e.g., a cation) 

can move freely between two adjacent active centres on an 

electrode (e.g., cathode) with an equal probability ½. The centres 

are separated by L characteristic length units. When the ion 

arrives at one of the centres, it will react (e.g., undergoes a 

cathodic reaction) and the random walk is terminated. The centres 

are, therefore absorbing states. For the sake of illustration, L = 4 is 

postulated, i.e., s1 and s5 are the absorbing states, if 1 and 5 denote 

the positions of the active centres on the surface, and s2, s3, and s4

are intermediate states, or ion positions, L/4 characteristic units 

apart. The transitional probabilities pij (n) = Pr[si sj in n steps] 

must add up to unity, but their individual values can be any 

number on the [0, 1] domain. 

In the simplest case, the random walk is equi-probable 

between two adjacent positions, but no jumpover is allowed, i.e., 

p31 = p41 = … = 0 and the ion cannot be stagnant, i.e., p22 = p33 =

p44 = 0 (however, p11 = p55 = 1). Table 1 indicates that the ion 

eventually reacts at one of the active centres, the probability of 

reaction at a centre depending on the initial position of the ion. If, 

e.g., the initial position was s4 , the probability of the ion arriving 

eventually at the active centre s1 is ¼, and at active centre s5, ¾. 

The final state is reached essentially after about 25 steps (stages). 

Table 2 shows the evolution of the ionic random walk with 

unequal transition probabilities, movement to active centre s1

being twice more probable than to active centre s5 .
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Table 1 

Elements of the Transition Probability Matrix of a 

Unidimensional Equiprobable Random Walk 

Model for an Ion Moving on an Electrode Surface; 

S1 And S5 are Absorbing States 

n = 1 i = 1 i = 2 i = 3 i = 4 i = 5 

j = 1 1 0 0 0 0 

j = 2 ½ 0 ½ 0 0 

j = 3 0 ½ 0 ½ 0 

j = 4 0 0 ½ 0 ½ 

j = 5 0 0 0 0 1 

n = 10 i  = 1 i = 2 i = 3 i = 4 i = 5 

j = 1  1  0  0  0  0 
j = 2 0.7344 0.0156  0 0.0156 0.2344 

j = 3 0.4844  0 0.0312  0 0.4844 

j = 4 0.2344 0.0156  0 0.0156 0.7344 

j = 5  0  0  0  0  1 

n  25 i = 1 i = 2 i = 3 i = 4 i = 5 

j = 1 1 0 0 0 0 

j = 2 ¾ 0 0 0 ¼ 

j = 3 ½ 0 0 0 ½ 

j = 4 ¼ 0 0 0 ¾ 

j = 5 0 0 0 0 1 

2. Markovian Analysis of Layer Thickness on a Surface 

If the service system concept is adapted to a reactive solid surface, 

its active centres can be divided into a number of agglomerates or 

clusters, and the probability of N clusters being engaged can be 

related to the efficiency of the surface via the Erlang formula. The 

approach is illustrated by an oxide-thickness-on-wafers problem26

where seven random measurements of oxide layer thickness 

obtained under identical experimental conditions are given as 

1264, 1280, 1301, 1300, 1292, 1307, 1275 in  units. The model 

postulates a single- cluster activity responsible for oxide layer 

thickness between 1260–1270; two-cluster activity for thickness 

between 1270–1280, etc…assigning a total of five clusters to the 

entire 1260–1310 range. Alternatively, activity levels labeled 0, 1, 

2, … can be envisaged for each layer thickness range. Following 

elementary rules of statistical data classification  (described in any
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Table 2 

Elements of the Transition Probability Matrix of a 

Unidimensional Unequiprobable Random Walk 

Model for an Ion Moving on an Electrode Surface; S1

and S5 are Absorbing States 

n = 1 i = 1 i = 2 i = 3 i = 4 i = 5 

j = 1 1 0 0 0 0 
j = 2 2/3 0 1/3 0 0 

j = 3 0 2/3 0 1/3 0 

j = 4 0 0 2/3 0 1/3 

j = 5 0 0 0 0 1 

n = 10 i = 1 i = 2 i = 3 i = 4 i = 5 

j = 1 1 0  0 0 0 

j = 2 0.9229 0.00867 0 0.00433 0.0641 

j = 3 0.7861 0 0.0174 0 0.1965 

j = 4 0.5125 0.0173 0 0.00867 0.4615 

j = 5 0 0 0 0 1 

n  25 i = 1 i = 2 i = 3 i = 4 i = 5 

j = 1  1 0 0 0  0 

j = 2 0.9333 0 0 0 0.0667 

j = 3 4/5 0 0 0 1/5 

j = 4 0.5333 0 0 0 0.4667 

j = 5  0 0 0 0  1 

text on elementary statistics) the cumulative distribution function 

is approximated by assigning cumulative frequencies to their 

respective class mid-points, and joining these values by a 

continuous curve. Cluster efficiency, defined as r = /µ, is 

computed via the Erlang formula (Eq. 15), expressed as 

N

j

jN jrNrN

0

!//!/]Pr[ (22)

where Pr[N] is obtained as the difference between the values of 

the cumulative distribution function evaluated at adjacent class 

mid-points. Table 3 demonstrates that the thickness level can be 

interpreted in terms of service efficiency, i. e. the faster the 

surface activity,  the  thicker  the  deposit  layer  on  it.  In queuing
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Table 3 

Cluster Efficiency by Erlang’s Formula Applied to the Oxide 

Layer Thickness Problem
25

Cluster no. N          1          2          3                4          5 

Class interval  1260–1270  1270–1280  1280–1290   1290–3000  3000–3100 
Pr[N]       0.22       0.15       0.14       0.27        0.22 

r = /µ       0.28       0.80       1.54       3.59        4.24 

theory, an equivalent statement would be that the faster the 

service (or the larger the number of servers available), the larger 

the number of clients that can be served. 

3. Markovian Interpretation of an Anodic Deposit 

Formation  Deposit Dissolution Process 

Consider an electrode process consisting of the following 

(periodic) sequence: an anion is subjected to an anodic reaction 

producing a solid deposit on the anode, followed by partial 

desorption/re-dissolution from the surface into the electrolyte. In a 

Markovian framework, if s1 is the ionic state, and s2 is the surface 

deposit state, the transition probabilities p11, p12, p21, p22 define the 

probability of the ion remaining in the ionic state, the deposit 

desorbing and re-dissolving into the ionic state, the ion 

undergoing reaction and forming a deposit, the deposit desorbing 

and re-dissolving, the deposit remaining on the surface, 

respectively, the indexing according to statements following Eq. 

(4).

The system is mathematically trivial if the transitional 

probabilities are equally ½, inasmuch as P = P
n , regardless of the 

magnitude of n. This would be the case of sustained oscillation 

between ionic and deposit state. Table 4 demonstrates the 

evolution of the Markov chain in the case of unequal transition 

probabilities, in two specific instances. The speed of convergence 

to limiting values decreases with the degree of asymmetry in the 

P-matrix elements. The limiting values do not depend on the 

initial state, inasmuch as they are eigenvector elements related to 

the eigenvalue of unity. The complementary eigenvalues of 0 in 

the first, and 0.4 in the second instance have no importance,  since
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Table 4 

Markov Chain Evolution for the Anodic Deposit 

Formation Deposit Dissolution Process. The Initial 

State is Purely Ionic (p1
0
 = 1; p2

0
= 0) 

  n p1                              p2

 p11 =  0.6

p12 = 0.7 

p21 = 0.4 

p22 = 0.3 

               p1 p2

                                p11 =  0.6 

p12 = 0.2 

p21 = 0.4 

p22 = 0.8 

1          0.6000 0.4000           0.6000 0.4000 

2          0.6400 0.3600           0.4400 0.5600 

3          0.6360 0.3640           0.3760 0.6240 

4          0.6364 0.3636           0.3504 0.6496 

5          0.6364 0.3636           0.3401 0.6598 

          0.6364 0.3636           0.3333 0.6667 

the former implies zero probabilities, and the latter implies a 

negative probability. 

A three-dimensional variation of the theme is offered by the 

oscillatory behaviour of anodic copper dissolution into a 

NaCl/KSCN electrolyte mixture.27 This is a complex process 

involving solid states CuSCN (pKsp = 14.32) and Cu2O or CuOH 

(pKsp = 14), and CuCl (pKsp = 5.92), and ionic species Cu+,

CuCl2
2-, CuCl3

-, and Cl-. Among other plausible schemes,  

Table 5 

Markov Chain Evolution for the 

Oscillatory Anodic Dissolution of 

Copper.
26

p11 = 0.1; p12 = 0.5; p13 = 0.4;

p21 = 0.8; p22 = 0.1; p23 = 0; p31 = 0.1;

p32 = 0.4; p33 = 0.6; 1:Cl
-
; 2:CuCl2

-
;

3:CuCl3
2-

; p1
0
= 1; p2

0
= p3

0
= 0 

n  p1 p2 p3

  1 1/10 8/10 1/10 

  2 0.4500 0.1600 0.3900 

  3 0.2810 0.3760 0.3430 

  4 0.3533 0.2624 0.3843 

  5 0.3203 0.3089 0.3708 

10 0.3304 0.2933 0.3762 

50 0.3303 0.2936 0.3761 

 0.3303 0.2936 0.3761 
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transition from Cl- to CuCl2
- and CuCl3

2-, from CuCl2
- to Cl- and 

CuCl3
2- , and from CuCl3

2- to Cl- can be postulated. Table 5 

illustrates  Markov chain evolution with a  hypothetical  transition

probability array, indicating a slow convergence to the limiting 

state. The other two eigenvalues, approximately 0.06 and –0.329 

have no significance, since they yield negative and larger – than - 

one probabilities. 

4. The Electrode Surface as a Multiple Client – Server:  

A Markovian View 

If an electrode surface is considered to contain a multiple set of 

identically functioning single active centres/servers, where each 

ion can have a choice of several adjacent servers,28 the probability 

that exactly j number of severs is occupied at any given time may 

be computed by the Erlang formula (Eq. 15), provided that 

numerical values of  and µ, or r = /µ are known. From a 

practical point of view, two particular states are of interest: s0 ,

where the entire surface is free for an electrode reaction to 

proceed, and sm , where the entire surface is covered by the 

reaction product; m is the number of active centres, or clusters of 

active centres. A small value of r represents either a slow arrival 

of ions, or a fast electrode reaction, and vice versa. When r = 1, 

the arrival and surface rates are matched exactly. Table 6 shows 

the effect of r on (i) the probability of the entire electrode  surface

Table 6 

Probabilities Predicted by the 

Erlang Formula for a 

Completely Free, and a 

Completely Occupied Surface at 

Various Surface Efficiencies.

M = 5 

r = /µ p0
* (Eq. 23) pm

0  (Eq. 24) 

  0.1    0.905 7.54x10-8

  0.5    0.613 1.60x10-4

  1    0.368    0.00307 

  5    0.0109    0.284 

10   6.77x10-4    0.564 
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being free, and (ii) the probability of the entire electrode surface is 

being covered by a reaction product. The probabilities are 

computed as 

m

j

j jrp

0

*
0 )!//(1  (23) 

and

!/*
0

* mrpp m
m  (24) 

in the specific case of m = 5. For r  0.1, pm
* = rm exp(–r)/m!

yields a close approximation. 

The estimation of cluster size is a-priori arbitrary, but it may 

be based on the value29 of 1015 molecule/cm2, and a representative 

~ 2.25x1015 atom/cm2 based on listed radii of certain metals.30 A 

fraction of this quantity may be defined as an active-centre 

cluster. For the sake of convenient calculations, the total number 

of clusters should preferably be between 5 and 10. 

IV.  MARKOVIAN MODELING OF ELECTROLYZER 

(ELECTROCHEMICAL REACTOR) PERFORMANCE 

1. The Batch Electrolyzer 

The batch electrolyzer discussed in detail by Scott31 for the 

reversible process of type Az+ + ze- B is employed for 

illustration. With no discharged product at zero time, the 

governing mole balances may be written as (Eqs. 2.20 and 2.21 in 

Ref. 31):

)1/()(/ 2111 DaDaBkkdtdA bf   (25) 

AABdtdAdtdB 0  ;  //  (26) 
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with apparent kinetic parameters kf1 = 0.001 m/s, kb1 = 0.00091 

m/s adopted from Figure 22 , p.56 in Ref. 31. Taking kL = 0.00005 

m/s, Da1 = 20 and Da2 = 18.2 are the Damköhler numbers. The 

mole balances are rewritten as 

BAdtdA 160.1275.1)/(104     mol/m3.s

BAdtdB 160.1275.1)/(104      mol/m3.s

or, in terms of fractional concentrations u A/A0 ; v B/A0 ;

u0 = 1; v0 = 0, 

vudtdu 160.1275.1)/(104 (27)

vudtdv 160.1275.1)/(104 (28)

with analytical solution 

)10436.2exp(5236.04764.0)( 4txtu   (29) 

)]10436.2exp(1[5236.0)(1)( 4txtutv   (30) 

obtained by classical differential equation theory. 

The Markovian approach is twofold. If the electrolyzer is 

viewed as a Markov processor, Eqs. (27) and (28) are replaced by 

their Kolmogorov-equivalents, Eqs. (8) and (9); the solution is 

obtained in terms of probabilities for state s1 (species

concentration A), and state s2 (species concentration B). It is more 

inspiring (elegant?) to regard the electrolyzer as a Markov-chain 

generator with Markov equations 

)(10160.1)(9998725.0)1( 4 nvxnunu   (31) 

)(999884.0)(10275.1)1( 4 nvnuxnv  (32) 
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Table 7 

Comparison of the Markov Chain Solution (Eqs. 31 

and 32) with the Analytical Solution  (Eqs. 29 and 30) 

Time base = 1 s  Time base = 1 h 

  n u(n) = u(t); t = n n u(n) u(t); t = n

  10 0.9987 1 0.5408 0.6943 

  50 0.9937 2 0.4844 0.5670 

100 0.9874 3 0.4774 0.5141 

200 0.9751 4 0.4766 0.4921 

  - -   10 0.4765 0.4765 

The analytical solution and Markov chain solution are 

identical for t = n t, provided that t is sufficiently small. The 

importance of this point is demonstrated in Table 7. At large 

times, discrepancy between the two solution sets gradually 

vanishes, i.e., when the limiting conditions are reached. 

2. The Tank Electrolyzer – Mixer Cascade 

In studying residence time distribution in a tank-flow electrolyzer, 

a tracer injected into it is recovered in a mixing tank placed 

downstream. If both tanks are perfectly stirred, then with a tracer 

pulse, the mole balance for the tracer can be written as 

11111 /// VcAkVQcdtdc em (33)

and

212 // VQcdtdc (34)

where V1 is the electrolyzer volume, V2 the mixing tank volume, c1

the tracer concentration in the electrolyzer, c2 the tracer 

concentration in the mixing tank, and Q is the volumetric flow 

rate. Equation (33) implies that the tracer undergoes an 

electrochemical reaction with apparent mass transport coefficient 

km at an active surface Ae, under essentially mass transport-

controlled conditions. The tracer is assumed to accumulate in the 

mixing tank (or absorbed by some manipulation), so the exit 

stream from the mixer does not contain tracer elements.  This is a
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Table 8 

Comparison of the Markov Chain Solution (Eqs. 35 

and 36) with the Analytical Solution (Eqs. 33 and 34). 

Q/V = 2.5x10
-3

min
-1

; (Q + kmAe)/V = 3.5x10
-3

min
-1

;

Dimensionless Concentrations: c1(0) = 1; c2(0) = 0; t

= 0.1 min; t = 0.1n

Markov chain            Analytical solutiona

  n c1(n) 102 c2(n) c1(t) 102 c2(t)

    1  0.99965 0.0250 0.99965 0.0250 

    2 0.99939 0.0500 0.99930 0.0500 

    5 0.99825 0.1249 0.99825 0.1249 

  10  0.99651 0.2500 0.99651 0.2495 

  50 0.98265 1.2390 0.98265 1.2390 

100 0.96560 2.4570 0.96560 2.4560 

200 0.93238 4.8300 0.93239 4.8280 

500 0.89943  11.469 0.83946  11.466 
a c1(t) = exp(–3.5x10-3t)

c2(t) = 0.7142exp[1 – exp(–3.5x10-3t)]

[t] : min 

modification of the configuration discussed by Tamir1 (Section

4.3-1, pp. 353–355) via the inclusion of the electrochemical 

process. Rewriting the mole balances as 1111 ;/ cdtdc

1/)( VAkQ em  and 22122 /;/ VQcdtdc , the Markov 

equations are obtained as 

)()1()1( 111 nctnc (35)

)()()()1( 2122 ncnctnc (36)

If t = 1 in terms of a convenient time unit, c1(n+1) = (1 – 

µ1)c1(n), and c2(n + 1) = µ2c1(n) + c2(n). The limiting conditions 

yield c1
* = 0 and c2

* = 1, if dimensionless concentrations are 

employed, using e.g., the initial amount of tracer concentration as 

reference. Table 8 indicates very good agreement up to large 

times between the analytical and Markov chain solution, when the 

size of t is judiciously chosen. 
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3. Markovian Analysis of the CSTER
23

In the Markovian view of the CSTER (continuous-flow stirred 

tank electrochemical reactor) transitional probabilities related to 

flow and reaction describe the history of an element (molecule, 

ion, particle, etc.). A convenient framework for analysis considers 

the interior of the reactor as state s1, and exit as s2, as an absorbing 

state. Then, p11(n) denotes the probability that an element has not 

undergone reaction, and is inside the reactor at stage n (i.e., time 

instant n t). Consequently, p12(n) is the probability that the 

element at stage n has left the reactor, while it had been in the 

reactor at stage n – 1. The probability that at stage n the element 

was in the reactor, while it had been in the exit stream at stage n-

1, is p21(n). Finally, p22(n) denotes the probability that an element 

in the exit stream a stage n was in the exit stream at stage n – 1. In 

the absence of backmixing or recycling, p21(n) = 0. In a perfectly 

mixed reactor the transitional probability of outflow over a time 

period t is Q t/V, if Q is the volumetric flow rate and V is the 

active volume. 

In this context, the mole balance for a reacting element (e.g., 

active ion): 

VcAkVQcVQcdtdc emi //// 111
(37)

may be rewritten as a Markov equation 

)()1()1( 1111 ncpnxnc i (38)

where xi(n) = Q tci(n)/V represents the reacting element inflow 

with inlet concentration ci(t), and p11 = 1 – [(Q + kmAe)/V] t. If the 

inlet concentration remains constant, xi(n) = xi does not vary with 

n.

The importance of choosing a suitably small t is again 

shown in Table 9; if t is too large, the Markovian approach 

yields a meaningless temporary rise in c1. Nonetheless, the 

limiting value c1
* = 9.663x10-3 mol dm-3 is predicted correctly. 

In a more sophisticated version, the analysis is based on three 

states. The transition probability p13 pertains to the bypass of an 

element entering the reactor to the exit state without participating 

in   the  electrode  process.   To analyze  a   CSTER   with   partial  
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Table 9 

Illustration of the Importance of 

Suitably Small t Values for 

Markovian Analysis of a CSTER.

Q = 2 dm
3
 min

-1
;

ci = 0.01 mol dm
-3

; V = 10 dm
3
;

Ae = 700 cm
2
; km = 10

-4
cm s

-1
;

c1(0) = 0.01 mol dm
-3 

; t = n t

t = 1 min t = 0.1 min 

n  c1(n) c2(n) c1(t) = c2(t)

0 10 10 10 

1 12          9.94            9.99 

2        11.52          9.88            9.99 

3        29.13          9.84            9.98 

4        25.10          9.81            9.97 

5        21.91          9.78            9.97 

All concentrations in mmol dm-3 units

c1
* = 9.66 

backmixing,a four-state model has been shown to be attractive 

(Section 5, Ref. 23).

V.  THE MARKOV–CHAIN APPROACH TO 

MISCELLANEOUS ASPECTS OF ELECTROCHEMICAL 

TECHNOLOGY

Markov theory can be applied advantageously to a variety of 

technological problems of day-to-day operation in an industrial 

environment. Such problems transcend the realm of purely 

physico-chemical and fundamental electrochemical 

considerations, and are closely linked to (large-scale) 

technological aspects. This Section demonstrates the utility of the 

Markovian approach to selected examples. 

1. Repair of Failed Cells 

An electrolytic cell bank producing a commercial product consists 

of m number of cell units. Due to various reasons (e.g., imperfect 
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control of electrolyte composition and/or purity), cells can be 

short-circuited temporarily. It is assumed that the Poissonian 

failure-density parameter is , i.e., that the probability of short-

circuiting of a cell during time interval t is t. The repair of 

short-circuited cells requires time whose distribution is 

exponential with density parameter µ.

In the simplest case (suppressing the trivial situation of no 

repair being available), there is one repair station (mechanic, 

technician, etc.) available at any given time. The task is to 

determine the limiting probability distribution of j cells being out 

of order, assuming time-independent conditions. The starting 

point of this procedure is Eq. (13), stated again as 

mjp ij

m

i

i ,...,0;0

0

* (13)

The slightly changed notation reflects the choice of states: s0 is the 

state of normal operation, and state sj is the state of being out of 

order due to short-circuiting of j number of cells. Thus, 00

represents normal operation, and 0j represents the breakdown of j

number of cells, etc. t is sufficiently small for only one cell to 

become short-circuited, or repaired within this time interval. For 

the j = 0 case, Eq. (13) expands to 

010
*
100

*
0 pp (39a)

and since 00 = –m , 10 = µ, it follows that 

*
1

*
0 ppm  (39b) 

If m = 1, Eq. (13) yields p0
*

01 + p1
*

11 = 0. Since 01 =  and 11 =

µ, p0
* = µp1

*. This relationship can more simply be obtained by 

setting m = 1 in Eq. (39b). If m = 2, Eq. (13) expands to: 

  j = 1: 021
*
211

*
101

*
0 ppp  (40a) 

  j = 2: 022
*
212

*
102

*
0 ppp   (40b) 
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Since 01 = 2 ; 02 = 0; 11 = –(  + µ); 12 = ; 21 = µ; 22 = –µ; the 

final forms become 

  j = 1: *
2

*
0

*
1 2)( ppp (41a)

j = 2: *
2

*
1 pp (41b)

Table 10 summarizes the reasoning behind the establishment 

of the ij values. By successive development, the expansion set 

  j = 1: *
2

*
0

*
1 3)2( ppp    (42a) 

  j = 2: *
3

*
1

*
2 2)( ppp   (42b) 

j = 3: *
3

*
2 pp (42c)

is obtained for the case of m = 3. In the general case, the limiting 

probability distribution is given by the set of equations 

*
1

*
0 ppm (43a)

*
1

*
1

* )1(])[( jjj ppjmpjm  (43b) 

Table 10 

Development
32

of the Transitional Probability Density 

Parameters of Eq. (13); m = 2 

Relationship Substantiation 

01 = 2  Either one of the two cells can break down 

02  = 0 Only one cell can break down within t

11 = –(  + µ) No new breakdown; no new repair 

12 =  Second cell breaks down, first cell not repaired 

21 = µ One cell  repaired; one cell still out of order 

22 = –µ Neither cell has been repaired 
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*
1

*
mm pp  (43c) 

Equations (43) are also stated by Rozanov5 (p. 113, Problem 6) 

without derivation. 

The limiting probability of exactly j cells being out of order is 

obtained by setting j = 0, 1,…, m in Eq. (43) and recalling that all 

probabilities add up to unity, as5

mjpjmmp j
j ,...,1,0;)/]()!/(![ *

0
*   (44) 

and the mean number of cells requiring repair5 (Problem 7, p.113; 

no derivation) is 

)1)](//()1/[( *
0pmnm   (45) 

A typical distribution is portrayed in Table 11 for a 

configuration of fifty cells arranged in five ten-cell banks, where 

for the sake of safety, a short-circuited cell will disconnect an 

entire bank. This arrangement is essentially identical to a five-cell 

bank with single short-circuits. The more efficient (i.e., the faster) 

the repair service (i.e., the smaller /µ), the smaller the probability 

that short-circuited cells are not repaired at any arbitrary time. 

Conversely, if repair takes a long time, a certain number of cells 

will always be short-circuited, and if /µ is extremely large, a 

complete shutdown of cell operation will be highly probable (the 

/µ = 10, p5
*  0.9 case is a case in point, albeit not overly 

realistic.)

Table 11 

Limiting Probability Distribution for Exactly j = 0,1,…,5 Cells 

being Short-Circuited, as a Function of Repair Efficiency /µ
pj

/µ j = 0 j = 1 j = 2 j = 3 j = 4 j = 5
nm

  0.1 0.564 0.282 0.113 0.034 6.8x10-3 6.8x10-4   0 

  0.5   0.0367   0.0917 0.183 0.275 0.275 0.138  2.11 

  1 3.7x10-3   0.0153   0.0614 0.184 0.368 0.368  3.01 

  5 2.2x10-6 5.46x10-5 1.09x10-3   0.0164 0.164 0.819   3.8 

10 7.5x10-8 3.77x10-7 1.51x10-4 4.53x10-3 0.090 0.905 3.9 
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2. Analysis of Switching–Circuit Operations 

An electrolytic plant (e.g., a metal refinery) may operate m

number of cells which have to be taken out of service temporarily 

at regular time intervals. The probability that a cell is being put 

back into service within a small t time period is t, where  is 

the density parameter. The probability that a cell is taken out of 

operation within t is µ t, and µ is the second density parameter. 

The limiting probabilities pj
* ; j = 0,1,2…,m of exactly j number of 

cells being switched back into operation can be obtained by a 

procedure identical to the electrical power line/machine operation 

problem stated by Rozanov5 (Problem 9, p. 114) and Sveshnikov6

(Problem 39.16, pp. 255–256; 455): 

*
1

*
0 ppm (46a)

*
1

*
1

* )1()(])[( jjj pjpjmpjjm   (46b) 

*
1

*
mm ppm (46c)

whose derivation is similar to the one in Section V.1 . Systematic 

iteration yields 

mj

jmjmp jjm
j

,...,2,1,0  ;                                                             

)]/([)]/(]}[)!(!/[(!{*

  (47) 

Table 12 illustrates the computation procedure in the case of 

m = 5; the plant may be envisaged, as in Section V.1, to consist of 

m cell banks, the quantity j denoting the number of banks 

switched back into operation. In the specific case of  = µ (equi - 

probability of switching into either direction), Eq. (47) reduces to 

the binomial probability distribution of selecting j elements out of 

m identical elements with a single-event probability of ½. 
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Table 12 

Limiting Probability Distribution for Exactly j = 1, 2,…, 5 

Cells being Switched Back into Operation, as a Function of 

Switch Parameter, /µ

pj

/µ
j = 0 j = 1 j = 2 j = 3 j = 4 j = 5 

0.1 0.621 0.310 0.062 6.21x10-3 3.10x10-4 6.20x10-6

0.5 0.132 0.329 0.329 0.165 0.041 4.10x10-3

1 0.031 0.156 0.312 0.312 0.157 0.031 

5 1.29x10-4   0.0032 0.032 0.161 0.402 0.402 

3. Reliability of Warning Devices 

An electrochemical plant is equipped with m number of warning 

devices to signal component failure in electrolytic processes. The 

distribution of failure probability is Poisson with density 

parameter , while the signal time of the warning devices has an 

exponential distribution with density parameter µ. The devices are 

identical and operate independently of one another. To determine 

the limiting probability that a component failure will not be 

signaled it is advantageous to employ the Erlang formula (Eq. 15) 

written for the m devices: 

m

j

jm
m jmp

0

* ])/)(!/1(/[)/)(!/1(   (48) 

Table 13 

The Effect of the /µ Efficiency Parameter on the 

Probability of Signaling Failure as a Function of the 

Number of Warning Devices 

pm
*

/µ
m = 2 m = 3 m = 4 m = 5 m = 6 

½ 0.143 0.023 2.9x10-3 3.6x10-5 3.0x10-6 

1 0.200 0.045 0.015 3.1x10-3 5.1x10-4

2 0.400 0.210 0.095 0.037 0.012 
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to ascertain the number of warning devices needed in order to 

ensure that the probability of failure-signaling does not exceed a 

predetermined value. As shown in Table 13, pm
* is highly 

sensitive to the device efficiency ( /µ).

4. 

Electrolyzer

In a complex reaction system occurring in a flow electrolyzer, one 

of the anode reaction products reacts with the principal constituent 

of the composite electrolyte, yielding an anionic species whose 

parasitic  reaction  at  the  cathode  reduces the cathode efficiency. 

Due to system complexity and paucity of information about the 

reaction mechanism(s), a Markov process model is proposed with 

probability pk = k exp(– )/k! of the production of k ions of the 

anionic species;  is the mean of the postulated Poisson 

distribution. The model also stipulates a probability q of reaction 

of the anionic species during two successive equal time periods of 

t each. 

The limiting probabilities pj
* for the number of ionic species 

in the system can be established in a manner similar to the 

production/decomposition of a radioactive particle possessing the 

same probabilistic properties6 (Example 38.3, pp. 237–238). The 

result of an involved algebraic manipulation, itself a Poisson 

distribution:

,...1,0;/);exp()!/(* jqjp j
j  (49) 

is not explicitly dependent on k. As indicated previously, the 

number of ionic species can conveniently be interpreted to mean a 

cluster of ions, whose (arbitrary) size depends on the properties of 

the electrochemical system examined. Table 14 depicts the rapid 

increase in the number of (unreacted) anions with an increase in µ.

When, e.g., µ = 10, p9
* = p10

* = 0.125 is the largest individual 

probability, but the descent of pj
* from the maximum value is slow 

[p*(15) = 0.035; p(20)* = 0.0019; p(25)* = 2.9x10-5.] Cumulative 

probabilities are expectably higher, e.g., the probability that, when

Monitoring of Parasitic Reaction Sequence in an 
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Table 14 

Limiting Probability Distribution for Exactly j = 0, 1, 2,… 

Number of an Ionic Species Existing in the Electrolyte, as a 

Function of the /q Ratio in Eq. (49) 

pj
*

µ/
j = 0 j = 1 j = 2 j = 3 j = 4 j = 5 j = 6 

  0.1 0.905 0.091 4.5x10-3 2.0x10-4 3.8x10-6 7.5x10-8 2.5x10-17 

  0.5 0.607 0.303 0.076 0.013 1.6x10-3 2.0x10-4 1.6x10-10 

  1.0 0.368 0.368 0.184 0.061 0.015 3.1x10-3 1.0x10-7

  5.0 6.7x10-3 0.034 0.084 0.140 0.176 0.176 0.018 

10.0 4.5x10-5 4.5x10-4 2.3x10-3 7.6x10-3 0.019 0.038 0.125 

µ = 0.1, not more than three anions/anion clusters are present is 

virtually 100%. 

5. Flow Circulation in an Electrolytic Cell 

The interaction of forced and natural convective flow between 

cathodes and anodes may produce unusual circulation patterns 

whose description via deterministic flow equations may prove to 

be rather unwieldy, if possible at all. The Markovian approach 

would approximate the true flow pattern by subdividing the flow 

volume into several zones, and characterize flow in terms of 

transition probabilities from one zone to others. Under steady 

operating conditions, they are independent of stage n, and the 

evolution pattern is determined by the initial probability 

distribution. In a similar fashion, the travel of solid pieces of 

impurity in the cell can be monitored, provided that the size, 

shape and density of the solids allow the pieces to be swept freely 

by electrolyte flow. 

Table 15 illustrates the development of the probability 

distribution of a solid particle being in one of the three 

characteristic zones in a cell, assuming that the particle residence 

has an equiprobable initial state, and that the transitional 

probabilities are as follows. Zone 1 2:0.4; Zone 2 1:0.4; Zone 

1 3: 0.1;Zone 3 1:0.2; Zone 2 3:0.3; Zone 3 2:0.2 . 

The continuous circulation of flow elements inside the 

electrolyzer is due to the donor-acceptor nature of each zone. If, 

however,  at  least  one  of the zones is an absorbing Markov state,
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Table 15 

Probability Distribution of a 

Solid Particle being in One 

of Three Flow Circulation 

Zones with an Equiprobable

Initial-State Probability.

p11 = 0.5; p12 = 0.4; p13 = 0.2; 

p21 = 0.4; p22 = 0.3; p23 = 0.6; 

p31 = 0.1; p32 = 0.3; p33 = 0.2 

n   p1(n) p2(n) p3(n)

0 1/3 1/3 1/3 

1 0.367 0.433 0.200 

2 0.397 0.397 0.206 

3 0.398 0.402 0.200 

4 0.400 0.400 0.200 

 0.400 0.400 0.200 

the distribution pattern eventually excludes all states except the 

absorbing state(s). If the exit zone is the only absorbing state, the 

probability that flow elements/solid particles will eventually flow 

out of the electrolyzer is 100%. Tables 16 and 17 indicate the 

slow rate whereby the limiting probabilities are reached. The 

initial state probability distribution is immaterial, since the 

eigenvector associated with eigenvalue of unity (Section II.1) has 

one element of unity, irrespective of the pij values (Appendix), 

while the other elements are zero. 

VI.  FINAL REMARKS 

Unidirectional kinetic processes cannot be immediately 

interpreted as Markov chains, since only the (1,1) element of the 

P-matrix would differ from zero, violating the stochastic matrix 

constraints (Section II.1). An artificial Markov matrix complying 

with this constraint can be visualized, however, with the 

understanding that no other element of this imbedded P-matrix,

past the (1,1) element, will have a physical meaning. It follows 

that the initial state probability vector is non-zero only in its (1,1) 
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Table 16 

Probability Distribution of a Solid 

Particle being in One of Three Flow 

Circulation Zones with an Initial 

Distribution of p1
0
= 1; p2

0
= 0;

p3
0
= 0. The Transition Probabilities 

are: Zone 1 2: 0.2; Zone 1 3: 0.1; 

Zone 2 3: 0.05 

  n p1(n) p2(n) p3(n)

    0 0.700 0.200 0.100 
    1 0.700 0.200 0.100 

    5 0.168 0.485 0.347 

  10 0.028 0.456 0.515 

  20 8.0x10-4 0.286 0.713 

  30 2.2x10-5 0.172 0.828 

  50 1.8x10-8 0.062 0.938 

100  3.2x10-16 0.005 0.995 

150  5.8x10-24 3.6x10-24   0.9996 

element, and that it has to be unity. The small-signal analysis36

and large-step coulostatic analysis37 employed in electroanalytical 

chemistry provide a good case in point. 

The variation of overpotential with time is given by the 

expression

Table 17 

Probability Distribution in Table 16 

Modified by Additional Transitional 

Probability for Zone 2  1: 0.1 

  n p1(n) p2(n) p3(n)

    0 0.700 0.200   0.100 

    1 0.700 0.200   0.100 

    5 0.255 0.392   0.353 

  10 0.141 0.314   0.545 

  20 0.069 0.163   0.768 

  30 0.035 0.083   0.881 

  50 0.009 0.022   0.969 

100 3.23x10-4 7.59x10-4   0.999 

150  1.13x10-5 2.65x10-5   0.99996 

     0     0   1 
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0)0(;)/1(/ tdtd c (50)

where the time constant c = RTCd/nFi0 is a lumped parameter 

incorporating the surface capacity Cd, and exchange current 

density i0. The Markovian approach assigns an imbedded 

transition probability matrix with elements p11 = 1 – t/ c , p12 = 0; 

p21 = t/ c , p22 = 1, and the initial state probability vector has

elements p1
0 = 1; p2

0 = 0. Consequently, the stage-dependent 

elements are p11(n) = (1 – t/ c)
n , and p12 (n) = 1 – (1 – t/ c)

n , the 

latter being irrelevant. Comparison with the analytical solution of 

Eq. (50) in Table 18 indicates, as expected, that close agreement 

can be attained if t is sufficiently small. 

It is instructive to note that the standard first-order forward 

difference discretization of Eq. (50) is finite difference calculus:

ttttdtd /)]()([/ (51)

also leads to the Markov chain solution in the second column of 

Table 18. 

Table 18 

Comparison of the Analytical Solution of Eq. 

(50) and the Markov Chain Solution.

T = 293 K; Cd = 2x10
-5

F cm
-2

; i0 = 10
-5

A cm
-2

;

n = 2; R = 8.3143 J mol
-1

K
-1

;

F = 96488 C mol
-1

; t = 0.1 ms; c = 25.25 ms 

   n Markov chain: 

Y(n) = (0.99604)n
Analytical solution:a

Y(0.1n) = exp(–0.00396n)

      0 1 1

      1 0.99604 0.99605

      2 0.99210 0.99211

      3 0.98817 0.98819

      4 0.98425 0.98428

      5 0.98036 0.98039

    10 0.96110 0.96117

    50 0.82005 0.82037

  100 0.67248 0.67301

1000 0.01891 0.01906 
a Y =  / (0)
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At this time, it would be hazardous to predict the eventual 

extent of influence Markov theory will attain in the realm of 

electrochemistry and electrochemical engineering. Much terrain 

remains to be explored, especially in the potential of 

multidimensional chains and processes. If this chapter succeeds in 

kindling at least some sustained interest in the subject matter, it 

will have reached its ultimate objective. 
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APPENDIX

Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of the Transition Probability 

Matrix

Under limiting conditions, the state probabilities become 

invariant, i.e., past a sufficiently large value n > N, p(n + 1) = 

p(n); n = N, N + 1; N + 2,…, hence p(n) = Pp(n). Invoking the 

classical eigenvalue theorem of matrix algebra e = Pe for the 

Markov matrix P results in the important finding that that the 

limiting probabilities are elements of the eigenvector e pertaining 

to the specific eigenvalue  = 1. However, the unity eigenvalue is 

not the only one, because the total number of eigenvalues equals 

the number of states. The  = 1 is, however, the only admissible 

eigenvalue of P.

As an illustration, the oscillatory behaviour of anodic copper 

dissolution discussed in Section III.3, with P elements shown in 

Table 5, is chosen. The eigenvalue theorem yields three 

relationships (k = 1,2,3): 

kkkkk eeee 1321 4.05.01.0  (52) 
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kkkk eee 221 1.08.0  (53) 

kkkkk eeee 3321 6.04.01.0  (54) 

To find pk
*, k = 1,2,3   = 1 is set and the solution of the above 

equations yields p1
* = 36/109  0.3303; p2

* = 32/109  0.2936;  

p3
* = 41/109  0.3761. 

The eigenvalues are given by the characteristic equation of 

the P matrix:

011.031.08.0 23 (55)

as 1 = 1; 2  0.0567 and 3  –0.3285. The eigenvectors for the 

second and third eigenvalues are, respectively: {–0.2311; 4.2695; 

–3.1008}, and {–5.7669; 10.784; –4.0172}. Since probabilities 

cannot be negative, and cannot be larger than unity, these 

eigenvector elements cannot be interpreted as probabilities. The 

limiting probabilities are the elements of the first eigenvector 

{36/109; 32/109; 41/109}. 

The eigenvalue theorem, a standard topic in any linear 

algebra text and mathematics book, is particularly well presented 

by Dixon,33 Wilf,34 and Nicholson.35
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I. INTRODUCTION

The real objects found in nature have complex structures which
Euclidean geometry can not characterize. After Mandelbrot1

developed a new geometry, i.e., fractal geometry, which provides
a new paradigm for understanding many physical phenomena in
nature, fractal geometry has been widely used in a number of
fields, e.g., science, art,2-4 economics,5-8 etc. Especially, in science,
the characterization of the rough surfaces and interfaces using
fractal geometry has played an important role in understanding the
anomalous behavior of rough surfaces and interfaces.

There are three kinds of fractals as shown in Figure 1.9-11 The
first one is a surface fractal, i.e., a dense object with a fractal

Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry, Number 39, edited by C. Vayenas et al.,
Springer, New York, 2005.
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surface (Figure 1a). The second one is a mass fractal, i.e., a fractal
object such as a network or cluster, whose surface is also fractal
(Figure 1b). Finally, the last one is a pore fractal, i.e., a dense
object in which there exists a distribution of holes or pores with a
fractal structure (Figure 1c). Since it is one of the most interesting
issues to estimate accurately real active area in an electrochemical
system, many researchers have given a lot of attention to surface
fractal as a powerful tool to quantify the geometrical irregularity
of the electrode surfaces and various interfaces. In this respect, we
focus on surface fractal rather than mass and pore fractals in this
article.

Diffusion-limited electrochemical techniques as well as
physical techniques have been effectively used to determine the
surface fractal dimensions of the rough surfaces and interfaces
made by electrodeposition,12-26 fracture,27-32 vapor deposition,21,33-

46 corrosion,47-54 surface modification such as machining and
plasma irradiation,55-60 etc. Many rough surfaces and interfaces are
self-similar fractals which show isotropic scaling behavior in all
directions, but most rough surfaces and interfaces are more
complex self-affine fractals which show asymmetric scaling
behavior perpendicular to the surface.

Since self-similar and self-affine fractals show different
scaling properties, the surface fractal dimension of the rough
surfaces and interfaces must be determined based on their inherent
scaling properties. However, a little attention has been paid to
clarify whether the rough surfaces and interfaces show self-similar
scaling property or self-affine scaling property and whether the
physical and electrochemical methods for the determination of the
surface fractal dimension are adequately used or not. In this
respect, we review fractal approaches to rough surfaces and
interfaces in electrochemistry to give clear guidelines for their
characterization using the surface fractal dimension.

The structure of this review is composed of as follows: in
Section II, the scaling properties and the dimensions of self-
similar and self-affine fractals are briefly summarized. The
physical and electrochemical methods required for the
determination of the surface fractal dimension of rough surfaces
and interfaces are introduced and we discuss the kind of scaling
property the resulting fractal dimension represents in Section III.
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In Section IV, from the studies on diffusion towards self-affine
fractal interface, the surface fractal dimension as determined by
the electrochemical method is characterized as being self-similar,
even though the rough surfaces and interfaces show the self-affine
scaling property. Finally, in Section V, we exemplified the
application of fractal geometry in electrochemical systems in view
of the characterization of rough surfaces and interfaces by the
surface fractal dimension.

II. OVERVIEW OF FRACTAL GEOMETRY

The word ‘fractal’ was coined by Mandelbrot in his fundamental
book.1 It is from the Latin adjective fractus  which means broken

and it is used to describe objects that are too irregular to fit into a
traditional geometrical setting. The most representative property
of fractal is its invariant shape under self-similar or self-affine
scaling. In other words, fractal is a shape made of parts similar to
the whole in some way.61 If the objects are invariant under
isotropic scale transformations, they are self-similar fractals. In
contrast, the real objects in nature are generally invariant under
anisotropic transformations. In this case, they are self-affine
fractals. Self-affine fractals have a broader sense than self-similar
fractals. The distinction between the self-similarity and the self-
affinity is important to characterize the real surface in terms of the
surface fractal dimension.

From another point of view, fractals fall naturally into two
categories, i.e., nonrandom and random.1,62-64 When the enlarged
part overlaps the original object exactly, we call this object a
nonrandom fractal, viz., deterministic fractal. For example, the
von Koch curve, the Cantor set, the Sierpinski gasket, etc. which
are generated by iterative operation according to a growth rule
belong to nonrandom fractals. Their self-similar or self-affine
scaling property is satisfied over all range of length scales.

However, nonrandom fractals are not found in nature. Many
objects existing in nature belong to random fractal, viz., statistical
fractal, when the enlarged part is similar to the original object in a
statistical sense. In practice, it is impossible to verify that all
moments of the distributions are identical, and claims of statistical
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self-similarity or self-affinity are usually based upon only a few
moments, i.e., the self-similar or self-affine scaling property of
random fractal is satisfied over a significant range of length scales.
The classical examples are coastlines, clouds, mountains, etc.

Now we will introduce briefly the concept of self-similar and
self-affine fractals by considering the assumption that fractals are
sets of points embedded in Euclidean E-dimensional space.

1. Self-Similar Fractal
61,62

The similarity transformation transforms a set of points S  at
position )( E1 xx ...,,x  in Euclidean E-dimensional space into a

new set of points )(Sr  at position )( E1 rxrx ...,,x  with the same

value of the scaling ratio 10 r . A bounded set S  is self-similar

with respect to a scaling ratio r  if S  is the union of N  non-
overlapping subsets N1 ...,, SS , each of which is congruent to the

set )(Sr . Here congruent means that the set of points iS  is

identical to the set of points )(Sr  after possible translations

and/or rotations. For the deterministic self-similar fractal, the self-
similar fractal dimension ssF,d  is clearly defined by the similarity

dimension SF,d  given by

r

N
d

/1ln

ln
SF, (1)

Figure 2a shows a deterministic self-similar fractal, ..ei , the
triadic Koch curve, generated by the similarity transformation with
the scaling ratio 3/1r . In this case, the resulting curve is the
union of 4 non-overlapping curves which is congruent to the curve
obtained from the original one by similarity transformation.
Therefore, ssF,d  of this curve is determined to be

26.13ln/4lnSF,d  by Eq. (1).

The set S  is statistically self-similar when S  is the union of
N  distinct subsets each of which is scaled down by r from the
original  and  is  congruent to  )(Sr   in all statistical respects.  For
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Figure 2.  (a) A deterministic self-similar fractal, i.e., the triadic Koch curve,
generated by the similarity transformation with the scaling ratio r = 1/3 and (b) a
deterministic self-affine fractal generated by the affine transformation with the
scaling ratio vector r = (1/4, 1/2).

such sets the box-counting method1,61,62,65 is useful in estimating

ssF,d  of the set and the resulting box dimension BF,d coincides

with SF,d .

2. Self-Affine Fractal
61,62

An affine transformation transforms a set of points S  at position
)( E1 xx ...,,x  in Euclidean E-dimensional space into a new set

of points )(Sr  at position )( EE11 xrxr ...,,x  with the different

(a) (b)

x  1/4 x
y  1/2 y

x  1/3 x
y  1/3 y
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scaling ratios 1...,,0 E1 rr . A bounded set S  is self-affine with

respect to a scaling ratio vector )...,,( E1 rrr  if S  is the union of

N  non-overlapping subsets N1 ...,, SS , each of which is congruent

to the set )(Sr . Figure 2b shows a deterministic self-affine fractal

generated by the affine transformation with the scaling ratio vector
1/2)(1/4,r . In this case, the resulting curve is the union of 4

non-overlapping curves which are congruent to the curve obtained
from the original one by the affine transformation.

In a similar way, the set S  is statistically self-affine when S  is
the union of N non-overlapping subsets each of which is scaled
down by r  from the original and is congruent to )(Sr  in all

statistical respects.
In contrast to the self-similar case, the self-affine fractal

dimension saF,d  of even the simplest self-affine fractal is not

uniquely defined.61,62,66 The similarity dimension SF,d  exists only

for the self-similar fractal. For the self-affine fractal, there are two
different dimensions, i.e., a global dimension and a local
dimension.11,61,62,65-67 The global dimension, which is observed
above a certain crossover scale, is simply 1Ed . Here, Ed

represents the topological dimension of the Euclidean space where
the set is embedded. This means that, at large size level, the self-
affine fractal looks essentially smooth.

It is the local dimension that describes the irregularity of the
self-affine fractal. The local dimension can be determined by such
methods as the box-counting method1,61,62,65 and the divider-
walking method.61,66 The box dimension BF,d  is defined by the

Hurst exponent H  according to following equation

Hdd EBF,           10 H (2)

and the divider dimension DF,d  is given by

H
d

1
DF,           10 H (3)
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where H  represents the Hurst exponent which is a power
exponent observed in the power law between the root mean square
(rms) roughness rms and the horizontal length L  of the self-

affine fractal. From Eqs. (2) and (3), it is noted that BF,d  and DF,d

do not coincide in value for the self-affine fractal. Therefore, the
Hurst exponent H uniquely characterizes the self-affine fractal.

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF ROUGH SURFACES AND

INTERFACES BASED UPON FRACTAL GEOMETRY:

METHODS NEEDED FOR THE DETERMINATION OF

THE SURFACE FRACTAL DIMENSION

1. Physical Methods

(i) Image Analysis Methods

The surface roughness is fundamental for several physical
properties and physical phenomena on solid surfaces and
interfaces. In order to quantify the surface roughness, the solid
surfaces and interfaces are investigated using surface profiler or
imaging equipments such as scanning electron microscope (SEM),
transmission electron microscope (TEM) and scanning probe
microscope (SPM). And then the statistical roughness parameters
are determined from the digitized surface profile or image. The
best known roughness parameter is the root mean square
roughness (rms roughness) rms , but this parameter is rather

inadequate to provide a complete description of three-dimensional
surface since it describes only vertical amplitude in a certain
lateral direction.

Surface fractal dimension is an adequate roughness parameter
since it represents both the vertical and the lateral information of
three-dimensional surfaces over a significant range of length
scales. In fractal analysis of the three-dimensional digitized image
of the surface morphology, SPM is a more adequate technique
than SEM and TEM because of its high three-dimensional
resolution and nondestructive character. For example, by using a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) and an atomic force
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microscope (AFM), the surface morphology is directly described
by the digitized height data with a resolution down to the atomic
scale, whereas using SEM and TEM, the two-dimensional cross-
section of the surface morphology can be described by binary
digits.

Several algorithms have been used to determine surface
fractal dimension from SPM images. The most popular ones are
the power-spectrum method,1,2,68-71 the triangulation method,10,37,

43,45,61,66,72-75 the perimeter-area method,18-21,23,25,27,61,62,71,76-78 the
structure function method,2,56,57,70,76,79,80 the variance method,56,57

and the box-counting method.1,61,62,65,81,82 Among these algorithms,
the triangulation method and the perimeter-area method are
introduced in this article as useful and reliable tools to determine
the self-similar and the self-affine fractal dimensions, respectively.

(a) Triangulation method10,37,43,45,61,66,72-75

In order to characterize the three-dimensional self-similar
fractal surface, the self-similar fractal dimension ssF,d  has been

determined from the analysis of the three-dimensional digitized
SPM image by using the triangulation method. This method is
exactly analogous to the Richardson method1 for a profile.

Figure 3 describes schematically the algorithm used for
determination of ssF,d  by the triangulation method. The square

(x,y) plane with a cell size 2L is first divided into 2N  equal
squares. This defines the location of the vertices of a number of

triangles. Then the electrode surface is covered by 22N  triangles
inclined at various angles with respect to the (x,y) plane. These

22N  triangles have equal projected triangle size TS (= NL / ),
although their real areas are different.

The scaled surface area SSA, i.e., the measured surface area

by 22N  triangles, is estimated to be the sum of the areas of all the
22N  triangles. This measurement is iterated as decreasing

projected triangle size TS, until every pixel in the AFM image

serves as the vertices of the 22N  triangles. Then, ssF,d  of the

surface is given by
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Figure 3.  Process of determination of the self-similar fractal
dimension of the three-dimensional surface by the triangulation
method.
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Figure 4.  Dependence of the scaled surface area SSA on the projected triangle
size TS on a logarithmic scale obtained from the three-dimensional AFM image of
the hot-rolled carbon steel surface. Here, s  means TSlnd/SSAlnd .

2
TSlogd

SSAlogd
ssF,d (4)

After measuring SSAs for the various projected TSs, the
resulting SSAs are plotted as a function of the projected TS on a
logarithmic scale. Figure 4 gives dependence of the scaled surface
area SSA on the projected triangle size TS on a logarithmic scale
obtained from the three-dimensional AFM image of the hot-rolled
carbon steel surface. From the linear relationship between the
logarithm of SSA and the logarithm of projected TS, ssF,d of the

surface is determined using Eq. (4). In addition, it is possible to
define a length-scale range where the rough surface shows the
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fractal behavior by determining the inner and outer cutoffs in
Figure 4. In the case of Figure 4, the spatial outer (upper) cutoff

o can be evaluated to be the value of TS where the linear line

with the slope of s  and the horizontal line intersect. However, the
spatial inner (lower) cutoff i can not be evaluated due to the

limitation in the resolution of the equipment, e.g., AFM.

(b) Perimeter-area method18-21,23,25,27,61,62,71,76-78

In order to characterize the self-affine fractal surface, the self-
affine fractal dimension saF,d  has been determined by using the

perimeter-area method. This method is based on the fact that the
intersection of a plane with a self-affine fractal surface generates
self-similar lakes. This method is available for the images
obtained by using SEM and TEM as well as SPM because it is
used to analyze the two-dimensional digitized cross-section of the
surface. It is well known61,76 that the area A  and the perimeter P

of the self-similar lakes are related to their fractal dimension L
ssF,d

by

2L
ssF,

L
ssF, /d

AdP  (5)

where  is a proportionality constant. The self-affine fractal

dimension of the original surface saF,d  is related to L
ssF,d  by

1L
ssF,saF, dd  (6)

The algorithm used for determination of the self-affine fractal
dimension by the perimeter-area method is given as follows:43,45,77

The three-dimensional digitized image of the surface
morphology is cross-sectioned by a plane and then P  and A  of
the resulting lakes are calculated. For instance, Figure 5a and 5b
depict the three-dimensional AFM image of the hot-rolled carbon
steel surface filled with water (black pixels) up to a height
corresponding to 40 % of the maximum height of the surface and
the corresponding two-dimensional description of P  (gray pixels)
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Figure 5.  (a) Three-dimensional AFM image of the hot-rolled
carbon steel surface filled with water (black pixels) up to a height
corresponding to 40% of the maximum height and (b)
corresponding two-dimensional description of the perimeters
(gray pixels) and areas (gray and black pixels) of the lakes.
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along with A  (black pixels + gray pixels) of the self-similar lakes,
respectively. Here, the gray pixels in Figure 5b are defined as the
black pixels neighboring white pixels. P and A of each lake are
estimated from the numbers of gray pixels and of both black
pixels and gray pixels for each lake, respectively.
After measuring P and A of each self-similar lake, P is plotted as a
function of A on a logarithmic scale in Figure 6. The plot of log P
vs. log A gave a good linear relation above the threshold area AT

2.6x10-13 m2. From the linear relationship between the logarithm
of P  and the logarithm of A which appears above AT in Figure 6,

Figure 6.  Dependence of the perimeter P on the area A for the self-
similar lakes generated by the intersection of the three-dimensional AFM
image of the hot-rolled carbon steel with a plane at a height
corresponding to 40% of the maximum height. Here, s means d log P/d
log A.
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the self-similar dimension of the two-dimensional lakes L
ssF,d  is

determined using Eq. (5) and then the self-affine fractal dimension
of the three-dimensional surface saF,d  is determined using Eq. (6)

as well. It is noted that another linear relation below TA  is

physically meaningless due to the limitation of the AFM
measurement.20

(ii) Molecular Probe Method Using Gas Adsorption

Since Avnir and Pfeifer’s pioneer works83-86 regarding the
characterization of the surface irregularity at the molecular level
by applying the fractal theory of surface science, the molecular
probe method using gas adsorption has played an important role in
the determination of surface fractal dimension of the porous and
particulate materials.

There are two molecular probe methods available for the
determination of surface fractal dimension. One is the multiprobe
method (MP method),83,84,87–100 which uses several kinds of
multiprobe molecules with different molecular sizes and requires
the number of adsorbed molecules to form a monolayer monoN  for

each probe molecule. If the probe molecule is varied through a
series of spheres with radius mr , the surface fractal dimension is

given by Eq. (7):

MPF,

mmono
d

rN           32 MPF,d (7)

Here, the surface fractal dimension determined by using the MP
method is denoted by MPF,d . The probe molecules need not be

spherical, provided they belong to a homologous series for which

the ratio 2]extentlinear[ r  to effective cross-section area cA  is the

same for all members, i.e., an isotropic series. In that case, Eq. (7)
turns into

2cmono

MPF,d

AN           32 MPF,d (8)
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The MP method is widely applicable to various solid surfaces
in whose system monoN can be accurately determined. However,

the MP method can not be routinely applied to the microporous
system due to a serious problem in the concept of monolayer
adsorption for the microporous system.101 This problem is whether
the monolayer formation on the surface of the micropore is
eligible or not.

Recently, in the theoretical studies on the simulation for 2N

adsorption in micropore, some researchers102–104 reported that the
monolayer adsorption occurs even in the micropore whose pore
width is greater than the bilayer thickness of 2N  (about 0.7 nm).

In addition, Kaneko et al. showed the presence of the orientational
phase transition of 2N  on the graphitic micropore wall, which is

the same as the phase transition of the monolayer on the flat
graphite surface,105 and gave an effective method for the surface
area determination in the microporous system.106 Therefore, even
for micropores whose width is greater than 0.7 nm, MPF,d can be

determined using Eq. (8), if the monolayer evaluation fit for the
micropore is introduced. Based upon these theoretical and
experimental results, Sato .alet  determined the values of MPF,d of

less-crystalline carbon micropore walls using Eq. (8).107

The other molecular probe method is the single-probe method
(SP method), which is separately proposed by Avnir and
Jaroniec,93 and Pfeifer .alet

108–112 In the SP method, a single

adsorption isotherm is analyzed using a modified FHH theory.
The FHH model was developed independently by Frenkel,113

Halsey,114 and Hill,115 and describes the multilayer adsorption
coverage. Since the SP method uses only one probe molecule, this
method is more convenient than the MP method. However, there
are many theoretical limitations in applying the SP method to
determination of the surface fractal dimension. Therefore, it is
really necessary to discuss whether the SP method is an adequate
tool to investigate the surface fractal dimension or not before
applying the SP method to certain system.

The theoretical assumptions used in the SP method are as
follows: (1) The detailed structure of the layer of the adsorbed
molecules is not important and is regarded as a liquid film. (2)
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The thickness of the layer of the adsorbed molecules is the
characteristic distance scale for fractal surface. (3) Van der Waals
attraction forces between solid/gas interactions and the liquid/gas
surface tension forces are contributed to the grand potential of the
system.

On the basis of the theory of Pfeifer .alet ,108–112 the surface

fractal dimension can be determined from the gas adsorption
isotherms according to the following equation:

p

p
Cconst

V

V 0

mono

lnln.ln  (9)

where V  is the volume of adsorbed gas molecules; monoV , the

volume of monolayer coverage; C , the power law exponent
which is dependent on the surface fractal dimension determined by

using the SP method SPF,d ; 0p , the saturation pressure of the gas

and p  represents the adsorption equilibrium pressure of the gas.

At the early stage of multilayer build-up, the interface is
dominantly controlled by van der Waals forces between solid/gas
interactions and the liquid/gas surface tension forces are
negligible. Then, the relationship between C  and SPF,d  is written

as:

3

3SPF,d
C  (10)

For higher coverage, the interface is controlled by the liquid-gas
surface tension forces (capillary condensation) and van der Waals
forces between solid/gas interactions are negligible. Then, the
relationship between C  and SPF,d  changes to the following

expression:

3SPF,dC  (11)
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Van der Waals forces between solid/gas interactions and the
liquid/gas surface tension forces represent the limiting cases, but
in general both the forces competitively affect the adsorption
process. Therefore, in determining the surface fractal dimension of
the carbon specimen, it is very important to use appropriate
relation between C  and SPF,d . According to Ismail and Pfeifer,111

the threshold for the dominant forces between van der Waals
forces and the liquid/gas surface tension forces is given as:

213 C  (12)

If 0 , the liquid/gas surface tension forces are dominant, while
the van der Waals forces are dominant if 0 .

It is reported116,117 that as more adsorbed layers are built up,
the interface between the adsorbent and the adsorbed molecules
becomes smooth, and hence the surface fractal dimension would
no longer describe the interface but would describe the adsorbed
molecule agglomerates. Also, Eq. (9) is only valid when the
adsorbed layer exceeds monolayer coverage. Therefore, for the
correct calculation, SPF,d  should be determined from the linear

segment in the range between the monolayer coverage and the
multiple layer coverage just before the smoothing effect appears.

In addition, the number of adsorbed molecule layers n  can be
calculated from the following relationship.111

F,SP3/1

mono0

ad

d

V

V

a

t
n  (13)

Here, the actual thickness of adsorbed molecule layers adt  is

obtained by multiplying n  by adsorbed molecule diameter 0a .

The actual thickness range in which the fractal geometry is
satisfied represents the length-scale cutoff range of fractality.116,118

Here, the value of the lower (inner) cutoff length minad,t  is equal to

that value of monolayer thickness and that of the upper (outer)
cutoff length maxad,t can be evaluated by using following equation

which is obtained from Eq. (13):
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F,SP3/1

min

max
minad,maxad,

d

V

V
tt (14)

where minV and maxV are the lower and upper limits of the power-

law regimes in the plot of Vln against )/ln(ln 0 pp .

2. Electrochemical Methods

(i) Potentiostatic Current Transient Method

Consider an inert metal with a fractal electrode immersed into
an electrolyte containing a redox couple. We assume semi-infinite
diffusion of the oxidized species Ox  and the reduced species
Red  in the electrolyte. For the sake of simplicity we assume that
the solution contains initially (at the time, 0t ) only the oxidized
form and the bulk and surface concentrations are identical, i.e.,

s
ox

b
ox cc . The electrode is initially subjected to an electrode

potential where no reaction takes place. The only reaction
occurring when the potential is lowered, is the reversible reduction
of Ox  to Red , i.e., edRzeOx . In addition, it is assumed that

the overall reaction is limited by diffusion of Ox  in electrolyte.
When a potential step is applied at a flat electrode, the time

dependence of Faradaic current I  is well described by the
Cottrell equation119

2/1
2/1

b
Ox

2/1
Oxex

~
)( t

cDzFA
tI (15)

where z  is the number of electrons transferred per the oxidized
species in the redox reaction; F , the Faraday constant; exA , the

exposed surface area of the working electrode and Ox

~
D  represents

the chemical diffusivity of the oxidized species.
In the case of a fractal electrode, the relationship between the

current and the time follows generalized Cottrell equation derived
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by Nyikos and Pajkossy based upon the scaling law for
current120,121

2/)1( F)( d

gg tttI  (16)

where Fd  is the fractal dimension of the electrode; , the power

exponent and g  is the generalized Cottrell coefficient defined by

following equation.121

12/

Ox

2
i

2/1

2/1
Ox

b
Oxmacr

12/
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o
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Oxmicr
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F

F
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d

d

D

DczFA

D

DczFA

(17)

Here, micrA  is the microscopic area which is defined within the

fractal limits; , the dimensionless geometrical parameter; o ,

the spatial outer (upper) cutoff; macrA , the macroscopic area which

is defined beyond the fractal limits ( exA  in Eq. 15) and i

represents the spatial inner (lower) cutoff.
The power-law behavior represented by Eq. (16) is valid

between the spatial cutoffs i  and o corresponding to the

temporal inner (shorter) cutoff i  and the temporal outer (longer)

cutoff o . So far as the diffusion process is concerned, the

diffusion layer length acts as a yardstick length.122 Therefore, the
relationship between the temporal and spatial cutoffs is given as121

2/1

Ox

~
D

 (18)

When Fd  is around 2.5,  is about 2/1 , and when Fd  is near

2.0,  is assumed to be about /1 .121
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With the help of fractional calculus, Dassas and Duby123 have
worked on the problem of diffusion towards the fractal interfaces.
They have proposed the following generalized diffusion equation
involving a fractional derivative operator:

2

2
*
Ox)3(

)3( ~
F

F

x

c
D

t

c
d

d

 (19)

Here, *
Ox

~
D  is the fractional diffusivity defined as

)3(
Ox

)42(
o

)24( FFF
~ ddd DRK  ( K  is a constant related to the fractal

dimension and oR  is the side length of a square electrode), and

t/  means the Riemann-Liouville mathematical operator of

fractional derivative:

t

d
t

c

dt

d

t

c
0 )(

)(

)1(

1
 (20)

During the potential step experiment, the initial condition
(I.C.) and the boundary condition (B.C.) are given as

I.C.: b
Oxcc  for x0 at 0t (21)

B.C.: b
Oxcc  for x    at 0t    (semi-infinite

  constraint) (22)

0c for 0x   at 0t    (potentiostatic
   constraint) (23)

From the Laplace transforms of Eqs. (19) and (21) to (23), a
generalized Cottrell equation which describes the current response
on the applied potential step is obtained as following equation

2

1

F

b
Ox

2/1*
Oxex

F

b
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F
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where 
2

3 Fd
 is the gamma function of 

2

3 Fd
. The Cottrell

equation for flat diffusion is retrieved for 2Fd .

 (ii) Linear Sweep/Cyclic Voltammetry

We consider again the redox reaction edRzeOx  with a

solution initially containing only the oxidized form Ox . The
electrode is initially subjected to an electrode potential iE  where

no reaction takes place. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed
that the diffusion coefficients of species Ox  and Red  are equal,

..ei , RedOx

~~~
DDD . Now, the potential E is linearly increased

or decreased with tEtE i)(  (  is a potential scan rate, and

signs “+” and “–” represent anodic scan and cathodic scan,
respectively.) Under the assumption that the redox couple is

reversible, the surface concentrations of Ox  and Red , i.e., s
Oxc

and s
Redc , respectively, are always determined by the electrode

potential through the Nernst equation

s
Red

s
Ox

2/1 ln
c

c

zF

RT
EE  (25)

where 2/1E  means the half-wave potential, i.e., the potential

bisecting the distance between anodic and cathodic peaks in a
cyclic voltammogram. In addition, it is assumed that the overall
reaction is limited by diffusion of Ox  or Red  in electrolyte.

When the potential is varied at the flat electrode, the peak
current peakI  is related to  as the Randles-Sevcik equation119

t
RT

zF

RT

zF
DczFAI max

2/1
2/1

Ox
b
Oxexpeak )

~
(  (26)
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where R  is the gas constant; T , the temperature and max

represents the maximum value of the dimensionless parameter .

It is interesting to note that the conventional Randles-Sevcik

equation, relating peakI  to 2/1 , does not hold for the fractal

electrode. Instead it is replaced with the following generalized

Randles-Sevcik equation, relating peakI  to 2/)1( Fd .121,124-126

(27)               

2

1

2

1

2

3
~

~

max

2/)1(

FFb
Ox

1)2/(

Ox

2
i2/1

Oxmacr

peak

F

F

t
RT

zF
v

RT

zF

dd
c

D
DzFA

I

d

d

According to Eq. (27), Strømme et al.125,126 developed
systematically the peak-current method to determine the fractal
dimension of the electrode surface by using cyclic voltammetry. It
must be recalled that this method is valid when the recorded
current is limited by diffusion of the electroactive species to and
away from the electrode surface. Since the distribution of the
reaction sites provides extensive information about the surface
geometry, the fractal dimension of the reaction site distribution
may agree with the fractal dimension of the electrode surface
which is completely electrochemical-active. In addition, it is well
known that this method is insensitive to the IR drop in the
electrolyte.126

As mentioned in potentiostatic current transient method, when
the fractal dimension is determined by using diffusion-limited
electrochemical technique, the diffusion layer length acts as a
yardstick length.122 In the case of cyclic voltammetry, it was
derived as follows127,128

peak

b
OxOxmacr

I

cDzFA
~

 (28)
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where  is the diffusion layer length.
Therefore, we can define a length scale range where the rough

surface shows the fractal behavior by determining the inner and
outer cutoffs using Eq. (28).121 In other words the fractal
dimensions determined from the power relation between peakI  and

in the cyclic voltammetry have a physical meaning in the range
between the inner cutoff and the outer cutoff.

If the capacitive current exists significantly in redox system, it
is necessary to remove the effect of capacitive current on peakI  for

the accurate determination of Fd . In addition, since this effect is

larger with increasing potential scan rate, regardless of the surface
roughness of the electrode surface, the inner cutoff determined by
using Eq. (28) might include some ambiguity.

(iii) Ac Impedance Spectroscopy

A constant phase element (CPE) rather than the ideal
capacitance is normally observed in the impedance of electrodes.
In the absence of Faradaic reactions, the impedance spectrum
deviates from the purely capacitive behavior of the blocking
electrode, whereas in the presence of Faradaic reactions, the shape
of the impedance spectrum is a depressed arc. The CPE shows
power law frequency dependence as follows129,130

CPE)(
1

)( j
B

Z (29)

where B  means the CPE coefficient; j , the imaginary unit;

CPE , the CPE exponent; Z , the impedance and  represents the

angular frequency.
Considerable effort has been made to understand the origin of

the CPE. One of the most possible causes of the CPE is of
geometric origin: an irregular and porous electrode geometry
causes current density inhomogeneities and thus yields deviations
from ideal behavior. A number of theoretical papers131-144 have
investigated the relationship between the fractal geometry of the
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electrode and the CPE exponent CPE . Pajkossy and Nyikos144

have shown that for a self-similar fractal working electrode with
02F .d , and when the counter electrode is located far from the

working electrode, the relationship between Fd  and CPE  is given

as

1

1

F
CPE

d
(30)

However, the relationship between Fd  and CPE  is dependent on

the model used in the fractal characterization of the
electrode.144,145

Furthermore, it has been reported that the CPE originated
from the surface inhomogeneities and adsorption effects rather
than the irregular geometry because the CPE due to irregular
geometry appears at much higher frequencies than is usual in
electrochemical methodologies.145-147 Therefore, for the reliable
fractal characterization of electrode surface in terms of CPE , it

must be rigorously checked whether the surface state of the
electrode is homogeneous or not and whether the effect of the
surface roughness on the CPE dominates the surface
inhomogeneities and adsorption effects or not.

The length scales corresponding to the frequency ranges
where the fractal scaling property is expected in the impedance
measurements can be considered. According to Pajkossy,145 the
relationship between the length scale  and the frequency f  is

give as

ele2

1

C
f (31)

where eC  means the electrode capacitance per unit area and el  is

the specific resistivity of the electrolyte.
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IV. INVESTIGATION OF DIFFUSION TOWARDS

SELF-AFFINE FRACTAL INTERFACE

Since diffusing species move randomly in all directions, the
diffusing species may sense the self-affine fractal surface and the
self-similar fractal surface in quite different ways. Nevertheless a
little attention has been paid to diffusion towards self-affine fractal
electrodes. Only a few researchers have realized this problem:
Borosy et al.148 reported that diffusion towards self-affine fractal
surface leads to the conventional Cottrell relation rather than the
generalized Cottrell relation, and Kant149,150 discussed the
anomalous current transient behavior of the self-affine fractal
surface in terms of power spectral density of the surface.

Recently, Pyun et al.43,45 gave a clear interpretation of
diffusion towards self-affine fractal interface. They investigated
theoretically how the diffusing ions sense the self-affine fractal
interface during the diffusion-limited process43 and then provided
successful experimental evidence of the theoretical investigation.45

Here, let us explore their works in detail.
In their theoretical work,43 the various self-affine fractal

interfaces were mathematically constructed employing the
Weierstrass function )(WS xf .151,152

N

k

kk xbaxf
1

WS )cos()( (32)

where ba 10  with 1ab . The curve )(WS xf  is known to

have the following value for the self-affine fractal dimension

saF,d :

b

a
d

ln

ln
2saF, (33)

A self-affine fractal profile with 51saF, .d  was obtained by

taking a , b , and N  as 0.8165, 1.5, and 50, respectively. Next,
various affine functions )(xh  were made by multiplying )(WS xf
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by morphological amplitude  (=0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0),

..ei , )()( WS xfxh . The resulting six self-affine functions are

presented in Figure 7. Here, it should be noted that the original
self-affine function )(WS xf  and the magnified functions )(xh

have the same self-affine fractal dimension 51saF, .d , but they

are quite different from each other in the amplitude.
In order to examine the current response to the imposition of

the potential step on the self-affine fractal interface, the current
transients were calculated theoretically by random walk
simulation.153 The simulation cell was taken as the square area
bottom boundary which is replaced by one of the self-affine fractal
profiles in Figure 7. The details of the simulation condition were
described in their publication.43

Figures 8a and 8b present the simulated current transients
obtained from the self-affine fractal interfaces of 5.0;3.0;1.0

and 0.4;0.2;0.1 , respectively, embedded by the Euclidean

two-dimensional space. It is well known that the current-time
relation during the current transient experiment is expressed as the
generalized Cottrell equation of Eqs. (16) and (24).154 So, the
power exponent  should have the value of - 0.75 for all the
above self-affine fractal interfaces.

However, the simulated current transients in Figure 8 never
exhibited the expected power exponent of –0.75 with the
exception of the original self-affine fractal interface ( 1 ): the

simulated current transients showed more negative power
dependence with increasing of the interface before the temporal

outer (longer) cutoff of fractality,121,155 followed by the power
dependence of - 0.5. In addition, in the case of relatively large
amplitudes ( 02.  and 4.0), the current transients were roughly

characterized by two-stage power dependence before the temporal
outer (longer) cutoff of fractality.

This result strongly indicates that the self-affine fractal
dimension saF,d  is not always sufficient to describe the

atomic/ionic diffusion of the self-affine fractal interface and at the
same time the morphological amplitude of the interface
additionally plays an important role in current transient behavior.
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Figure 7.   Self-affine fractal profiles of various amplitudes with
a self-affine fractal dimension of 1.5, obtained from the

Weierstrass function 
N

k

kk xbaxf

1

WS )cos()( , where 0 < a <

1 < b with ab  a. Reprinted from
H. -C. Shin et al., A study on the simulated diffusion-limited
current transient of a self-affine fractal electrode based upon the
scaling property, J. Electroanal. Chem., 531 p. 101, Copyright 
2002, with permission from Elsevier Science.
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Figure 8.  Simulated current transients obtained from the
self-affine fractal profiles h(x) of various morphological
amplitudes  of: (a) 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5; (b) 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0
in h(x) = fWS(x). Reprinted from H.-C. Shin et al., A study
on the simulated diffusion-limited current transient of a
self-affine fractal electrode based upon the scaling property,
J. Electroanal. Chem., 531, p. 101, Copyright  2002, with
permission from Elsevier Science.
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Figure 9.  Dependence of the scaled length SL on the projected segment size
SS on a logarithmic scale obtained from the self-affine fractal profiles in Figure
7 by using the triangulation method for Euclidean two-dimensional space.
Here, s  means d ln SL / d ln SS. Reprinted from H. -C. Shin et al., A study on
the simulated diffusion-limited current transient of a self-affine fractal
electrode based upon the scaling property, J. Electroanal. Chem. 531, p. 101,
Copyright  2002, with permission from Elsevier Science.

It should be stressed here that the specific power dependences
from the above self-affine fractal interfaces are maintained even
during the relatively long time (or number of random jumps)
interval. This implies that the morphology of the self-affine fractal
interfaces tested is possibly characterized by the self-similar
fractal dimension within a relatively wide spatial cutoff range.

Two-stage power dependence at 01.  further implies that

local small irregularity regions, i.e., the regions with high
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curvature, have a different self-similar scaling property from local
large irregularity regions, i.e., the regions with low curvature, after
magnification process: local small irregularity regions seem to be
less sensitive to vertical magnification than local large irregularity
regions. This can be easily justified in a geometrical point of view
by scaling property analysis for magnified curves (see Figure 9).
At this point, one could predict two-stage power dependence even
at 01. . In this case, the second power exponent should be the

value between the first power exponent and - 0.5 according to the
above. Unfortunately, the ambiguity of the current transient due to
transition of fractality to non-fractality in the vicinity of the
possible second power dependence region hinders us and one has
to estimate the second power exponent in this region.

Under the assumption that the morphology of the self-affine
interface has the self-similar scaling property, the apparent self-
similar fractal dimension ssF,d  of the electrode was calculated

from the current transients in Figure 8 by Eqs. (16) and (24). The
resulting fractal dimension is listed in Table 1 (2nd column).

Table 1

Fractal Dimensions of the Profiles h(x) at Various

Morphological Amplitudes in h(x) = fWS(x)

Determined by the Current Transient Technique (2nd

Column) and the Triangulation Method (3rd Column).

Here, fWS(x) Means the Weierstrass Function with a Self-

Affine Fractal Dimension dF,sa = 1.5
a

          dF
dF

Determined by the
current transient technique

dF,ss

Determined by the
triangulation method

0.1 1.050 ± 0.020 1.042 ± 0.004
0.3 1.258 ± 0.008 1.211 ± 0.018
0.5 1.368 ± 0.006 1.336 ± 0.019
1.0 1.524 ± 0.004 1.483 ± 0.012
2.0 1.588 ± 0.010; 1.770 ± 0.010 1.561 ± 0.023; 1.606 ± 0.075
4.0 1.682 ± 0.004; 1.968 ± 0.014 1.599 ± 0.025; 1.923 ± 0.132

a Reprinted from H. -C. Shin et al., A Study on the Simulated Diffusion-
Limited Current Transient of a Self-Affine Fractal Electrode Based Upon
the Scaling Property, J. Electroanal. Chem. 531, p. 101, Copyright 
2002, with Permission from Elsevier Science.
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Now, it is necessary to check the self-similar scaling
properties of the original and the magnified self-affine fractal
profiles )(xh  of Figure 7. For this purpose, the profiles were

analyzed by the triangulation method. The analysis of a fractal
curve embedded in the Euclidean two-dimensional space by the
triangulation method is performed in the following manner: the
curve with a width L  is first divided into N  equal segments (then
the segment size SS becomes NL / ). Next, the scaled length SL
of the curve is calculated by

1

0

21
22

1SL
N

i N

L
i

N

L
hi

N

L
h

/

)( (34)

The above operation is iterated at various segment sizes.
Finally, the self-similar fractal dimension of the profile embedded
by the two-dimensional space is given by

1
SSlnd

SLlnd
ssF,d (35)

Figure 9 demonstrates the dependence of the scaled length SL
on the segment size SS obtained from the self-affine fractal
profiles in Figure 7 by using the triangulation method for the
Euclidean two-dimensional space. The linear relation was clearly
observed for all the self-affine fractal curves, which is indicative
of the self-similar scaling property of the curves.

The self-similar fractal dimension determined from Figure 9
by Eq. (35) is listed in Table 1 (3rd column). The values of ssF,d

obtained from the simulated current transients of Figure 8 shared
very well with those values determined by the triangulation
method. Moreover, the temporal transition point, e.g.,

900triT, at 04. , estimated from the spatial transition point,

05.1SST  at 0.4 , from the first linearity (self-similar region)

to the second linearity (self-similar region) in Figure 9 by the

approximate relation DSS 2/2
TT (where D  is random diffusion

coefficient) quantitatively coincided well with that temporal
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transition point, 700curT,  at 0.4 , in the current transients

in Figure 8, which justifies their analysis.
From the above results, it is noted that the self-similar scaling

property investigated by the triangulation method can be
effectively utilized to analyze the diffusion towards the self-affine
fractal interface. This is the first attempt to relate the power
dependence of the current transient obtained from the self-affine
fractal curve to the self-similar scaling properties of the curve.

This theoretical result was experimentally confirmed with the
help of AFM and cyclic voltammetry by Go et al.45 In that work,
they first prepared three kinds of self-affine fractal Pt film
electrodes by dc sputtering of Pt on three kinds of substrates with
different roughnesses. And then, surface morphologies of the three
electrode specimens were examined by using AFM, and the cyclic
voltammograms were obtained from the electrode specimens at
various scan rates. Finally, the fractal dimensions of the electrode
surfaces were determined from the analyses of the AFM image by
both the perimeter-area method and the triangulation method and
also from the analysis of the cyclic voltammograms by the peak-
current method, and the resulting fractal dimensions were
compared with one another.

Figures 10a, 10b, and 10c illustrate the surface morphologies
of Pt/polished 32OAl , Pt/etched Ni and Pt/unpolished 32OAl

electrodes, respectively, investigated with AFM. The three-
dimensional AFM image of Pt/polished 32OAl  electrode shows a

very flat surface. However, the three-dimensional AFM images of
Pt/etched Ni electrode and Pt/unpolished 32OAl  electrode show

the coarse and scratched protrusions with a lateral extent of
20–40 m and the small and rounded protrusions with a lateral
extent of 1–5 m, respectively. These morphologies of the Pt
films are characteristic of the bare surface of the substrates:
polished 32OAl , etched Ni, and unpolished 32OAl .

To quantitatively characterize the surface roughness of the Pt
films, the rms roughness rms of the electrodes was evaluated and

the resulting values are indicated in Figures 10a, 10b and 10c,
respectively. From the comparison between rms and the scan size

in value,  it  is  indicated  that the  height fluctuation of all the film
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Figure 10.  Three-dimensional AFM images of (a) Pt/polished Al2O3, (b)
Pt/etched Ni, and (c) Pt/unpolished Al2O3 electrodes. Reprinted from J. -Y. Go et
al., A study on ionic diffusion towards self-affine fractal electrode by cyclic
voltammetry and atomic force microscopy, J. Electroanal. Chem., 549, p. 49,
Copyright  2003, with permission from Elsevier Science.
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surfaces (less than one micrometer) is much smaller than the scan
size of the film surfaces (several tens micrometer). This result
means that the dc sputter-deposited Pt film electrodes have self-
affine fractal surface rather than self-similar fractal surface.10

In order to characterize the self-affine scaling properties of
the fractal Pt films, the self-affine fractal dimensions of the film
surfaces saF,d  were determined by using the perimeter-area

method. Figures 11a, 11b and 11c demonstrate on a logarithmic
scale the dependence of the perimeter P  on the area A  of the
lakes at the height corresponding to 40% of the maximum height
of the surfaces of Pt/polished 32OAl  (Figure 10a), Pt/etched Ni

(Figure 10b) and Pt/unpolished 32OAl  (Figure 10c) electrodes,

respectively. The (log P – log A ) plots of Pt/polished 32OAl ,

Pt/etched Ni and Pt/unpolished 32OAl  electrodes gave good

linear relations above the threshold area 13
T 1011.3A ,

121044.1 , and 213 m1020.7 , respectively. The self-affine

fractal dimensions of the film surfaces were determined from Eqs.
(5) and (6) by considering all the data points above TA  and the

resulting values are listed in Table 2 (2nd column).
Then, ionic diffusion towards self-affine fractal electrode was

experimentally investigated by using cyclic voltammetry in a
mixture of 30 wt % glycerol and 70 wt % (0.01 M ][Fe(CN)K 64 +

0.5 M 42SONa ) solution. The cyclic voltammograms obtained

from each electrode at various scan rates clearly showed one set of
well-defined current peaks assigned to be a reversible redox
couple as follows:

4
6

3
6 ])Fe(CN[])CN(Fe[ e (36)

Figures 12a, 12b and 12c give on a logarithmic scale the
variations of the peak current of the cyclic voltammograms
obtained from Pt/polished 32OAl , Pt/etched Ni and Pt/unpolished

32OAl  electrodes, respectively, as a function of the scan rate. For

the very flat Pt/polished 32OAl  electrode, the peak current in

Figure 12a was linearly proportional to the scan rate with the slope
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of 0.500 at all scan rates below the upper threshold scan rate i .

However, in the case of rough Pt/etched Ni and Pt/unpolished

32OAl  electrodes, the peak currents in Figures 12b and 12c were

linearly proportional to the scan rates with the slope of 0.512 and
0.529, respectively, within the scan rate range of the lower
threshold scan rate o  to the upper threshold scan rate i . It is

noted that the temporal inner (short) cutoff i  and outer (longer)

cutoff o  correspond to the upper threshold scan rate i  and the

lower threshold scan rate o , respectively.

Figure 11.  Dependence of the perimeter P on the area A of the
lakes on a logarithmic scale obtained at a height
corresponding to 40% of the maximum height of the surfaces
of (a) Pt/polished AL2O3, (b) Pt/etched Ni, and (c)
Pt/unpolished Al2O3 electrodes. The slope s  means (d log P /
d log A). Reprinted from J. -Y. Go et al., A study on ionic
diffusion towards self-affine fractal electrode by cyclic
voltammetry and atomic force microscopy, J. Electroanal.

Chem., 549 p. 49, Copyright  2003, with permission from
Elsevier Science.
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Figure 11.  Continuation
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Keeping in mind that the dc sputter-deposited Pt films have
the completely electrochemical-active surface, the fractal
dimensions of the rough film surfaces were calculated from Eq.
(27) according to the peak-current method by taking the slopes of
the (log peakI  – log ) plots within the scan rate range of o  to

i . The resulting fractal dimensions are listed with the dimension

of the flat film surface in Table 2 (3rd column).

Figure 12.  Dependence of the anodic peak current Ipeak on the
potential scan rate  on a logarithmic scale obtained from the
cyclic voltammograms for (a) Pt/polished Al2O3, (b) Pt/etched
Ni, and (c) Pt/unpolished Al2O3 electrodes. The slope  means (d
log Ipeak / d log ). Here, i and o means the upper and lower
threshold scan rate, respectively. Reprinted from J. -Y. Go et al.,
A study on ionic diffusion towards self-affine fractal electrode by
cyclic voltammetry and atomic force microscopy, J. Electroanal.

Chem. 549, p. 49, Copyright  2003, with permission from
Elsevier Science.
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Figure 12.  Continuation
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Table 2

Fractal Dimensions of Self-Affine Fractal Electrodes

Determined by the Perimeter-Area Method (2
nd

 Column), the

Peak-Current Method (3
rd

 Column), and the Triangulation

Method (4
th

 Column)
a

dF

  specimen

dF,sa

Determined by the
perimeter-area

method

dF

Determined by the
peak-current

method

dF,ss

Determined by
the triangulation

method
Pt/polished Al2O3 2.088  0.100 2.000  0.004 2.000  0.000
Pt/etched Ni 2.362  0.034 2.024  0.010 2.020  0.001
Pt/unpolished Al2O3 2.424  0.030 2.058  0.010 2.060  0.001
a Reprinted from J.-Y. Go et al., A study on ionic diffusion towards self-affine fractal

electrode by cyclic voltammetry and atomic force microscopy, J. Electroanal. Chem.,
549, p. 49, Copyright  2003, with permission from Elsevier Science.

In addition, a length scale range where the rough surface
shows the fractal behavior was defined by determining the spatial
inner (lower) and outer (upper) cutoffs using Eq. (28).127,128 The
spatial inner (lower) cutoffs for Figures 12b and 12c were
determined to be 5.81 and 2.09 m, respectively, by taking the
upper threshold scan rate i  and the spatial outer (upper) cutoffs

for Figures 12b and 12c were determined to be 19.1 and 3.57 m,
respectively, by taking the lower threshold scan rate o . It is noted

that the spatial cutoff ranges for the rough electrodes were in good
accordance with the protrusion sizes of the each electrode shown
in the AFM images (Figures 10b and 10c). This correlation
between the spatial cutoff range and the surface geometry has
been found in many other studies.1,51,54,156

Now, assuming the self-affine fractal surface can have self-
similar scaling property, let us consider self-similar scaling
properties of the self-affine fractal Pt film electrodes by the
triangulation method. Figures 13a, 13b and 13c give the
dependence of the scaled surface area SSA  on the projected
triangle size TS  obtained from Pt/polished 32OAl , Pt/etched Ni

and Pt/unpolished 32OAl  electrodes, respectively. One can find

clearly the linear relationship indicating the self-similar scaling
properties of the surfaces. The apparent self-similar fractal
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dimensions ssF,d  estimated from Eq. (4) are listed in Table 2 (4th

column).

The values of ssF,d  obtained by the triangulation method (4th

column in Table 2) were in good accordance with those values
determined by the peak-current method (3rd column in Table 2).
However, these values are much smaller than the self-affine fractal
dimensions determined by the perimeter-area method (2nd column
in Table 2). This result is consistent with the theoretical
consideration that the self-affine fractal dimension is not always a
sufficient condition required for describing ionic diffusion towards
self-affine fractal electrode, which is suggested by Shin .alet

43

Figure 13.  Dependence of the scaled surface area SSA on
the projected triangle size TS on a logarithmic scale obtained
from the three-dimensional AFM images of (a) Pt/polished
Al2O3, (b) Pt/etched Ni, and (c) Pt/unpolished Al2O3

electrodes. The slope s means (d log SSA / d log TS).
Reprinted from J.-Y. Go .alet , A study on ionic diffusion

towards self-affine fractal electrode by cyclic voltammetry and
atomic force microscopy, J. Electroanal. Chem., 549, p. 49,
Copyright  2003, with permission from Elsevier Science.
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Figure 13. Continuation
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Bearing in mind that diffusing ions move randomly in all
directions, it is reasonable to say that the diffusing ions sense self-
similar scaling property of the electrode surface irrespective of
whether the fractal surface has self-similar scaling property or
self-affine scaling property. Therefore, it is experimentally
justified that the fractal dimension of the self-affine fractal surface
determined by using the diffusion-limited electrochemical
technique represents the apparent self-similar fractal dimension.43

In summary, from the above theoretical and experimental
results, it is concluded that ionic diffusion towards self-affine
fractal electrode should be described in terms of the apparent self-
similar fractal dimension rather than the self-affine fractal
dimension. In addition, the triangulation method is one of the most
effective methods to characterize the self-similar scaling property
of the self-affine fractal electrode.

V. APPLICATION OF THE FRACTAL GEOMETRY IN

ELECTROCHEMICAL SYSTEM

1. Corroded Surface

Metallic corrosion is an important field of electrochemistry.
Electrodissolution occurring on metal surfaces causes various
surface morphologies. The quantitative characterization of the
corroded surface using fractal geometry is of great interest since
the structure of the corrosion front is a significant factor affecting
the transport of ions and corrosion products during corrosion
process. To develop a better understanding of the relation between
the irregular corrosion front and the physical and chemical
corrosion mechanisms, many researchers have devoted their effort
to the fractal characterization of the corrosion front.

In earlier studies, the possibilities of the fractal description of
the irregular corrosion front were investigated by the image
analysis of the digitized micrographs and photographs. Costa et
al.47 studied the shapes of the pits formed on the commercial
stainless steel rods, SS 316L, in synthetic ocean water. The self-
affine fractal dimension of the pit profiles was evaluated from the
analysis of the digitized SEM micrographs using the structured
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walk method.157,158 There were two fractal dimensions for the
rugged structure of the pit on shorter length scales (dF,sa = 1.17)
and for the texture of the pit on longer length scales (dF,sa = 1.45).
They explained this crossover of the fractality in terms of the
physico-chemical characteristics of the pitting corrosion.

Jøssang and Feder48 demonstrated that the corrosion front of a
steel pipe subjected to CO2 pitting corrosion is a self-affine
fractal, and that it does not make sense to analyze the self-affine
structure as if it were a self-similar fractal. They three-
dimensionally reconstructed the corrosion front by digitizing
photographs of a sequential grinding of the surface, and developed
the image analysis method using height-difference correlation
functions obtained from the digitized photographs. The Hurst
exponents H  in the range of 0.8–0.9 were measured, and it varied
with the position of the cut, indicating an inhomogeneous
corrosion front.

In order to overcome the difficulty in the observation of the
corrosion front, Holten et al.49 used the two-dimensional cell in
which corrosion can take place along only one exposed edge of a
metal for the study on the aluminum corrosion in a 1 M NaCl +
0.01 M NaOH (pH = 12) electrolyte. The value of H  for the
aluminum corrosion front was determined to be in the range of 0.6
– 0.7 consistently using the three different methods: the width-
horizontal length method, the height-difference correlation
function method, and the power spectrum method. However, the
box-counting method did not give reasonable values of H  in their
work. They extended their approach to zinc and copper, and
similar results were obtained.

From the above works, it is confirmed that the irregular
surface made by the electrodissolution of the metal can be
quantitatively characterized by using self-affine fractal geometry.
Based upon this, the pit morphology was extensively investigated
by many researchers using a two-dimensional cell in relation to the
pit mechanisms. Balázs and Gouyet50 studied the influence of Cl–

and Fe+3 ions on the morphology of pits grown in aluminum thin
films in various 1 mM to 1 M NaCl + 0.2 to 10 mM Fe2(SO4)3 +
5 mM sulfuric acid solutions. At low Cl– and Fe3+ content (10 mM
Cl– and 0.2 mM Fe3+), the shape of pit was similar to percolation
clusters in the vicinity of the percolation threshold. The fractal
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dimension of this fractal-like pit was determined to be 1.91 ± 0.01
by the analysis of the digitized images using the density-density
correlation function and this value is close to 1.89, which is just
the fractal dimension of percolation clusters at percolation
threshold in agreement with the suggestion of Sapoval .alet for

an invasion-like corrosion pattern in the plane.159

Recently, Park and Pyun51-53 have intensively investigated the
effect of the solution temperature on the pitting corrosion of
Inconel alloy 600 in the Cl–ion-containing thiosulfate solution.
From the SEM observation of the pitted surface of alloy 600 given
in Figure 14,51 pit morphology changed from cylindrical shapes
developed at 60 oC (Figure 14b) to highly branched shapes formed
at 150 oC (Figure 14d). Furthermore, corrosion pits nucleated and
further grew without any morphological change during the whole
pitting process below 200 oC. On the other hand, above 200 oC,
the morphology of the pits changed from highly branched shapes
in the early stage to widely grooved shapes in the later stage
(Figures 14e, 14f, and 14g).

Figure 14. Typical SEM micrographs of pit
morphology on the surface of alloy 600
subjected to a constant anodic potential of 0.8
V(Ag/AgCl) for 300s in aqueous 0.1 M Na2S2O3

+ 0.1 M NaCl solution at (a) 25o, (b) 60o, (c)
100o, (d) 150o, (e) 200o, (f) 250o, and (g) 300oC.
Reprinted from J. -J. Park and S. -I. Pyun, Pit
formation and growth of alloy 600 in Cl– ion-
containing thiosulphate solution at temperatures
298-573 K using fractal geometry, Corros. Sci.,
45, p. 995, Copyright  2003, with permission
from Elsevier Science.

(a)

25 µm
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In their works,51-54 the self-similar fractal dimension dF,ss of
the two-dimensional distribution of the pits was determined by the
analysis of the digitized SEM images using the perimeter-area
method. The value of dF,ss increased with increasing solution
temperature,51 and it was inversely proportional to the pit shape
parameter and the pit growth rate parameter.53 Keeping in mind
that dF,ss is inversely proportional to the increment of the pit area
density, these results can be accounted for in terms of the fact that
the increment of the pit area density is more decelerated with
rising solution temperature.

In addition, from the analysis of the ac impedance spectra
obtained from the previously pitted surfaces under open circuit
conditions at room temperature in 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution51 and
from the in-situ pitted surfaces in Cl– ion-containing thiosulfate
solution at various applied potentials and solution temperatures,52

they verified that dF,ss  is inversely proportional to the CPE
exponent for capacitive charging process (Eq. 30)51 and the
depression parameter for charge transfer process.52

The above results concerning the fractal dimension as
functions of the solution temperature, the CPE exponent, and the
depression parameter are demonstrated again in their other
investigation of the effect of the anion addition on pit morphology
of Inconel alloy 600 at elevated temperatures.54

2. Partially Blocked Active Electrode and Active Islands on

Inactive Electrode

Composite electrodes used in the electrochemical processes are
often partially active since they are composed of the active
powder material and the inactive binder and conductor. The
partially blocked active electrode can be characterized by the
contiguous fractal with dF < 2.0. In the case of the electrodes
composed of the active islands on an inactive support, they are
characterized by the non-contiguous fractal with dF < 2.0.121

For the contiguous fractal with dF < 2.0, Pajkossy and Nyikos
gave the first experimental evidence of the validity of the
generalized Cottrell equation.121 They prepared two kinds of
partially active electrodes: a regular fractal pattern with dF =
(log 8)/(log 3)  1.893 and a Sierpinski gasket1 with dF =
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(log 3)/(log 2)  1.585. Then they conducted the potentiostatic
current transient experiment on two partially active electrodes
using the diffusion-limited redox couple of K3[Fe(CN)6] and
K4[Fe(CN)6]. For both electrodes, the current transients followed
exactly the generalized Cottrell behavior of Eqs. (16) and (24).

Subsequently, using a Sierpinski gasket in a gel electrolyte
containing 0.02 M K4[Fe(CN)6] + 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution, Dassas
and Duby123 demonstrated experimentally that the transition time

.vs  current relationship under galvanostatic control and the peak
current .vs  potential scan rate relationship in a voltammetric
experiment as well as the current .vs  time relationship under
potentiostatic control all followed the power laws with the power
exponent –(dF – 1)/2 according to the analytical solutions to the
generalized diffusion equation involving a fractional derivative
operator of Eq. (19).

In practical application, it was reported that the platinum
particles dispersed in highly porous carbonized polyacrylonitrile
(PAN) microcellular foam used as fuel-cell electrocatalyst160 have
the partially active property. The fractal dimension of the platinum
particles was determined to be smaller than 2.0 by using the
potentiostatic current transient technique in oxygen-saturated
solutions, and it was considered to be a reaction dimension,
indicating that not all of the platinum particle surface sites are
accessible to the incoming oxygen molecules.

Recently, Lee and Pyun161 have conducted very interesting
research concerning the morphology of surface groups formed and
poly-vinylidene fluoride (PVDF)-binder materials dispersed on
the graphite composite electrode by using Kelvin probe force
microscopy (KFM). They prepared two kinds of electrodes: the
as-received SLX50 graphite electrode composed of graphite and
PVDF, and the surface-modified SLX50 graphite electrode
composed of heat-treated graphite, PVDF, and surface groups on
the graphite.

The surface potential profiles of the as-received SLX50
graphite electrode (Figure 15a) showed a smooth surface with a
few number of broad peaks, but the surface potential profiles of
the surface-modified SLX50 graphite electrode (Figure 15b)
revealed a rough surface with many sharp peaks with lower
surface potential  and   road  peaks  with  higher  surface potential.
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Figure 15. KFM images obtained from the PVDF-bonded composite made
from (a) the as-received SFG50 graphite and from (b) the surface-modified
SFG50 graphite. Reprinted from S.-B. Lee and S.-I. Pyun, Determination of the
morphology of surface groups formed and PVDF-binder materials dispersed on
graphite composite electrodes in terms of fractal geometry, J. Electroanal.

Chem. 556, p. 75, Copyright  2003, with permission from Elsevier Science.

(b)

(a)
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Keeping in mind that the surface potential of the PVDF is much
higher than that surface potential of the surface groups, they
assigned the broad peaks to PVDF and the sharp peaks to surface
groups.

In order to determine the fractal dimension of the inactive site
distribution, they cross-sectioned the three-dimensional KFM
images by the planes with constant surface potential. The self-
similar distributions of PVDFs on the as-received SFG50 graphite
and the surface-modified SLX50 graphite are given in Figures 16a
and 16b, respectively. In addition, the self-similar complex
distribution of surface groups and PVDF on the surface-modified
SLX50 graphite is shown in Figure 16c. From the analysis of these
cross-sectional images by the perimeter-area method, the self-
similar fractal dimensions of PVDF on both electrodes and surface
groups on the surface-modified SLX50 graphite electrode were
determined to be about 1.82 ± 0.02 and 1.70 ± 0.02, respectively.

It is of great interest that they distinguished the fractal
dimensions of PVDF and surface groups on the surface-modified
SLX50 graphite by using KFM and that they showed the overall
fractal dimension determined by the peak-current method is just
the average of two individual fractal dimensions determined by the
KFM analysis. These results indicate that the surface-modified
SLX50 graphite has multifractal geometry.10

For the non-contiguous fractal with dF < 2.0 as well as the
contiguous one with dF < 2.0, the current response to a potential
step obeys the generalized Cottrell equation. Pajkossy and Nyikos
theoretically elucidated this fact by the random walk simulation of
particles towards a Cantor-like boundary.121 On the other hand,
Strømme et al. experimentally showed the surfaces of the
conducting oxide specimens, i.e., In oxide128 and Sn
oxyfluoride,41,128 are non-contiguous fractal with dF < 2.0. The
non-contiguously active sites of specimens were visualized by the
hillocks on the specimens observed in the AFM image. Then the
fractal dimensions of the hillock distribution on the specimen
surfaces were obtained from mass-radius analyses performed on
thresholded AFM matrices,1,63 and these values agreed with that
fractal dimensions determined by the peak-current method.
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3. Porous Electrode

Porous materials have attracted considerable attention in their
application in electrochemistry due to their large surface area. As
indicated in Section I, there are two conventional definitions
concerning with the fractality of the porous material, i.e., surface
fractal and pore fractal.9-11 The pore fractal dimension represents
the pore size distribution irregularity: the larger the value of the
pore fractal dimension is, the narrower is the pore size distribution
which exhibits a power law behavior. The pore fractal dimensions
of 2 and 3 indicate the porous electrode with homogeneous pore
size distribution and that electrode composed of the almost same-
sized pores, respectively.

On the other hand, the surface fractal dimension characterizes
the pore surface irregularity: the larger the value of surface fractal
dimension is, the more irregular and the rougher is the pore
surface. Since the pore structure is closely related to the electro-
active surface area which plays a key role in the increase of
capacity in practical viewpoint, many researchers have
investigated the microstructure of the pores by using fractal
geometry.

Besides the molecular probe method using gas
adsorption,107,162 recently, the TEM image analysis method163-167

has been applied to evaluate the surface fractal dimension of
porous materials. The most attractive fact in this method is that the
pores in different size ranges can be extracted from the TEM
images which include contributions from many different pore sizes
by the inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT) operation by selecting
the specific frequency range.165-167

The pore structure of pitch-based activated carbon fibers were
first investigated by using the TEM image analysis method.163-166

From the studies on the various activated carbon fibers, it was
shown that the fractal dimension of the pores decrease with
progressing activation processes for the specimen preparation.
The fractal dimension obtained by the TEM image analysis
method did not exactly coincide with that fractal dimension
evaluated by the molecular probe method using gas adsorption.
Keeping in mind that the TEM image gives direct information of
the pore structure visually, it was concluded that the fractal
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more accurately reflect the pore properties of the materials than
the molecular probe method using gas adsorption.

Recently, the mesoporous carbons synthesized by the silica
imprinting method were investigated by using the TEM image
analysis method and the molecular probe method using gas
adsorption.167 In this work, using the TEM image analysis method,
two groups of the pores produced from the carbonization of
mesophase pitch and from the silica imprinting were distinguished
in size and the individual fractal dimension were determined.
From the comparison of the overall surface fractal dimension
evaluated by the molecular probe method using gas adsorption
with the individual fractal dimension, it was recognized that the
overall surface fractal dimension is influenced crucially by the
individual dimension of the silica-imprinted pore surface.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present article summarized the fractal characterization of the
rough surfaces and interfaces by using the physical and the
electrochemical methods in electrochemistry. In much research,
both the physical and the electrochemical methods were used to
evaluate the fractal dimension and they are complementary to each
other. It should be stressed that the surface fractal dimension must
be determined by using the adequate method, according to the
inherent scaling properties of the rough surfaces and interfaces.

Regarding the electrochemical method, the generalized forms
of the Cottrell relation and the Randles-Sevcik relation were
theoretically derived from the analytical solutions to the
generalized diffusion equation involving a fractional derivative
operator under diffusion-controlled constraints and these are
useful in to determining the surface fractal dimension. It is noted
that ionic diffusion towards self-affine fractal electrode should be
described in terms of the apparent self-similar fractal dimension
rather than the self-affine fractal dimension. This means the fractal
dimension determined by using the diffusion-limited
electrochemical method is the self-similar fractal dimension
irrespective of the surface scaling property.

dimension obtained by the TEM image analysis method could
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However, in the case of the non-diffusion-limited
electrochemical processes, e.g., cell-impedance-controlled lithium
transport through transition metal oxides and carbonaceous
materials168 and hydrogen transport through hydride-forming
metals and alloys,169-171 the generalized relations derived under the
diffusion-controlled constraint are not valid any more. Therefore,
systematic investigation of diffusion towards fractal interface
under the non-diffusion-limited constraint has been necessary for
the wide application of the electrochemical method to fractal
characterization. Since it is very hard to obtain the analytical
solutions to the generalized diffusion equation under the non-
diffusion-controlled constraint, one of the most useful approaches
to diffusion towards fractal interface under the non-diffusion-
limited constraint may be the numerical analysis of the generalized
diffusion equation.
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NOTATION

a Factor in Weierstrass function

0a Diameter of adsorbed molecule

A Area

cA Effective cross-section area

exA Exposed surface area of the working electrode

macrA Macroscopic area which is defined beyond the

fractal limits

micrA Microscopic area which is defined within the

fractal limits
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TA  Threshold area above which the linear relationship

between the logarithm of perimeter and the
logarithm of area appears
Power exponent in the generalized Cottrell
equation

CPE CPE exponent

AFM Atomic force microscope
b Factor in Weierstrass function
B CPE coefficient

Proportionality constant in the relationship

between the area and the perimeter
B.C. Boundary condition

b
oxc Bulk concentrations
s
oxc Surface concentrations

C Power law exponent which is dependent on the
surface fractal dimension determined by the
single-probe method using gas adsorption

eC Electrode capacitance per unit area

Dimensionless parameter

max Maximum value of 

CPE Constant phase element

Ed  Topological dimension of the Euclidean space

where the set is embedded

Fd Fractal dimension

BF,d Box dimension

DF,d Divider dimension

MPF,d  Surface fractal dimension determined by the

multiprobe method using gas adsorption

saF,d  Self-affine fractal dimension

ssF,d Self-similar fractal dimension
L

ssF,d Self-similar fractal dimension of the two-

dimensional self-similar lakes

SF,d Similarity dimension
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SPF,d Surface fractal dimension determined by the

single-probe method using gas adsorption
D Random diffusion coefficient

Ox

~
D Chemical diffusivity of the oxidized species

*
Ox

~
D Fractional diffusivity

Red

~
D Chemical diffusivity of the reduced species

t/ Riemann-Liouville mathematical operator of

fractional derivative
E Electrode potential

2/1E Half-wave potential

iE Initial electrode potential

Threshold for the dominant forces between van
der Waals forces and the liquid/gas surface tension
forces in the multilayer gas adsorption

F Faraday constant
f Frequency

)(WS xf Weierstrass function

FFT Fast Fourier transform
FHH Frenkel, Halsey, and Hill

Dimensionless geometrical parameter

y Gamma function of y

)(xh Affine function

H Hurst exponent
Morphological amplitude

I Current

peakI Peak current

I.C. Initial condition

j 1

K Constant related to the fractal dimension
KFM Kelvin probe force microscopy
L Length

i Spatial inner (lower) cutoff

o Spatial outer (upper) cutoff
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MP Multiprobe
n Number of adsorbed molecule layers
N Number of objects

monoN Number of adsorbed molecules to form a

monolayer
Potential scan rate

i Upper threshold scan rate

o Lower threshold scan rate

Ox Oxidized species
p Adsorption equilibrium pressure of the gas

0p Saturation pressure of the gas

P Perimeter
PAN Polyacrylonitrile
PVDF Poly-vinylidene fluoride
r  Scaling ratio

)(Sr  New set of points at position )( E1 rxrx ...,,x

generated by the similarity transformation of the
set S

)...,,( E1 rrr Scaling ratio vector with the different scaling

ratios 1...,,0 E1 rr

)(Sr New set of points at position )( EE11 xrxr ...,,x

generated by the affine transformation of the set
S

mr Radius of the sphere probe molecule

R Gas constant

oR Side length of a square electrode

el Specific resistivity of the electrolyte

Red Reduced species
s Slope of the linear line
S  Set of points embedded in Euclidean E-

dimensional space at position )( E1 xx ...,,x

N1 ...,, SS Non-overlapping subsets of points, each of which

is congruent to the set generated by the similarity
or affine transformations

Diffusion layer length
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g Generalized Cottrell coefficient

rms Root mean square (rms) roughness

SEM Scanning electron microscope
SL Scaled length
SP Single-probe
SPM Scanning probe microscope
SS Segment size

TSS Spatial transition point in the SSlog  .vs  SLlog

plot
SSA Scaled surface area
STM Scanning tunneling microscope
t Time

adt Actual thickness of adsorbed molecule layers

maxad,t Maximum thickness of adsorbed molecule layers

minad,t Minimum thickness of adsorbed molecule layers

T Temperature (K)

i Temporal inner (shorter) cutoff

o Temporal outer (longer) cutoff

curT, Temporal transition point in the current transient

triT, Temporal transition point corresponding to TSS

TEM Transmission electron microscope
TS Projected triangle size
V Volume of adsorbed gas molecules

maxV Upper limits of the power-law regimes in the plot

of Vln against )/ln(ln 0 pp

minV Lower limits of the power-law regimes in the plot

of Vln against )/ln(ln 0 pp

monoV Volume of monolayer coverage

Angular frequency
z Number of electrons transferred per the oxidized

species in the redox reaction
Z Impedance
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I. INTRODUCTION AND ORIGINS

Towards the end of nineteenth century, a revolutionary (at that
time) and promising surgical technique was introduced in which
low-level direct electrical current was used to destroy tumors. It
was also realized at that time that the technique involved
electrolytic processes rather than purely electric ones. Some of the
leading research papers of that era, published in the most
prestigious journals, carried titles such as:1-3 “Further observations
on the electrolytic dispersion of tumors”; “Electrolysis in
gynecology, with a report on three cases of fibroid tumor
successfully treated by the method”; “A supplementary paper to
Dr. Martin’s, citing two cases of fibroid tumor successfully
treated by electrolysis”. The superior virtues of this technique for
tumors and other surgical problems, e.g., aneurism (a permanent,
blood-filled dilatation of a blood vessel resulting from disease of

Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry, Number 39, edited by C. Vayenas et al.,
Springer, New York, 2005
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the vessel wall) were also extolled in an Editorial of the British
Medical Journal at that time.4 For example, Martin2 lists a large
variety of tumors, polyps, aneurisms, extra-uterine pregnancies
(for destroying the foetus in this case), cysts, hernias, hemorrhoids
etc., which were successfully destroyed by scores of eminent
surgeons (Martin gives the exact references to the work of every
surgeon in his paper)2 of that era. Some dissenting voices,
however, pointed out at that time that electrolysis was not always
successful for treating these problems and that the procedure was
painful and dangerous;5 this failure was attributed, however, to the
use of too strong a current.6

Franklin Martin, the pioneer of the electrochemical treatment
(ECT) of tumors,2 became a major force in the development of
surgery in America; however, towards the end of his life, he
regretted that treatments with electricity had fallen into the hands
of quacks and charlatans and therefore into disrepute.7 As was
stated in 1991 by Watson:7 “Even today this area of research is
not favoured by grant-giving bodies and is viewed from the same
perspective of disbelief.” Also, the lack of easy availability of
well-controlled and calibrated power supplies, ammeters and
voltmeters—and thus the definition of optimum electrolytic
conditions—at the end of nineteenth century, caused electrolytic
burns and other failures in some patients so that the technique was
never integrated into the routine clinical practice.

Although some preliminary and tentative studies8,9 appeared
in more recent times, the resurgence of modern interest in ECT
(also called EChT  Electrochemical Therapy) is really due to the
rigorous work of Prof. Björn Nordenström (now Professor
Emeritus) of the Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden,
member of the Nobel Assembly for Medicine (1967–86) and
President of the Assembly (1985). As Head of Diagnostic
Radiology at the Karolinska Institute, he became interested in
streaks, spikes and coronas that he saw in X-ray images of lung
tumors. He began a scientific investigation into the nature of these
observations and concluded that these were electrical in origin and
were accompanied by movement of ions and water molecules; in
other words, these were electrochemical phenomena. He
formulated these observations into theoretical interpretations of
the naturally occurring electrochemical processes in the body
(under different conditions) by proposing Biologically Closed
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Electric Circuit (BCEC) pathways within the body.10 This BCEC
theory is an electrophysiological approach that is based on
spontaneously occurring electrical potentials and has produced
original insights into such fundamental processes as
inflammation, wound healing, organ development and
differentiation, and, extra-cellular fluid dynamics: the latter is, of
course, the movement of ions and water under an electric field
gradient viz. electrochemical phenomena such as electroosmosis,
transfer of charged particles (i.e., hydrated ions), electrophoretic
movement of macromolecules over short and long distances, and,
the development (or annihilation) of pH-gradients within the
living tissue.

The streaks, spikes and coronas observed by Nordenström, in
the X-ray images, around pulmonary malignancies led him to
postulate that some parts of this radiographic pattern resulted from
the unexplained effect of tumor masses on the distribution of
water in the lung tissue. He demonstrated that electrical potentials
do exist within lung masses (e.g., between the tumor and the
normal tissue) which create a sort of galvanic effect that could
alter extracellular fluid dynamics, i.e., the distribution of water in
the lung tissue responsible for the coronas observed in the X-ray
images.

The aforementioned electrical potentials and the
electrochemical events involved in the extra-cellular fluid
dynamics caused by them around the tumor (viz. coronas) led
Nordenström to propose the use of externally applied potential
differences to cause changes that might lead to the destruction of
the tumor, i.e., ECT of cancerous tissues. In 1978, he reported on
the treatment of lung metastases in 20 patients by the method of
ECT,10 based on earlier preliminary work on five patients. Since
then, he has published very extensive studies on the
electrochemical treatment (ECT) of tumors.12-18

In addition to these11,18 and other19 major Swedish efforts,
modern work on ECT on animals and human beings is also being
carried out in many other countries, e.g., United Kingdom,7,20

United States of America,21,22 Australia,23,24 Canada25,26 and other
countries,27 especially, Japan28 and China.29

As regards the practical application of ECT to cancer in
human beings, i.e., the clinical work, the most extensive
investigations have been carried out in China. Inspired by the
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work of Nordenström and coworkers,10,18 and with the active
support of the Chinese government, clinical work was initiated
there in 1987. Professor Xin Yu-Ling and coworkers at The
China-Japan Friendship Hospital in Beijing were the pioneers in
this effort and they organized the post-graduate courses for the
application of ECT; up to 1998, more than 2000 physicians were
trained in ECT.30,31 In the latest report of this work,32 clinical
applications of ECT on 11000 cancer patients, over a period of 15
years, were reviewed and will be described in a subsequent
Section of this chapter. It should be added that the electrochemical
treatment of cancer was approved, following an analysis of
extensive experimental and clinical data, by a committee of
experts organized by the Ministry of Public Health in China, in
1989. Thus the ECT is now an integral part of clinical practice in
China and several thousand physicians have been trained in this
technique. In other countries, it appears that ECT is still regarded
as experimental or unconventional and little training is available.
Although ECT has been used on many patients in Europe,
Australia and Japan as an effective, safe method to treat many
types of cancer, it has been tried in only a few cases in the U.S.A.
This is because according to a U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDS) device exemption regulation, ECT was
considered a significant-risk device and involves elaborate
procedures to get approval for clinical trials. By American
standards, ECT is not a well-established method: the pre-clinical
studies are sketchy and lack essential data and reliable control of
the clinical trials is missing. Although the feasibility of the
method for many cancers is not in dispute, it is felt that the
method as presently used has not achieved optimal effectiveness.
More systematic fundamental research to address pre-clinical
issues is needed before ECT can be used on patients in the United
States.

II. PHENOMENOLOGY OF ECT

In a typical tumour ECT, a direct current (d.c.) voltage of 8.5 V is
applied between two platinum electrodes inserted 3 cm apart in a
cancerous tissue (e.g., liver tumour), causing a flow of 30 mA
electrolysis current; this current is made to flow continuously for
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69 min giving the passage of total charge of 124 C.33 More
generally, voltages of about 6–10 V with d.c. currents of
40–100 mA  are applied to platinum electrodes embedded in the
tumour from 1–3 cm apart, with electrolysis being carried out for
1–2 h with the passage of charge being in the neighbourhood of
100–200 C.29 The main observations are as follows:

1. Water migrates from the anode to the cathode, causing
dryness near the anode and oedema in the tissue
surrounding the cathode.

2. The anodic site in the tissue becomes strongly acidic and
the cathodic site strongly alkaline.

3. Higher concentrations of Na+ and K+ in the tissue around
the cathode (which has also become strongly alkaline) are
observed; not much change in the concentration of
multivalent cations such as Ca2+, Mg2+, Mn2+, Cu2+ and
Al3+ occurred during the ECT.

4. The denaturation of protein was caused by the ECT;
haemoglobin is converted to acid haemin around the anode
and alkaline haemin around the cathode.

5. Chlorine and hydrogen evolution are observed at the anode
and cathode, respectively; chlorine causes, not
unexpectedly, some bleaching of the local tissue whereas
hydrogen produced local cavitation (cf. mechanical
damage).

6. The cell metabolism and its existing environment are
disturbed severely by the electrochemical treatment,
causing the destruction of both normal and tumour cells
rapidly and completely.

Although a number of reactions and events, that may
contribute to the destruction of tissue, take place during the ECT
treatment, it seems that water transport from the anode to cathode
is the fundamental event, together with acidity changes associated
with the electrode reactions at the anode and the cathode.25

We note that before the ECT, the initial pH of the tissue is
around 7, i.e. neutral or nearly neutral. When the d.c. power is on
during the ECT, there are the usual electrolysis events giving the

 Strictly speaking, current density (i.e., mA cm-2) should be specified. In the
literature on ECT, only current values are cited although the wire electrodes
usually employed have an estimated area of the order of 0.1 to 0.3 cm2.
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evolution of H2 at the cathode and O2 + Cl2 (depending on the
single electrode potential of the anode, the proportion of O2 and
Cl2 will change; the anodic potential in turn depends on the
parameters of electrolysis) at the anode, as follows

Cathode: 2H2O + 2e  H2 + 20H¯ (1)

Anode: 2H2O  O2 + 4H+ + 4e (2)

and/or

Anode: 2Cl¯  Cl2 + 2e (2a)

The evolution of hydrogen at the cathode leads to the build-
up of alkalinity; the evolution of oxygen at the anode causes an
increase in acidity because the protons generated by Eq. (2)
immediately undergo hydration to yield H3O

+ entities. This is
indeed experimentally observed. The chlorine evolution reaction
(Eq. 2a) is central and concomitant to the evolution of oxygen.

The electrochemical system involved in ECT may be
schematically depicted as in Figure 1.

The total applied voltage, V, in this system is constituted by
various components and can be written as

pH
F

RT
IREV o

OH cathodeanode/ 22
(3)

Figure 1. Schematic of the electrochemical system involved in ECT.
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where o
OH

E
22 / , is the reversible potential between the hydrogen

and oxygen electrode (= 1.23 V) or between the hydrogen and the
chlorine electrode (= 1.36 V); anode is the anodic overpotential
during ECT and its minimum expected value will be ~ 0.3 V, for
conditions of detectable oxygen or chlorine evolution; cathode is
the cathodic overpotential during ECT and its minimum expected
value will be ~ 0.1 V, for conditions of detectable hydrogen
evolution; IR (I is the current, R is the resistance and IR = V) is the
resistive drop in the tumour (note: its value during open circuit
measurement with a high-input impedance voltmeter will be 0 V;
however, during electrolysis involving the passage of high
currents, IR would become significant, e.g., ~ 1–10 V); (RT/F) pH
is the voltage drop between the anode and the cathode due to the
pH gradient developed in the tumour during ECT; at the end of
ECT, it can change up to 12 pH units (i.e., 0.708 V); R is the gas
constant, F is the Faraday and T is the temperature in degrees
Kelvin.

Thus at the beginning of ECT with minimal current (~ 1 mA)
and uniform pH (neutral) between the anode and the cathode, the
required voltage can be as low as 3–4 V. Towards the end of ECT
(high pH gradient, dry anode-tissue interface and thence high IR),
especially with a high current (~ 100 mA) and thence high anode

and cathode values, the required voltage could begin approaching
10–15 V.

Although the principle of the ECT method is quite simple, a
standarized treatment to make it a reliable, effective method for
annihilating cancer tumors is not yet available. Published clinical
studies have used different electrode insertion methods and
distributions: different electrode placements and configurations
have been used in Europe and China. Dosage guidelines (in terms
of current, voltage and the charge passed etc.) have been
empirically determined to indicate approximate ranges for safety
and effectiveness. Excessive dosage will cause pain, burns and
slow healing whereas inadequate dosage will result in ineffective
treatment. Electrical dosage in tumors varies with factors such as
tumors conductivity volume, position and electrode
configuration.34

Experience35 has shown that in clinical trials, an appropriate
dosage range is 40 to 80 mA current, 8 to 10 V, at 100 C/cm3 of
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charge passed. Note that 100 C/cm3 of tumor volume is more
suitable than the per-centimeter-diameter value since the dose, it
is argued,34 should be related to the volume, and not diameter, of
the tumor.

The tumor killing area around an electrode is circular with a
radius of approximately 1 cm. Therefore the distance between the
positive and negative electrode should be approximately 2 cm.
Both electrodes should be inserted into the tumor, or within the
peripheries of the tumor in order to avoid damage to the healthy
tissue around the tumor. It is preferable to insert the positive
electrode (anode) in the centre of the tumor since, in general,
tissue necrosis is more pronounced around the anode rather than
the cathode. For large tumors, several electrodes may be inserted
in order to cover the entire tumor for the electrochemical
treatment since one anode and one cathode are not effective when
they are more than two cms apart.

Based on long clinical experience, the Chinese workers have
found that instead of placing an anode in the tumor and a cathode
far away from the tumor, it is better to insert a number of anodes

into the centre of the tumor with the same number of cathodes just
outside the tumor periphery.19,35 Also, ideally, the distance
between the anode and the cathode should be between 1 and 2
cm.37

As regards safety and toxicity,34 ECT is a local therapy and
no foreign agent is injected into the body  hence one can ignore
some toxicity tests such as effects on reproductive functions,
teratogenicity, carcinogenicity and mutagenesis. If properly done,
ECT provides an attractive alternative to other available means for
dealing with cancer, “described by the cynical as cut, burn and
poison (surgery, radiation and chemotherapy),” as pointed out to
us by Professor John O’M Bockris.

In addition to the main six experimental observations
mentioned at the beginning of this Section, some other
phenomenological features of the ECT of the cancerous tumors
(e.g., grown on the rat skins) have been also noted, as follows:37

1. By naked eye observation, one could see colour changes at
the anode (yellow) and cathode (white). Also bubbles (H2)
could be seen at the cathode and caseation (i.e., yellowish
precipitate, no doubt due to the action of chlorine) at the
anode. The anode area appeared congested (dry, compact)
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and the cathode area was swollen (cf. oedema). Twenty
four hours after ECT, the entire tumor shrank and a scar
was formed.

2. Light microscope (LM) studies showed that ECT caused
distinct changes to the cellular structure of treated tumors.
In the anodic area, the nuclei shrank and cytoplasmic
structure disappeared.37 In the cathode area, the cells
swelled and the interface among cells blurred. Repeatedly,
one observes swelling in the cathode area (oedema) and
dehydration around the anode this key observation can
only be explained in terms of electroosmotically driven

water from anode to cathode, to be discussed in details in

the Section on Mechanistic Studies.

3. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) revealed that
cellular membranes bursted during ECT and morphological
changes corresponding to inhibition of cell proliferation
were visible.37

4. Both tumor and normal tissues become necrotic around the
electrodes after ECT, i.e., the technique lacks specificity in
this aspect. For this reason, all electrodes should be
inserted into the tumor tissue,37 or very near the periphery
of the tumor.

5. Since the necrosis of the tumor tissue takes place at both
electrodes, no fundamental polarity effect is observed.38

6. It has been shown that hyperthermia (e.g., by resistive
heating of the electrode) plays no role in the tumor
destruction.38

7. No effect of the nature of metallic electrodes was found on
the tumor destruction,7,38,39 e.g., silver and tungsten
electrodes gave results similar to platinum:7 this also means
that a slight anodic dissolution of platinum that might
occur during the ECT experiment is not responsible for the
necrosis of the tumor.7

8. It has been observed40 that, ECT works even if both
electrodes are outside the tumor as long as the
electrochemical current passes through the tumor:40 of
course, ECT will also destroy the non-cancerous tissue in
which the electrodes are embedded. This work of
Miklav i  and coworkers also confirms the lack of any role
of the nature of electrodes (e.g., Pt, Ir, Au, Ti) or
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hyperthermia in the destruction of the tumor tissue,
mentioned above from the work of other investigators.7,38,39

9. Many workers report that fast-growing regions of
organisms, i.e., tumors are electrically negative with
respective to the surrounding normal tissue.9,40,41,42

Consistent with this observation is the fact that crystalline
nickel sulphide (  NiS) and cobalt sulphide (CoS2) which
have negatively changed surfaces can cause greater cell
transformation and cellular toxicity than the respective
amorphous metal sulphide particles which are positively
charged.44

III. MECHANISTIC ASPECTS

1. General

The mechanisms of the necrosis of the cancer tissue by
electrochemical treatment (ECT) are complex and not fully
understood although the nature of several factors involved has
been indicated. Nordenström pointed out the importance of
electroosmosis, electrophoresis, electrode reactions, pH changes
and the general drastic change in the microenvironment of the
cancer tissue10,18 during ECT; this and related work has been
reviewed by Nilsson and coworkers.19

In order to explain all the salient features of the key
experimental results on ECT (viz. listed as 1. to 6. at the
beginning of Section II, Phenomenology of ECT), Vijh25

proposed a detailed electrochemical mechanism in which
electroosmosis of the tissue (and thence water movement from
anode to cathode) and electrode reactions (thence necrosis of the
tissue, pH changes etc.) play the dominant roles. In particular, he
presented a model and some quantitative considerations that
delineate Nordenström’s idea of electroosmosis through the
narrow interstitial channels lined with fixed charges as the
mechanism of the electrochemical destruction of the tumor
tissue.10 Also he examined the role of electrode reactions and
other events as possible contributory factors, as follows25 in
Section III.2.
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Figure 2.  Idealized solid tumor, after Jain.45 It has been partly cut away to
reveal the complex network of blood vessels.

2. Electrochemical Treatment (ECT) as a Case of

Electroosmotic Dewatering (EOD) of the Cancer Tissue and

Related Effects

A schematic of a solid tumor is presented in Figure 2 and an
exploded detail of the small portion of Figure 2 is shown in
Figure 3, after Jain.45 Note the tumor cells (or colonies of tumor
cells) floating in the extra-cellular medium called the interstitium
(Figure 3). Now we observe that the net charge on the cells of
mammals is negative:10,46 this negative surface charge must be
balanced by the positive charge in the extra-cellular fluid at the
cell membrane-interstitium interface to form a so-called
electrochemical double layer46 as arises from the electrostatic
requirement  of  electrical  neutrality  at  the  interface.   One  thus
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Figure 3.  A detailed depiction of a tiny section (  in Figure 1) of this tumo
r,

showing tumor cells, interstitium, a small blood vessel and the route that a drug i
n

the chemotherapeutic treatment takes. Adapted from Jain.45

arrives at a schematic description of negatively charged tumor
(cancerous or normal) cells (or groups of cells) floating in the
extra-cellular fluid creating surface electrical double layers and
with, between the cells (or colonies of cells), narrow intercellular
fluid channels in the insterstitium (Figure 4). When a DC current
is passed between the two electrodes embedded in the tumor,
electroosmotic flow of water occurs from the anode to the
cathode, as described below.

The basic point here is that ECT causes a net flow of water
from the anode to the cathode, causing electroosmotic dewatering
(EOD) of the tissue; the experimentally observed flow of water
from anodic site (dry) to the cathodic site (oedema) of the tumor
tissue can be explained only by an electroosmotic mechanism.

The EOD is based on the electrically-induced flow (viz.
Electroosmosis) of water trapped between the tumor cells
(Figure 4). Such electrically induced flow is possible because of
the   presence   of    electrochemical   double   layer   at   the   cell-

Ashok K. Vijh242
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Figure 4.  A schematic of tumor cells (or small colonies of tumor cells) with
extracellular fluid from the interstitium trapped between them. The
electrochemical double layer is indicated for each negatively charged tumor cell
with positive ions (in extra-cellular fluid) poised against the negative charge.25

interstitium interface; in this double layer (Figure 4), the charges
on the cell surface are electrically balanced by the opposite
charges in the interstitium, which is actually an electrolyte
because of the presence of some salts (e.g., NaCl), hydronium or
hydroxyl ions etc. The structure and potential gradients of such a
double layer are shown in Figure 5, by analogy with a metal-
electrolyte interface.47

In this situation, the tumor cells (or a group of cells viz.
microtumor) are the immobile phase and the electroosmotic flow
causes the water to move as a plug, the entire velocity gradient
being concentrated at the cell surface in a layer of the same order
of thickness as the diffuse double layer (Figure 5). In concentrated
solutions, the thickness of the diffuse double is quite small
(< 10 Å)   whereas   in   very   dilute   solutions    (as   are   indeed
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Figure 5.  A small portion of the electrochemical double layer at the tumor cell-
extracellular fluid (electrolyte) interface is shown to depict the microscopic
structure and the potential drops involved, by analogy with the metal-
electrolyte interface; taken from Conway.47

represented by the water in the interstitium), the diffuse double
layer can assume much larger values (~ 103–104 Å) depending on
the concentration of ions in the water. The electroosmotic
movement of water between the tumor cells is exactly similar to
the electroosmotic flow in a capillary pore (Figure 6): the thin
layer of charged fluid (i.e., water containing some ions) next to
the cell wall moves like a single ion (hence the analogy of a plug),
under  the action of  the  electric field in a direction parallel to it.48
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Figure 6.  A schematic of the electroosmotic flow of the medium (e.g., an
electrolyte) in a capillary caused by the flow of counter ions as a plug, under the
influence of the applied electric field, E : Ueo is the convective liquid velocity from
electroosmosis. Adapted from Everett.48

The origin of the electrochemical double layer arises from the
requirements of charge neutrality in which the surface charge on
the cell surface must be balanced against the opposite charge in
the water (or any other fluid in a more general case).

Quantitatively, the convective liquid velocity from
electroosmosis, Ueo, is given by the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski
relation:49, 50

E
Ueo (4)

where  is the permittivity of the extracellular solution;  is the
viscosity of the extracellular solution; , is the so called zeta
potential of the cell surface (see Figure 5); and E, is the applied
electric strength, defined as the minus of the gradient of the
electrical potential (see Figure 6).

The  potential is the potential difference between the plane
of shear (or slipping plane) and the bulk solution. From Eq. (4), it
is clear that for a given situation of water (electrolyte) in the
interstitium, the Ueo is proportional to the zeta potential and to the
applied field strength. Also in a real situation of EOD, it is
necessary to use the so called length-averaged value of the zeta
potential in order to take into account the effect of the axially
variable zeta potential on the electroosmotic velocity.

Further, since both the zeta potential and the electric field
depend on the ionic concentration and pH of the fluid (the tissue
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electrolyte in our case), the variations in electroosmotic velocity
can be expected as the dewatering experiment progresses in time.

It should be noted from Eq. (4) that for the EOD to occur, the
passage of electric current is not required, if ideally one could
develop high E (V cm-1) without the passage of significant
electrical current. However, in practice, the cell-interstitium
medium has a given resistance R so that

R

E

R

V
i  (for tumor thickness = 1 cm) (5)

It is the passage of this current that causes the electrochemical
reactions at the two electrodes inserted in the tissue for applying
the potential gradient (i.e., field) necessary for the electroosmotic
flow to occur. The electrode reactions at the anode and cathode
induced by the passage of this current result in a number of
effects, e.g., changes in pH near the electrodes which give rise to
concentration gradients in the bulk of the tumor causing changes
in  values near the electrodes which result into reduced
electroosmotic flow, as the ECT proceeds in time.

The initial pH of the tissue is around 7, i.e, neutral or nearly
neutral. When the DC power is on during the ECT, there are the
usual electrolysis events that cause alkalinity at the cathode and
acidity at the anode viz. Eqs. (1), (2) and (2a), and related text in
the Section II, Phenomenology of ECT.

It is important to emphasize here that during electroosmosis,
the water flow is always from anode to cathode, as indicated in
the schematic in Figure 7 here. This arises from the electrostatics
of the situation in which the water velocity profile follows the
direction of the electric field, i.e., from the positive electrode
(anode) to the negative electrode (cathode), as depicted in
Figure 8.

Thus the foregoing analysis clarifies the two main
observations of ECT, namely, the dehydration and acidity at the
anode, and, excess hydration and alkalinity at the cathode. It will
also explain the relative higher concentrations of Na+ and K+ at

the cathode since C – ions must have migrated to the anode and
gotten discharged there, leaving a relative excess of Na+ and K+ in
the vicinity of the cathode at the end of the ECT.
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Figure 7.  A schematic of the electroosmotic experiment during ECT of a tumor.

Figure 8.  Electroosmosis depicted in the negatively
charged tumor tissue wall enclosing an interstitial
channel carrying extracellular liquid; the water
movement follows the direction of the field, i.e.,
always from the anode to the cathode.25
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3. Some Possible Factors in the Necrosis of Cancer Tumors

by ECT

The most important factor in tissue death during ECT appears to
be dehydration in the anode area and excess hydration (oedema)
in the cathode area. This factor is reinforced by high acidity at the
anode and excess alkalinity at the cathode. Hyperthermia would
appear to be unimportant except perhaps towards the end of ECT
experiment when the anode area is quite dry and thence of high
electrical resistance and supports enhanced local heating.25

Oxidation by C 2 (or chloride radicals adsorbed at the
platinum electrode as Pt-C ), O2, O3 (which must be evolved in
traces at the high anodic potentials attained in ECT carried out at
high current densities) at the anode are no doubt responsible for
necrosis in the tissue around the anode; one can even see visible
changes such as bleaching and/or other colour changes. Around
the cathode, the erosive damage may be caused by cavitation by
the profusely evolving hydrogen. Also, hydrogen evolution would
expel any oxygen in the tissue around the cathode so that
respiration by the tumor cells needed for their survival and
growth would be inhibited, leading to their necrosis.

The traumatic changes brought by ECT would also tend to
break and dismantle the hydrogen-bonding network of DNA of
the tissue thus suggesting another mechanism for necrosis.25 The
following other possible contributions to the necrosis of the
cancer tumor during ECT may also be noted:

1. Micro-Thromboses: Platelets and leucocytes, like other
cells, are known to carry surplus negative charge, and can
be electrophoretically deposited at (or around) the anode10

owing to the positive electrode potential. These
microthromboses in capillaries in or near the treatment site
will result in decreased blood flow and may contribute to a
local dystrophy of the tissue. A more pronounced version
of this effect can be seen sometimes as electrocoagulation
and vascular occlusion (i.e., shut, closed or obstructed
vasculature) of the tumor tissue. In other words, ECT cuts
off the blood supply to the tumor and causes the tumor cell
necrosis.

2. Reactive Oxygenated Species (ROS): Not only can reactive
radicals (arising from oxygen or chlorine evolution) be
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produced at the anode, but reduction of any oxygen
available around the cathode can give rise to H2O2 and
peroxide damage of the cancer tissue;26 alternatively,
hydrogen evolution at the cathode can cause hypoxia
(oxygen deficiency) and tissue death. Since solid tumors
are hypoxic (oxygen deficient), cathodic reduction of O2 to
produce H2O2 etc. would not be an important reaction.

3. Other Factors: ECT no doubt destroys the homeostasis of
the cancerous cells by profoundly disturbing their micro-
environment and by dismantling their structure. It might
also lead to the inhibition of their DNA synthesis. It has
been speculated that ECT might release the Tumor
Necrosis Factor (TNF) or, somehow super-activate the
immune system at the tumor site.

It has been suggested10,18 that the electroosmotic movement
of water towards the cathode that causes oedema at the cathode
site leads to increase of tissue turgor pressure there:18 it results in
completely suspended circulation in the capillaries in the cathodic
field leading thus to tissue death.

4. Approaches to the Possible Improvement of the

Electrochemical Treatment (ECT) of Cancer Tumors

Based on considerations of fundamental electrochemistry, ideas
were presented in 1999 to improve the application of the ECT
technique;25 to our knowledge, this approach has not been tried
experimentally. The argument involved is as follows:

By drawing analogy from the case of electroosmotic
dewatering (EOD) of electrolyte trapped in the interstices between
fine clay particles (cf. Figure 2 in which tumor cells are replaced
by negatively-charged fine clay particles), one notes that electrode
reactions at the anode and cathode cause pH changes that reduce
the rate of water removal as the ECT proceeds; in other words the
initial  potential (cf. Eq. 4) assumes lower values with time (due
to pH changes) as the ECT proceeds. In order to restore the
original  potential value, one should gradually lower and then
stop the current and short-circuit (after disconnecting the power
source) the anode and cathode for a couple of minutes before
restarting the ECT; this short-circuiting restores the original 
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potential and thence the high rates of dewatering observed at the
commencement of the process.49,50 Also, subsequent to the short-
circuiting, a reversal of the direction of the current for a minute or
so also achieves the same goal in a more enhanced manner; this
latter would then also have roots in the suggestion of
Nordenström18 in which a reversal of the current in the tissues is
achieved. In electrochemical terms, this restores the high 
potential (Eq. 4 here) and therefore causes the recommencement
of EOD at high rates once the normal polarity of the ECT is re-
established.

Other possible improvements in ECT are the suggested
benefits of combining ECT with other established treatments such
as chemotherapy51 or radiotherapy;52 both these studies found the
combination therapy more effective. Also, immunologically-
related compounds such as TNF- , IFN-  and IL-2 were
observed to enhance the effect of ECT when used in combination
with the latter.53,55 The studies have also been covered in a recent
synoptic review.20 This combination therapy was also pioneered,
it seems by Nordenström in Sweden;14,15 he also describes the
details of the electrode wire electrodes, cannula and catheter etc.
he used in his work.14

Another possible avenue for the understanding and
improvement of ECT is through mathematical modelling of the
ECT, as has been explored by Nilsson and coworkers.57,58 In one
study,57 they concluded that during ECT, the direct current is not
transported homogeneously in the tissue but through thin channels
of institial fluid, which is consistent with the detailed
electroosmotic theory of ECT25 described in Section III.2 of this
Chapter. In another investigation,58 Nilsson et al. carried out
simulations by modelling tissue as an aqueous solution of sodium
chloride containing a bicarbonate buffer system and organic
constituents susceptible to reactions with chlorine. They
concluded that in ECT at moderately high current densities, it is
the spreading of hydrogen ions—and not chlorine molecules—
that determines the range of tissue destruction around the anode;
this, again, is consistent with the observations of many workers59

and the facts that H3O
+ migrates through the tissue much faster

than Cl2, and, large shifts in pH are observed during the ECT.25

Thus the tissue necrosis by chlorine-based species will be in the
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immediate vicinity of the anode whereas tissue destruction by low
pH (i.e., H3O

+) will cover a much larger area around the anode.

5. In-Vitro Studies on the Suppression of Cell Proliferation

by the Passage of Electric Current

It is somewhat surprising that only a few investigations are
available on the in-vitro studies of the suppression of cancer cell
proliferation by the passage of electric current; almost all
publications deal with the in-vivo work on solid tumors.

Lyte and Coworkers60 examined the effect of low level DC
current on some mouse lymphoma cells; within a narrow current
range (10–24 A), some inhibition of the cell proliferation was
observed whereas an enhancement of cell proliferation was noted
outside this current window. The data60 thus appear somewhat
contradictory and, in any case, were not interpreted as due to
electrochemical effects although a vague relevance of this work to
investigations of Nordenström10-18 was implied and an
electrochemical mechanism thus insinuated.

An in-vitro electrochemical treatment (ECT) of KB cells
from a human oropharyngeal carcinoma line has been carried out
by Yen and coworkers;61 inhibition of cell growth in culture was
observed and found to depend on the magnitude of current and
treatment time. Results were interpreted in terms of pH effects
caused by ECT.

In another detailed study,62 the target tumor cells for the DC
treatment were mouse mastocytoma P815. The current was passed
in a three compartment cell in which the cathode compartment
(CC) was separated from the anode compartment (AC) by the
insertion of an intermediary chamber (IC) which had neither the
anode nor the cathode; the three compartments were connected in
series via filter-paper bridges (Figure 9). Each of the three
compartments contained 2 ml of cell suspension and 2 mA current
was passed through platinum electrodes inserted in the AC and
CC chambers (Figure 9). The salient results of this study are as
follows:

1. In the cathodic chamber, cell lysis and increase in pH was
caused by the ECT; however, when the cells were treated
in phosphate buffer—a stronger buffering system that does
not allow pH variations as a consequence of DC
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treatment—neither of these effects were observed. Thus in
the cathode chamber ECT causes increase in pH by the
production of OH- (cf. Eq. 1 here) which in turn causes cell
lysis.

2. In the anodic compartment, ECT leads to greatly
diminished cell viability; however, if instead of ECT, the
cells were incubated in a solution of the same pH as was
obtained in the anodic compartment after the passage of
current, cell viability did not diminish. One may conclude
that pH is not the main factor in the cell viability in the
anodic compartment.

3. When the regular saline solution is replaced by a phosphate
buffer in the anode compartment (which means absence of

Figure 9.  Schematic representation of the acrylic chambers used for
treatment of P815 cells with DC. Chambers are connected in series by filter-
paper bridges, and fitted with platinum electrodes in their extremities. In this
system, cell suspensions can be exposed directly to the anodic reactions
(AC) or cathodic reactions (CC) or to electric current without contact with
the electrodes, in the intermediary chamber (IC). Internal volume: 3 cm3.
After Veiga et al.62
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chloride ions) ECT experiment does not diminish the cell
viability. Hence the annihilation of cancer cells in the
anode compartment during ECT is due to chlorine
evolution and does not take place owing to pH change.

4. After the ECT, the cells in the intermediary chamber (IC in
Figure 9) have the same cell viability as the untreated cells.
This means that the effect of ECT arises from the
electrochemical reactions (cf. anode and cathode
compartments) and that its origin does not lie in purely
electrical effects that may be associated with the passage
of current or the presence of voltage drop and thence the
electrical field (cf. intermediary chamber).

5. It was observed62 that ECT induces changes (i.e., in the
anodic and cathodic compartments) such as cell membrane
damage, alterations in cell shape and chromatin
organisation, mitochondrial swelling and condensation,
cytoplasmic swelling and matrix rarefication; in other
words, profound and destructive changes in the cellular
structure and environment, as was also mentioned in
Section II, Phenomenology of ECT of solid tumors.

6. An additional62 major alteration at the cell surface of P815
cells subjected to ECT was disturbance and disruption of
carbohydrate expression. Carbohydrate-mediated
interactions are involved in the adhesion of cancer cells to
endothelial cells, which is correlated with metastasis.63

These carbohydrate groups help negotiate the cell’s
relationship to its external environment. Cancer cells speak
a different sugar dialect than do the normal cells;64 if ECT
were to inhibit specific glycosylation reactions, as
indicated,62 it might be able to alter these pathways and
turn off the cancer cell. Hence, one possible way in which
ECT can destroy the tumors is by modifying and/or
disrupting the carbohydrate groups on the surfaces of
cancer cells.
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TUMORS IN ANIMALS

Although the ECT work was initiated on human beings1-6 in the
nineteenth century, the more recent work involves in-vivo

investigations on a variety of model animals at least in the
occidental world; in parallel, there is considerable clinical work in
China,30-32 and to a lesser degree, in some other countries.18,28,34 A
survey of some representative ECT studies on animals is
presented next.

1. Mice

Humphrey and Seal9 (U.S.A.) reported in 1959 detailed
experiments on the ECT of sarcoma-180 tumors in nearly
500 mice. In a typical experiment, 18 test animals and 18 control
animals were used; the ECT was done with 3 ma current, at 6 V
for 3 hours a day, for 24 days. They observed that after such a
lengthy treatment, the mean volume of test tumors was about 15%
of the mean tumor volume of the control group; seven mice
showed complete tumor regression as a result of ECT. Total
regression means that the tumor has decreased progressively in
volume, hardened, dropped off, leaving a new skin surface at the
former tumor site.

In some related experiments,9 they concluded that ECT did
not show any promise in the treatment of leukemia in mice
induced by intraperitoneal L1210 tumor tissue implant; in other
words, ECT is useful for solid tumors only.

The work of Ito and coworkers65 (Japan) on fibrosarcoma in
mice showed that ECT retarded the tumor growth in mice; the
best results were obtained when ECT was preceded by a radiation
treatment.

Morris et al.66 (U.S.A.) induced Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC)
in C57 black mice and subjected them to ECT: constant current of
20 mA (which gave rise to 8–10 V as the voltage across the
electrodes) was applied for 15 minutes. Animals treated with ECT
survived longer and exhibited a small primary tumor burden at
death as compared to the control group, although no complete
regression of the tumor was observed. It would appear that a

IV. ELECTROCHEMICAL TREATMENT (ECT) OF
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treatment time of 15 minutes was probably too short to kill the
tumor.

Griffin and coworkers (U.K.) reported work on ECT of
mammary carcinoma in mice.67 Tumor destruction was found to
be significantly greater, for a given charge, when anode was
implanted in the tumor with cathode outside it. The results
demonstrated a linear relationship between the volume of tumor
regression induced and the quantity of electric charge passed.

A very active group in Slovenia involving Miklav i , Serša
and coworkers have done extensive work on the ECT of tumors in
mice.68-72 The effect of direct current (0.2 1.8 mA) on
fibrosarcoma and melanoma tumors in mice was examines for
30–90 minutes, either in single dose or repetitive treatments.
Several electrode materials were investigated, e.g., Pt, Pt-Ir, Au,
Ag, Ti and stainless steel. A number of electrode configurations
were also explored, e.g., one electrode placed in the tumor and the
counter electrode in the healthy tissue, or, so called the field

configuration where both electrodes were placed in the healthy
tissue on opposite sides of the tumor. A decrease in the tumor
volume was noted with all electrode materials and configurations.
The tumor growth retardation was proportional to the electrical
charge passed. The best ECT effect was achieved by using a
multi-array electrode.69 The other interesting work of this group,
mentioned in a previous Section,51-56 uses ECT in combination
with bleomycin or immunomodulators such as tumor necrosis
factor (TNF- ), interferon-  (IFN- ), interleukin-2 (IL-2) etc.,
with much beneficial effects.

In the work of Cabrales and coworkers73 (Cuba), sixty male
BALBC mice were used and Ehrlich tumors were implanted in
them. When the tumor volumes reached 850 mm,3 four platinum
electrodes were inserted into each tumor: ECT was carried out at
4 mA for 21 minutes, total charge thus passed through each tumor
was around 5 coulombs. Tumor volume decrease and necrosis
percentage increase were significant in mice treated with ECT, in
comparison with the control group without ECT.

It is clear that in these studies on the ECT of solid tumors in
mice, an appreciable reduction in the tumor volume or its
complete necrosis is generally observed.
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2. Hamsters

In their work74 on the ECT of melanoma tumors in hamsters,
Schauble et al. (U.S.A.) implanted a 1.5 V battery as the power
source. A stainless steel point electrode was placed in the tumor,
either as anode or as cathode and a counter electrode made of
plane wire mesh was applied to the skin of the chest. Three
different current levels were used: 3 mA; 0.5 mA; 1 A. The two
higher currents produced necrosis of the tumor at the dose leve of
1h/day for 4 consecutive days. A more pronounced effect was
observed with anode in the tumor and cathode outside it.

David and coworkers (Canada) investigated the effect of ECT
on amelanotic melanoma (T1-4) solid tumors in hamsters.75 The
treatment consisted of a passage of currents from 0.1 to 2.4 mA,
for 1h/day for five consecutive days. Treated tumors decreased in
mass (as a percentage of controls) to 89% at 0.1 mA and to 2% at
2.4 mA. Similar results were obtained with both stainless steel
and platinum—30% iridium electrodes. It was observed that even
at the higher current level, a thin rim of viable cells still remained
around the periphery after the treatment: it would thus appear that
the treatment did not use high enough currents for sufficiently
long periods and the electrode configuration probably did not span
the entire tumor during ETC.

3. Rats

Gardner et al.75 (U.S.A.) injected ascetic Walker sarcoma cells
into male albino Wistar rats and thus induced tumors in their liver.
These tumors were than subjected to ECT by using an implanted
1.5 V mercury battery as the power source; platinum electrodes
were used. Although no mention was made of the level of current
passed, it must be quite low based on the battery voltage and the
resistors used in their circuit. In any case, they observed that a lot
of cells clumped around the anode—they interpreted this as the
attachment of negatively charged cancer cells to the positive
electrode. Obviously, the ECT treatment was not strong and long
enough to cause necrosis or tumor regression etc.

Habal77 (U.S.A.) used small direct current (0.4–0.6 A,
10–24 days) drawn from an implanted power source in his ECT of
hepatoma tumors in rats. The power sources (1.5 V) were
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implanted after different times following the tumor implants in
rats; the tumor growth retardation only occurred when the
treatment was started at an early stage.

Samuelsson78 (Sweden) used ECT to destroy colon
adenocarcinoma tumors in rats by applying 10–40 mA currents
for 1 h and using one to three treatments. Torpedo shaped
platinum electrodes were used, with an anode inserted in the
centre of the tumor and a cathode placed at the tumor surface. The
results obtained by ECT were comparable to those obtained by
surgery: 50% of the rats treated with either ECT or surgery were
devoid of tumors when killed 7 months after inoculations that
induced the tumors.

In other study,79 Samuelsson and coworkers (Sweden)
investigated the efficacy of either ECT or radiotherapy or a
combination of the two in destroying experimental colon
carcinoma tumor in rats. The combined treatment resulted in
tumor growth inhibition, and, total regression was obtained in
75% of the cases; with radiotherapy alone, 75% of the tumors
remained. As mentioned above78 with ECT alone, the regression
rate was 50%, the same as surgery alone.

In the work of Griffin and coworkers (U.K.) mentioned20 in
Section I, Introduction and Origins, ECT was used in a
pre-clinical work on the normal livers of male adult outbread
white (OBW) rats: the objective here was to observe the patterns
of necrosis induced preclinically in the liver itself since it will be
the primary normal tissue at risk in the proposed ECT therapy.
ECT induced two distinct regions of necrosis, distinguishable
histologically and by magnetic resonance imaging: (i) a
cylindrical region of primary necrosis centred on the electrode, its
volume directly proportional to the charge passed, but greater at
the anode than cathode; (ii) a wedge-shaped infarct, apex at the
electrode and base extending to the liver edge. The extent of this
infarct was greater at the anode than the cathode but showed a
sigmoidal relationship to the charge passed during ECT. Results
indicated pH changes at the electrodes as likely mediators of
tissue injury.

In the work of Chou et al.22 (U.S.A.) on rats (and mice), ECT,
when used in multi-treatments, showed necrosis and regression in
all treated tumors; the best 6 months rat tumor cure rate was 75%
whereas the best 3 months tumor cure rate in mice was 59.3%.
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The tumors under study in this work22 were radiation induced
fibrosarcoma (RIF-1) mouse tumor, and, rat fibrosarcoma.

Some other work from the laboratory of Chou and
coworkers80 (U.S.A.) was on the ECT of breast cancer in rats. Rat
breast cancers were initiated by injecting 1  106 MTF-7 cells into
the right mammary gland fat pad of Fisher 344 female rats. The
extent of tumor regression was related to the coulombic dose use
in ECT: tumor control rate is less than 40% in the 40C (coulomb)
and 60C groups, and, more than 70% in the 80C and 100C groups.

Turler and coworkers81 (Germany) examined the
effectiveness of ECT, in colorectal metastases established in
BDIX rats by injection of colon cancer cells under the liver
capsule. The tumors thus induced in the liver were subjected to
low current level ECT applied via five platinum electrodes
(Figure 10). Four different applications were used:

60C cm-3, anode at the centre;
60C cm-3, cathode at the centre;
80C cm-3, anode at the centre;
80C cm-3, cathode at the centre;

Figure 10.  Electrode arrangement during the electrochemical treatment (ECT)
with low-level direct current: one platinum electrode is placed at the center of the
tumor, four electrodes with opposite polarity are inserted at the border between the
tumor and the surrounding liver tissue. Taken from Turler and coworkers.81
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In the control group, five electrodes were placed without
applying any direct current.

Histological examination81 of the removed livers showed
significant destruction of the metastases with localized necroses in
all treatment groups: 37% had a complete response rate and 63% a
partial response rate. The best results were obtained in the group
with an anode at the centre and a current dose of 80 C cm-3. There
were no significant necrosis in the control group, as expected.

Colorectal liver tumor deposits in a rat model have also been
studied by Maddern and coworkers82 in Australia. Significant
tumor ablation was achieved by ECT conducted by employing
several electrode configurations. Tumor necrosis was more
complete with electrodes placed on either side of the tumor than
with both electrodes placed in the centre of the tumor. In another
study83 on the ECT of liver tumors in rats reported by the same
group, i.e., Maddern et al. in Australia, a significant correlation
between the current dose and the volume of necrosis, for a given
electrode separation, was observed. These workers have also
published detailed histological studies on the ECT of normal rat
liver and the successful healing of the tissue following the
treatment: this work thus established that electrolysis is a safe
method for creating defined areas of liver necrosis that heal well
with no associated mortality. Such pre-clinical studies are crucial
for proving the suitability of ECT for clinical investigations in the
Westerns countries.

And, finally, a remarkable study from the same group is on
the feasibility of electrolytic ablation of tissue on a rat pancreas;85

it is worth mentioning that currently, there are no ablative
techniques to treat pancreatic cancer in clinical use and this is an
aggressive disease with less than 20% of patients suitable for a
curative surgical resection.

Ten healthy rats were studies in total. Eight rats were treated
with variable doses of coulombs and two rats were used as
controls. ECT in the rat pancreas produced local necrosis and
appears safe and reproducible in the healthy rat tissue; the next
step is to examine its feasibility in a pig model pancreas, before
evaluating it clinically for pancreatic tumors.
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4. Pigs, Rabbits and Dogs

Earlier work on the electrolytic destruction of tissue in pigs is due
to Samuelsson and Jönsson86 in Sweden. The work on pigs has
been done on healthy issues (not on cancer tumors) with an aim to
establish the nature of tissue destruction, and subsequent healing,
caused by ECT. This kind of work on large animals such as pigs,
rabbits and dogs etc. is regarded as essential in the occidental
countries as a prelude to possible clinical trials on human beings
since the parametric confines, safety, toxicity, necrosis and
healing patterns etc. can be established on a relatively large
mammal.

In the work of Samuelsson and Jönsson,86 thirty lungs from
26 healthy young pigs, weighing 20 to 30 kg, were subjected to
ECT. In most experiments, 8–10 V and 50 to 70 mA were used
and platinum electrodes were employed. Both anodic and cathodic
sites showed coagulation necrosis and thrombosis in the vessels
when examined microscopically. The lesions healed with fibrotic
scarring.

In their previous work on the electrolytic destruction of lung
tissue in rabbits, the same Swedish group87 carried out
experiments on 130 rabbits weighing between 1.5 and 3 kg.
Electrolysis resulted in destruction of tissue both at the anode and
the cathode. The anodic lesion has a pH around 3 whereas the pH
was about 10 at the cathode. Thrombi could, again, be seen in the
vessels within the lesions.

A systematic series of studies on the ECT of pig liver have
appeared from the Australian group of Maddern et al. Electrolysis
was investigated for generating areas of hepatic necrosis in the pig
liver.88 The lesions healed with time and were associated with
minimum morbidity. Further work on 21 pigs showed that during
ECT of the liver tissue the electrolytic dose (in coulombs cm-3)
correlated with the volume of liver necrosis.89 This group also
established that in addition to the coulombic dose, pH could be
used as a realtime monitor to predict more accurately the extent of
necrosis.

The normal range (i.e., before ECT) of pH values was 6.5 –
8.7. A pH of less than 6 (at the anode) or more than 9 (at the
cathode) reflected total cellular necrosis in those areas.90 To
elucidate the possible complications that may arise during ECT in
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the liver region close to a major vein, Maddern and coworkers
conducted another study.91 Under ultrasound control, in six pigs,
platinum electrodes were inserted into, or immediately adjacent
to, an hepatic vein. As electrolytic dose of 100C was then
administered and the evolution of the lesion was monitored using
ultrasound. Gas bubbles were seen to enter the hepatic veins or
inferior vena cava during treatment in five of the six animals.
There were no major complications as a consequence and all
animals recovered and remained in a healthy state until they were
killed.

This work88-91 clearly demonstrates that predictable and
reproducible necrosis is produced by electrolysis in the pig liver.
The treatment causes little or no damage to immediately adjacent
liver or major vascular structures.

A very thorough study on the effects of direct current on dog
liver has been reported by Li et al.33 and their main findings have
been summarized in the beginning of Section II, Phenomenology
of ECT. This work brought out clearly the salient features of ECT
such as changes in pH at the anode and the cathode, dehydration
of the tissue at the anodic site and oedema at the cathodic site,
and, the role of the electrode reactions etc.

It is worth mentioning again that the work reported on mice,
hamsters and rats was done on induced tumors and was aimed at
destroying them; however, the in-vivo investigations published on
pigs, rabbits and dogs were carried out in healthy tissues with a
view to elucidate the mechanisms, safety, toxicity, parametric
limits and techniques etc. of ECT, before applying them to human
beings.

V. ELECTROCHEMICAL TREATMENT (ECT) OF

TUMORS IN HUMAN BEINGS: CLINICAL STUDIES ON

PATIENTS

The earlier clinical studies of ECT in the nineteenth century1-6

clearly showed the considerable potential of this technique,
although standarized protocols could not be established; ECT thus
faded away without being integrated into the practice of surgery.

The rediscovery of this technique in clinical practice can be
traced to the work of Nordenström11 in Sweden, about a quarter of
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a century ago. The adoption of ECT as a common surgical tool to
eliminate solid tumors, both cancerous and benign, has occurred
in China which, again, can be attributed to the work and
inspiration of Nordenström who helped train the initial cadre of
Chinese surgeons in the clinical applications of ECT. The leader
of this immense Chinese effort is Yu-Ling XIN29-33 of the China-
Japan Friendship Hospital in Beijing, who was previously
associated wit the Department of Biomedical Engineering,
Hauzhong University of Science and Technology, Hauzhong,
China.

1. The New Era in ECT

During the 1950’s, Dr. Björn E.W. Nordenström, a Swedish
radiologist and surgeon, became curious about the appearance of
streaks, spikes and coronas that he saw in the X-ray images of
lung tumors: many of his colleagues either saw nothing or
attributed these phenomena to artefacts in the images. In 1965
Nordenström began a scientific exploration of these effects. After
much experimentation and analysis, he showed that the necrotic
centre of the tumor produces a voltage difference between the
cancer tumor and the surrounding tissue; this provides the driving
force for the electroosmotic movement of water, changes in
concentration profiles of ionic components of the tissue, and, the
electrophoretic transport of various organic molecules, thus
producing detectable structural changes such as coronas, streaks
and spikes etc. in the tissue: this is the basis of the so-called
Biologically Closed Electric Circuit pathways (BCEC systems)
theory of Nordenström elaborated in his book10 in 1983, and
mentioned earlier in this Chapter. The central point of this theory
is the presence of electric field profile within the tissue (arising
from the voltage difference between the tumor and the
surrounding tissue) and its electrochemical consequences viz.
electroosmosis, electrophoresis, pH changes etc. The co-transport
of charged species (ions and electrons) caused by the presence of
electric field creates continuous electric currents within the human
body which are moderated by the living system and participate in
maintaining equilibrium and healing. He further argued that by
augmenting the healing process associated with the naturally
occurring BCEC systems in the human body, electrotherapeutic
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techniques could be developed to treat a variety of diseases
including cancer. This led him, in the late 1970s, to treat primary
lung cancers by applying current between two platinun wire
electrodes. The anode was inserted in the centre of the lung tumor
and the cathode was approximately twice the tumor diameter
away from the anode; the applied voltage was 10 V (DC).
Preliminary work on five patients was reported11 in 1978, and, in
his book published in 1983 he summarized the results on 26 lung
tumors in 20 patients.10 Many of these patients were, for various
reasons (e.g., too old, too weak or too sick with other ailments
etc), not suitable for conventional treatments such as surgery,
radiation or chemotherapy. Regression was observed in 12 out of
26 tumors and no signs of regrowth were detected after a 2–5 year
follow-up period.

Further work14-15 from this group examined the combined
effect of ECT and the chemotherapeutic agent, adriamycin. By
injecting the electropositively charged adriamycin via the anode
in the centre of the tumor, it could be dispersed, by
electrophoresis, uniformly into the surrounding tissue.
Alternatively, adiramycin could be applied intravenously but its
concentration could be augmented within the tumor by placing a
cathode within the centre of the tumor. These techniques were
applied with beneficial results in a preliminary study of
14 patients with large lung tumors, otherwise incurable.

Nordenström and his coworkers have also applied ECT to
breast cancer17 of a patient. Two years after the treatment,
mammograms, taken at six-month intervals, could not detect any
remaining tumors.

Other Swedish work on the clinical applications of ECT is
due to Samuelsson and coworkers.92 By applying 80 mA for
2–4 hours to five lung tumors in four patients, they achieved a
tumor reduction of 60–80%. Two to three platinum electrodes
were used in these experiments, all placed in the tumor.

2. Extensive Clinical Studies in China

In China, ETC has been tried on thousands of patients and the
results were summarized by Xin in 1994,30 1998,31 and 2002.32

Most of this work has been published in Chinese Journals
although a special issue of Eur. J. Surgery made this work
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available in English in 1994. These investigations do not follow
the occidental tradition of randomised and controlled clinical
trials and the Western style characterization and follow-up rate of
patients; also, the classification of the tumors is not always
presented in details. However, these observational studies30-32

make a compelling case that ECT provides a safe, effective and
inexpensive way of treating solid tumors.

Approximately 11000 cancer patients with various kinds of
tumors have been treated with electrochemical therapy (ECT).
This immense task was accomplished by training 2300 medical
doctors through more than 150 ECT training courses between
1987–2001. There have been more than 1300 hospital and clinics
in China offering ECT treatment over the past fifteen years.
Although most of the treated patients were Chinese, a number of
them also came from Europe, Australia, U.S.A., and Japan.

Clinical experience in China32 indicates that tumor killing
area around an electrode is circular with a radius of 1 cm, so that
the ideal distance between the anode and the cathode should be
approximately 2 cm. The output voltage from DC power source
was in the 6 V to 8 V range and the magnitude of current was
approximately 60 mA to 80 mA. The electric quantity (total
charge or dosage) for solid cancer tumors should be 80C to 100C
per 1 cm diameter (Note that some animal studies73, 81 propose the
use of similar coulombs per cm3 of the tumor volume).

Based on results on thousands of patients who underwent
ECT for a variety of tumors, Xin32 has published extensive data in
tabular from. Table 1 shows short-term (6 months) efficacy of
ECT whereas Table 2 give the long-term cure rate of various
cancers treated with ECT. The results, it is claimed,32 are equal to
or better than those obtained by other techniques, i.e., surgery,
radiation and chemotherapy. It is further claimed32 that ECT can
also be applied to patients who cannot be treated by conventional
techniques owing to their old age, general poor health, multiple
ailments or advances cancers.

The Chinese workers also obtained spectacular results
(Table 3) in the treatment of benign tumors of serious nature.32 In
the case of hemangioma (Table 3), a lower electric dosage of 30C
to 40C per cm of the tumor is recommended because this benign
tumor is very rich in electrolytes and has a very high conductivity;
higher coulombic dosages can cause local burns.
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Table 3

Long-Term Survival Rates of 1369 Cases of Benign Tumors

Treated by ECT in China,
32

 1987–2001

1 year 2 years 3 years
Type

Number
of cases No. % No. % No. %

Hemangiomaa 874 874 100.0 874 100.0 874 100.0
Thyroid tumor 116 116 100.0 116 100.0 116 100.0
Thyroid cyst 102 102 100.0 102 100.0 102 100.0
Prostate

hypertrophyb 191 191 100.0 189   98.9 156 81.7
Keloidc   86   86 100.0   86 100.0   86 100.0

Sum total 1369 1369 100.0 1367 99.8 1334 97.4
a Hemangioma is a purplish or reddish benign tumor consisting of a network of

interconnecting capillaries.
b Prostate hypertrophy is benign enlargement of the prostate.
c Keloid is a thick scar resulting from excessive growth of fibrous tissue and

behaves as a benign tumor.

For lung cancer, some data comparing ECT with other
conventional techniques have been reported29 and are summarized
in Table 4.

Table 4

Long-Term (5 Years) Survival

Rates of Lung Cancer:

Comparison of ECT with other

Conventional Techniques
a

Technique % Survival at 5 years
Surgery 42.5
Chemotherapy 16.5
Radiation and

chemotherapy 11.0
ECT 25.5

a The above data are based on the review of
studies reported by Xin et al.29 Note that
ECT was conducted on patients who were
either in advanced stages of lung cancer
and/or had failed radiotherapy and/or
chemotherapy.
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3. Clinical Studies in Other Countries

As stated earlier, the clinical investigations in other countries are
few and far between since surgical practice treats ECT as
experimental therapy because protocols based on randomised
studies are not established yet.

The Japanese work has been carried out by the group of
Matsushima28,93 in the Department of Surgery, Tokyo Medical
College. They found that a combination of ECT with
chemotherapy gave the best results for treating patients with lung
cancers; especially, the anti-cancer drugs tend to accumulate
around the electrodes when direct current is passed. In a clinical
study on 26 patients who received ECT either with or without the
anti-cancer drugs, a decrease in tumor size was observed in more
than 70% the cases. In two cases, the use of ECT alone resulted in
complete regression of the tumors.28

Clinical work from Slovenia94 involves treatment of five
patients with melanoma skin tumors; ECT was combined with
systemic chemo- and/or immunotherapy. Tumor mass reductions
were observed but no complete responses.

A very large study jointly conducted by investigators in
France, U.S.A. and Slovenia, and, involving five cancer centres
has explored the effectiveness of electric current and
chemotherapy combination in treating cutaneous and
subcutaneous malignant tumors.95

The current was applied in the form of electrical pulses in
order to permeabilize the membranes of the tumor cells for the
entry of the chemotherapeutic agent bleomycin which is a very
potent cytotoxic molecule. Clinical complete responses were
achieved in 56.4% of the tumors and partial responses were
observed in 28.9% of the tumors. This work is thus not strictly
electrochemical treatment in the sense of Nordenström18 and Xin32

but is rather chemotherapy aided by electrochemical-driven
movement of ions, molecules and drugs etc. (e.g., by
electroosmosis, electrophoresis) into the tissue regions targeted
for necrosis, as in several studies28,51,93,94 described earlier within
this chapter.

The American partners in this large effort95 have reported,
separately, on the novel electrode designs for administering this
electrochemotherapy: electrical pulses permeabilize, or
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electroporate, tumor cell membranes which allows the
chemotherapeutic agent greater access to intracellular site of
action and consistently provides improved responses relative to
treatment with the drug alone.96 Other similar work from the
U.S.A. may also be mentioned.97

In a joint study98 from the U.K. and Australia, metastatic
colorectal cancer lesions in the liver of a 58 year old man were
electrolytically ablated. Follow-up CT scan suggested complete
tumor regression. The Australian team of Maddern and
coworkers99 performed ECT combined with surgery on nine
patients with hepatic deposits from colorectal carcinoma; within
the electrolytically treated area, seven patients had no radiological
evidence of recurrence at a median follow-up of 9 (range 6–43)
months whereas local recurrence was detected in two patients. Six
of the nine patients had metastases elsewhere in the liver with four
having extrahepatic metastases. Three patients remain tumor free.
Three patients died. The median survival was 17 (range 9–24)
months from the time of treatment. A review article comparing

colorectal liver metastases has been jointly published by the
U.K./Australian team.100 It was concluded that electrolysis offers
potential benefits over other techniques (e.g., cryotherapy,
microwave coagulation therapy, radiofrequency ablation and lase-
induced thermotherapy) that include the apparent ability to safely
and effectively treat lesions abutting major hepatic structures, and,
lack of a systemic inflammatory reaction following electrolytic
ablation.

The salient points in the electrochemical treatment (ECT) of
tumors, based on the detailed descriptions in this chapter, may be
summarized as follows:

1. The approach involves a passage of direct electric current
through the tumor, thus destroying the diseased tissue
through a number of electrochemical events.

2. As regards the mechanism of ECT, the passage of current
through the tumor gives hydrogen evolution at the cathode
causing cavitation (and hypoxia) of the tissue and chlorine

CONCLUSIONS

electrolysis with other local ablative treatments for non-resectable

VI.
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evolution at the anode that results in bleaching and
destruction of the tissue in the anode area. Further
contributions to the tissue necrosis are made by; (i) the
changes in pH caused by the electrode reactions; (ii)
electroosmotic movement of water from the anode to the
cathode causing dryness of the tissue in the anodic area and
its oedema near the cathode area. All these events
profoundly perturb the metabolism of the cancerous tissue
and destroy its structure and function, thus leading to the
annihilation of the tumor. The passage of electric current
also leads to micro-thromboses in the capillaries feeding
the tumor, reinforcing further the destruction of its tissue.

3. The methodology used is quite simple and empirical in
nature: an application of 6–10 volts (DC) between two
electrodes about 1–2 cm apart within the tissue, causing a
passage of 60–100 mA (with wire electrode area about
0.2 cm2) and the experiment lasts from one to two hours. In
general, an array of anodes and cathodes is used to cover
the entire solid tumor and the bordering tissue. A more
rigorous and quantitative methodology is needed in order
to increase the efficacy and accuracy of ECT.

4. The ECT has been applied with much success both in
animals and human beings. It has been demonstrated to be
a safe, effective and inexpensive procedure.

For it to be applied more extensively at the clinical level, one
needs to develop standardized commercial instrumentation and its
utility has to be demonstrated in more controlled and rigorous
pre-clinical and clinical studies in terms of the accepted surgical
norms in North America and Western Europe.
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AC impedance spectroscopy, 

190

Active islands,

    inactive electrodes, 213 

Adsorption isotherms, 183 

Analysis,

    small-signal, 162 

Anodic deposit formation, 145 

Anodic processes,

    formation of PS, 104 

Aqueous polarization, 25 

Array of anodes and cathodes, 

270

Atomic force microscopy 

(AFM), 175 

Bockris, 42 

Born equation, 46 

Brownian movement, 39 

Capillary condensation, 183 

Cell metabolism, 235 

Chandrasekhar, 43 

Clinical applications,

    ECT, 263 

Continuous-flow stirred tank 

electrochemical reactor, 

152

Conway, 42 

Copper dissolution,

    anodic, 146 

Corrosion,

    fractal approach, 169 

Cottrell behavior, 214 

Cottrell equation, 185, 193 

Coulostatic analysis, 162 

Crystalline silicon,

    anodic dissolution, 65 

Current burst theory,

    dissolution, 69 

Current density,

    porous silicon, 76 

Current transient,

    fractality, 197 

Cyclic voltammetry, 189 

DC treatment,

    target tumor cells, 251 

Deposit dissolution process, 145 

Diffuse double layer, 244 

Diffusion coefficients, 14 

Dipole moments, 25 

Discrete molecular models, 17, 

22

Dissolution rate,

    mass transfer, 68 

Dissolution valence, 100 

Dissolution valence,

    effective, 75 

Dissolution,

    chemical, 75 

Doped n-Si, 79 

Doped p-Si, 79 

ECT method,

    standarized treatment, 237 

Electric field,

    human body, 262 
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    ionic concentration, 245 

    tumor, 262 

Electrical current,

    tumor treatment, 231 

Electrical gradient,

    water flow, 247 

Electrochemical double layer,

    cell interstitium interface, 243 

    charge neutrality, 245 

Electrochemical engineering,

    Markov theory, 136 

Electrochemical processes,

    non-diffusion-limited, 220 

Electrochemical reactions,

    dissolution of silicon, 103 

Electrochemical techniques,

    diffusion-limited, 169 

Electrochemical treatment 

(ECT),

    of tumors, 232, 268 

    low-level direct current, 258

Electrochemical treatment,

    salient points, 269 

Electrode surface processes, 142 

Electrodeposition,

    fractal approach, 169 

Electrolytic cell,

    flow circulation, 160 

Electrolyzer, 148 

Electrolyzer,

    parasitic reactions, 159 

Electroosmosis,

    interstitial channels, 240 

Electroosmosis,

    tissue, 240 

Electroosmotic dewatering,

    zeta potential, 249 

Electroosmtic Dewatering 

(EOD), 241 

Electrophoretic transport,

    organic molecules, 262 

Electropolishing, 73 

Electrostatic solvation free 

energy,

    qunatum-mechanical, 30 

Erlang formula, 140, 143 

Failed cells,

    Markovian analysis, 153 

First solvation shell, 2 

Fowler, 42 

Fractal dimension,

    surface, 169 

Fractal geometry,

    Mandelbrot, 170 

Fractals, self-similar, 171 

    nonrandom, 170 

    random, 170 

    self-affine, 169, 170 

Free energies of solvation in, 

11, 24 

Free energies of solvation in 

water, 23 

Free energies, cavitation, van 

der Waals, 33 

Free energy perturbation 

procedure (FEP), 20 

Free energy,

    hydration, 33 

Fuel-cell electrocatalyst, 214 

Fullerene,

    solubility, 14 

Gas adsorption, molecular probe 

method, 181 

General interaction properties 

function (GIPF), 8 

Gibbs free energy, 20 

Gibbs-Helmholtz equation, 46 

Growth rate, 76 

Hartree-Fock calculations, 6 

Hellmann-Feynman theorem, 1 
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Helmholtz layer, 100 

Helmholtz-Smoluchowski

relation, 245 

HF solution, 120 

Highest occupied molecular 

orbital (HOMO), 54 

Hildebrand,

    solubility parameter, 51 

Hirschfelder, 1 

Hydration,

    ionic enthalpies, 45

    free energies, 45 

Hydrogen

    bonding, 10 

    evolution, 71, 235 

    evolution, cavitation, 269 

Image analysis methods, 174 

Interaction energies, 1 

Interfaces, electrochemistry,

    fractal approach, 167 

Intramolecular interactions, 18 

Ionic solvation,

    continuum solvent models, 44 

    discrete molecular solvent 

models, 43 

Kolmogorov, 139 

Langevin dipoles, 39 

Laplace transforms, 187 

Layer thickness, 143 

Lennard-Jones potential, 17 

Linear Sweep/Cyclic 

Voltammetry, 188 

Lithium transport,

    cell-impedance-controlled, 

220

Lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbital (LUMO), 54 

Mandelbrot,

    fractal geometry, 167 

Markov matrix, 138 

Markov process, 136, 139 

Markov chains, processes, 135 

Mass fractal, 169 

Mathematical modelling, ECT, 

250

Mechanistic aspects,

    electrochemical treatment, 

240

Mesoporous carbons, 219 

Metallic electrodes,

    tumor destruction, 239 

Models of solvent, 

    hybrid/intermediate, 38 

Molecular dynamics, 2 

    electrostatic potential, 3 

    volume, 53 

Monte Carlo simulations,

    of solutions, 2 

Multi-array electrode,

    ECT effect, 255 

Nernst equation, redox couples, 

188

Nitroaromatics, 13 

Nonpolar solvents, 11 

Ohmic resistance, substrate, 107 

Onsager, 28 

Organic solutions, anhydrous, 

103

Oxide film thickness, 114 

Para-dinitrobenzene, 7 

Partition coefficients, 12 

Peak-current method, 189 

Performance, Markovian 

modeling, 148 

Perimeter-area method, 178 

Perturbation theory, 2 

Phenomenology of ECT, 246 

Photo holes, 119 

Physical adsorption, 1 

Poisson distribution, 140 
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Polarization, solute molecule, 

31

Pore

    arrays, 85 

    branching, 89 

    diameter, 82 

    diameter, distribution of, 87 

    diameter, interpore spacing, 

86

    orientation, 87 

Porous electrode, 218 

Porous silicon, 71 

    formation, 71 

    morphological characteristics 

of, 97 

    morphology, 65 

Positive charge,

    extra-cellular fluid, 241 

Potential gradients,

    double layer, 243 

Potential,

    effect of current and HF 

Concentration, 83 

Potentiostatic current transient 

method, 185 

Probability distribution, 157 

Pt/polished Al2O3 electrode, 201 

Randles-Sevcik equation, 188 

Random walk, Ion, 142 

Reaction field, 27 

Reaction kinetics,

    anodic, 98 

Rough surfaces,

    fractal geometry, 167 

Roughness parameter, 174 

Scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM),

    transmission electron 

microscopy, 174 

Scanninng tunneling 

microscopy (STM), 174 

Self-Affine fractal, 172 

Silicon, 91 

Silicon oxide,

    dissolution, 112 

Silicon substrate, 74 

Silicon/Electrolyte interface, 99 

Solute Hammiltonian, 25 

Solvent effects, 15 

Solvent,

    continuum models, 26 

Solvent-solvent interactions, 51 

Space charge layer,

    semiconductor, 106 

Sputter-deposited Pt films, 204 

Sputter-deposited, Pt film 

electrodes, 201 

Structure-activity relationships, 

12

Supercritical solvents,

    solubility in, 15 

Surface fractal dimension,

    interfaces, 174 

Surface lattice structure,

    silicon, 110 

Surface tension, solvent, 33 

Switching-Circuit operations,

    analysis of, 157 

Symmetry-adapted perturbation 

theory (SAPT), 2 

Tank electrolyzer, 150 

TEM image analysis method, 

218

Thermal emission,

    of holes, 73 

Solid tumor, 270 

Solute-solvent interactions, 1, 9 
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Triangulation method,

    fractals, 175 

Zener tunnelling, 73 

Zeta potential,

    electroosmotic velocity, 245 




